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,esearch in EfLective Teaching of Writing

Abstract Final Report on Phase

This stud 2 ls de4igned to meet_the.need:for systgmatic
of current practioes'in:colIage

composil:ion-Vroggauls. pluch has been l'iritteft."-)about.-

' investigationg of tlementary-andandary School. student'.
writers-Ivid7-teachtts:of writing doparativelly litt1,e-re6earch
has explc:ed the'larger,'.programmati natlre,of cOtlege
writirqpinstruCtion. Because .s4 little' wOrk,has_been,done
in-this.q.rea,thia research grOject was planned IA:phi:mat tea....
meet thrise-eaturesearOh.goals:-.Phafig0.0btain, and
oi7,4jnize.desoriptionivOf program.practiossand yariableef
affecting ,thOse'practidas;.Phane.I.4-to obtain student and
faculty,_ "outcome, :' data-and ralate'thote aataYto.varieties:in
praatiQeand---:Phase.III-, to integreWPhase-I- and\TI,4indings
int0 recomineud-,4;tienn tor.- ceepc.sition;-...falulty 'And

pregrea__adtainistr4ors and to -rolikto dul;rwe4,,

trie.oty al-.4,1thowledge writing inStru'aioniQ41Ctpost.StOondarY
'education.- This kaport dwieribeis ?heti w

A

ork and:results.

to date. ,
Thu study sample bakes use. of the nineteen dappisea

The Califorr4a. Statst 1144orsity (C 3U) Tkiio sa Mple. itteluass,
rural, sOurban,i- and. tart* campuses, :with. pre:dam:1041y
Anglo as well as,:etbnically-miA041-Student populet4o4a; and
large, medium, Old ,,,small:,:enrollmants-.: sYstoev-has
foeUeed spepiai -attinT4iOn 012 writing;.. china i&titre,,.401ily

visible' ways.: ifirst4' thort.:is systemwide 1.rectuirlia
Engliah Vlapomont Test,. for f.intering fradtpian 4404 Uansfer-
studente; tie placatiirit toot ie :.supper-04,14 1600 lativo '
mandato to 'provide riPcitial ftindiL ea.;*,' Canons- for:1: its
admitted ,studen..W.Who -a, ori-ofrionsoccmo dale aka
thereby identified 48e-ot,ribizedi:ittiott ,---P0091.14, all
degree candidates
-competent writOra, At the 'timtior-4Viaion4itvol_ in- ardor to

receive the
In gatherinCdaacritAivinteriertier., priiledt spade

use of. Severtilflitfar4ht-metiOds end son.reon.
information Onr,,siiti-issii,.01404iietn. dtikillieg Was' 04ainad
asking' English department d4airw-,to: sitiert7.',.iurvoy

asking -about such/ matters -aotirses,-:,eta0144, eiad.-apecial ;

project's. a anbsamplo Of CAMpOW stkuctriza4t-:':intarviiiws

were conducted with prigIipli.:-0aira,- coinpouttiOnlikOraini:,
eaerdinatora remedial 'inatruttion
department writing-prOgras 'oCitirdinatortiA.oarap_it:.$41.attinod

cantor "directors jeducat/.0nalopportuaity.::progi,aw) coOrdinator

of writing assistance, scheel::'deans,);:atid--.4-cadOiic;',Itief:

presidents. A11- writing inatruetors,-. outtii,:`de the

pnglish department, receivedietailed gdestOnnaire

,

/



instructional-praCtices, perceptions of the writing program,
the campus climate for-writing instruction, current writing
theory,_remediation, the upper-division writing requirement,
and a variety:Of-department and campus variables potentially
influencing the writing program.

Two kinds of analyses were performed on the Phase I.
data First, interview transcripts'werp coded and reviewed
in an effort to group campus programa which appeared similar

a parsticular ceding category: 'nese categories were then
refined through discussions and reanalysis of interview
passages, supplemented by information from the factual.
survey. Secon4, questiognaire responses were tabulated and
factor analyses were run on a subset of items. These analyses
established one set or factors describing perceptions of the
writing' program and its campus context, and a second Set
describing instructional'perspectives. °.

'From the interview, data, five broad categories emerged
as useful_ ways of talking about similarities and' differences
in writing programs:, program goals, composition program
leadership, procedures and policies foro.remedial writing
instruction, adjunct writing assistance (outside the English'
department class), and procedures and policies for the
upper-division writing requirepent for graduation. The
ten- campus interview sample demonstrates Considerable variation
within each of the five categories. 'Surbrisin in most
instances, campus progras which group together ithin,a
category are not necessarilraimilar in terms of air
campus sampling characteristics such .as size or a o is mix.
Features of writing program organization and mane ement, for
example, do not appear to be related to features of the
campus-setting., .

The questionnaire data provided- deacriptive ainformatiozi
about writing teachers and abut their attitudes, practices,
and perceptions.. Factor analysis of Likert ond forcedg.choide
items yielded six .1*ogram factors and seven Instructional
factors. The program factors are (1).camphs climate for
writing instruction, (2) student content, (3) adjunct writing'
assistance,'(4) program leadership, (5) cohesiveness of the
composition programv_(4) facultar,attitude, and (7).faeulty
effort. The instructional practice factors are (1.). ;the
literature approach; (2) the composing procestr-apprtach, A3)-
the rhetorical modes approach, 14) the basie'skillwapproach,
(5) the in-olass workshop approach, and (6) the service

tcourse approach. .

The first chapters of this volume present the conceptual
work develOped by the faculty/rescarc team and suggestions
for practical uses of this report_ R salts of interview and

,'questionnaire analyses comprise the ler portion of the
document. Subsequent reports will g ve the results of the
evaluative and theoretical phases.
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ob le Cti ve s

Nationaliconcern over the ?ppare:nt it lity. of students

to write with competihbehad,been so widespread in recent

yetiP that documentatiOn. While tradi-

tionally directed at trie .grade and high- achooia, more and'.

more of this conce is directed. 4 postsecondary institu-
-

e

time. The installation of grauation requirements in

writing skills lo university systels.*in Ca1°ifornie,A4dW
I

ork, Giorgia, and elsewhere:. and the spread of basic skills

proficiency tests for teaching credential candidates in many

states, tettiiy to an underlying belief that too many college

graduates cannot write well enough: Meanwhile the expappiod

of the 'collese4population to 'include students who have riot

in -the past been able to:' attend has added major. respensibili-
,

ties :for pre-00110w training in-mriting. Ito many university;

curricula".

AltOugh postseCondary institutions, gild particularly

the-English departstents in' these #stitutiins, AM been

scriving to meet the new challenges, the 'state Of knowledgi

a

about collegiate ceffiposition instruction remains inadequate

to the task, though grey.ting. boy retedrch0 encourages

the belief that:help is *on- the With a million or more

r s.
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students seeking', freshman composiiiOn: instruction., eadh year, .i

ectois of programs in vriting have' had

research to look to as .they triedrto resources

and (ge:n?rally) irieFperienceid` and thinly ;rained faculty, tO
.

....teach in their _particular settings. , As` E. D.,i HirsCh'(197.1)

states in The Philosophy Of Composition, "Our moat urgent, .
pkoblem... [is] the lack of direction in our teaching and

research. We are beset by conflicting' ideologies whiOh
,

confuse us and hamper progress 'in-both detamins.,, Douglas 134y

*-Park,yrithgin the September 1979 issue

on
,

_"Theoretical Expectations: on ConceiViitg Composition fed
f. ,

etoric as a Diaciplineu itlie'sume.pcitut:

What composition- studies okfer, is a.
potpouiri theor/, TOSOir ch, spedula-..
tionr, somd 'of' it c ose -U.:pedagogy,- sate
far removed,/ some of it.ispeculative and
-Contemilklative, some scientifically and
experimentaily.: oriented, sOme of. it .

jargorp-riddled and pretentioue, ,inough
of it -so, provai And sti ulating 'that,
the PeVadirit a Of 'ono tenant anC1
challettgeg 'Mamie. *titled. What- composi-

- tion vesotirdt does not ofcer is a shapely
coherent-e=that malies it .defiriable' air a
disciplino:'

kS result of this ,theo;atical = and pedagogical
.

inc9rierolice, professionals iriterasted £n. develciOirig ef.pcti'Ve

writing' instruction programs have been'faded with a 'variety

of -digiscOrdant to guide practice, none of which

seems togeneralise;, convincingly beyond . tlhe limited . papule-

tiOns*upoti which it was developed: For eAcita010, a thitory of

composition/which calls for .intensiVewriting:eipircises w



minimal direct guidanCe might work well with well-trained
preparatory school graduates, but might be quite Inappropriate
'for educationally disadvantaged studehts 'whose fundamental

/ r r
re.ading.cliffidulties block' Writing in general.

"/'The bbfectiVe of this project is to previde to researchers,'.
'

composition program dir7tors; and composition policy makeks

a coherent framework for ordering or 919anrillig. writing .

..itistritOtion activities hereto ore.left largely to Perootial

Operience-or:thiStoricai -accident.- Until in-kles.th deco iptions
,,'. s- . ,

,.9f.program optigns are avails le ;or d#ferept poPulations' ,
in ;afferent collegqi.,..instru onal-settings, -*those responsible;- ., ,
for aampbeition.programs lack an esse4ial resource:for:
a c' / -

\makngiTrogr9m. decisions, ) Until rpliablc.d$1ta about the
relatiO success of .these; program. options Are available,
wTitizg PrOgrams are .likelY7-tO develop not as a result:

/ . ,
.-effectiVe planning. but-as \a .matter of c ance. And until -

wry ding theory can. be enriched bi-siStematie -evaluation o

7c,praa4i co, an -important aspect:of compition- research. will

remain .6o weak that doirliaisPiri in the ield will remain

meieliktheoxetical.
This-, r9p'or,t describes the results of the first- eighteen

months" ofs a thrite-Yearzresearch study._ This first phase w

Aimed at aicumuliting and .organizing descriptiye 4.fiform

o college f,aomposition progrgius- on .the nineteen caMpu

The California
education with

..,.

Stag', jniveraity, a large system of
sulficient variety-of students, f

ion



campusTrograms, and campus enArolpients to encompass' most

of the issues relating to writing instrUctioh.programs in

Ametican colleges and universities in,general.

Practical Uses of-This Re ort

'Tis with.our judgments as our watches, none
Go just alike but Bach believes his own.

-Alexander Pope

Descriptive information about college writing' programs

can be of particulai use tb those charged with responsibility z,

for directing such programs, normally chairs of English

departments or composition coordinators. Our findings show

that such individuals can usually structure, or restructure

composition programs if they wish's; though, sometimes a reorgani-
.

sition calls for, a major expenditure, Of effort., It is our

,hope and expectation that the desc iptive materials in this

report will assist all those conce ed about the structure

`Of collegelevel writing programs. e iliac eximet to publish

7subsequent reports evaluating the relative effectiveness of
.\

the program features described in this repott, for different

kinds of students and institutions, incrder to increase the

uSefulnadS-O\ f the research.

Anyone sicking to use these materials in relation to an

existing compositi9n program will most naturally begin with

an examination of tIIC'present program structure, using the

taxonomy described in Chapter Seven as a guide. It ieems

apyiarent-tliat most compositioh program are more complex

:than they appear to be. 'In fact, sometimes" those- eople



working in quite complex programs have little conscious

awareness of the program.sirdaure which establishes the

ground for their work: The structured interviews reprodubed'

in the Appendix, particularly those for the composition

chair and the gnglish chair, may be of use in uncovering all

the parts of a composition program. Thesestructured inter

I

views are based on the taxonomy, and seek to develop the

in rmation the taxonomy' defines as the lost important.

Thus, the descriptive materials presented in this

report offer a systematic and coherent approach to program

feature analysis. Most zomposition programs, .it appears

hae grown incrementally, according-to the-special interests

of temporary administrators or .program faculty; and it. is

rare to find any such program reviewed as a 'whole..

This report not only offers the -taxonomy (siong with

the structured interviews and Fact Sheet for developing

information systematically), but it also sets out theywide

variety of program options now in use in our sample group of

campuses. Thus, the-report suggests a range of choices4

among program features each in use on a campus, each with

,-v its defenders and sup ort. It is healthy, if a bit surprising,

,tornotice that what appears to one composition director as
.d

tlie, only perfectly natural and appropriate way to cope with

an issuT, may not seem so at all tollis or her counterparts

elsewhere. Thus;.one campus may assign low-scoringSlack

students to course work in. an Afro-American Studies depaitment,
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on the grounds that homogenous racial groupings will provide

support for student improvement in writing. Another campus,

believing that homeOnous racial groupings create or support
JJ

negative labeling, may place such students in an integrated

remedial writing course, with special support services. Yet

another campus may carry that argument even further by

avoiding remedial course work altogether, but asking low-

scoring students to add special support.services as.partof

their work.in regular freshman composition courses. As with

Pope's obeerfttion about watches in the Essay on Criticism,

"none go just alike but each believee his ownd! It-is

humbling and eye-opening to_reallia-rthat what seems obviously

right to one's self seems quite wrong to one's colleagues.

The descriptive materials presented in this report thus

offer to program administrators several, ways. of seeing and

orgaiiizialg their programs, and an array of alternative

stkuctured\pew in use. While the ,Ovaluati4e dati to emerge
\

in the'neXt _hese of the research should be valliable, this

report eho ldin its own right, stimulate and heli shape

such program review.

The intarview-data summarized briefly in Chapter Eight

also offer .a great dial of useful infoiMation,' even though

much of this material remains to be considered in a.separate

report. For exempla, departments considering faculty develop-

ment pkograms in composition will profit from the knowledge

ra

that none of the sample campuses has yet found a successful

15



direct way to Anvolve tenured faculty in such training, and
4 ,

that inforMal rather than formal procedures

the best results.

____The-ieliminary analysis of t4, faculty survey provides

additional useful.information. For the first time in writing

research, detailed reports are available from the 'tenured

CI

Seem to produce

1,epra,

faculty, whose goals,and procedures in class are generally

respected so highly that no one ever discovers what they

-area The survey data show how certain clusters of attitudes

correlate with certain classroom practices, and how different

theoriei og writing instruction are given life in the writing

alass. FreliminaryfactdrnalYsis of methods of OOlipOaitiOn

instruction; for example, developed six patterns for such

classes, which we named as follows: 1) the litercture

approach, 2) the composing process apptoach, 3) tie rhetorical

modes.approach 4) the basic skills approach, 5) itbein-olass

workshop approach, and 6) the service course app each.

While we do not yet have any,information on the comparative

effectiveness of these approaches for different, kifuls of
4

students, it certainly interesting to, see at these

groupings allow us to describe inclusively so_ argeand

various a faculty sample.

As the research continues, we expect to 'produce

specialized reports for the various audienc / s which wiil

want to make use of our work: the educational research

community, the national English composition community; The



. .0
California St-ate University, among others.

.

At the same

time, we will be .proceeding' with the second phase of" our

research, during which we will be_using a complex series of

outcome measures'with a large student.sample; our gbal will

be to discover, define, and compare the effectiveness bf the'

writing program features described in this report. Subsequent

reports will detail our progret's .and our findings. Meanwhile,
..

this comprehensive report to our fupding agency offers an

overview of the theoretical and practical-workio far'accom-

plished, in-'the hope that this work will be of use to those

involved in,the teaching of or research in college composition.



CHAPTER TWo

Review of,ReiSted'Uterature

V.'
"?

What DOWe Know About Co -Writin Pro rams?

This, research .project wati-designea to. meet the.need for

inforRation about college level progrims in composition.

Program administrators need to knoW What kinds of prodkam

choices wait, and how those choiCes have worked in particular

institutional settings, with speqific student and: staff

populatiObs.-.In searching-the-educational.research and the

English, education literatures, we found little such:knowledge'

available, and a goodly.proportion,of that literature` given
---

over to reports of the successes and failiires'oE:specific

curricular or service-programs -i.e.", individual program_

descriptiona. and.evaluations. :,The problem with these course

descriptions and,:evaluatiOns is.thdt their usefulneSS in

other contextS is alway0 in doubt
,

A few-reportb, described below, are more-general in

scope and provide some insight into the issues- and important

factors to consider in an examination-of an program of

writing instruction:` studies have sought 'to describe

the national scene in college English, moot often through

national survey data and selective interviews. We do hot

find any attempts to validate or evaluate these deseriptions

of program features in terms of actual impact or 'success in



teaching students to write better. Thus, they stop short of

providing the sort of data-based recommendations that Can

help ompopition directors, committees, department chairs,

colleg administrators, and instructors make decisions among

a rang ,of options whose success may be closely linked to

partic lar Ittings or p9licies. or personnel.

-One'of:the earliest studies df Cbllege C7position .waS,

published in 1963. The Albr--," Kitahaber report !on college

compoeition begins with a discussion of the coni dictory

goals or purposes that .may be perceived as guiding

curricul ' and instruction in college writing courses.

Kitzhabe describes "therapy" pfbgrams as those which take.

as ghei mission-remedying-the-ill-prepared entering freshman

studen thus providing a "service" to the students and for

the fruity in other departments by teaching these students

to write with "reasonable ease, p/recision, and correctness."

The -second-theme underlying college composition.is concerned

with cognitive development-rather than correctness. From

this perspective, composi ion programs are "to,focus thq

students' attention on fun mental principles of clear

thinking and the clear and effective written expression of

that thinking, and 'to gilie.him disciplined jractice in the_

principles:"

These_ 7two4orspectiveis o'n composition programs

in locating thetresponitiility for teaching

students to be competent-college writeis.dIn the first

\.,
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case, Wheke,writing,instruction is performed as a service,,

'primary .cesponsibility for the su4cess of this service, is

normally left to the English deliartment In theisi6and

case, where writing instruction is Part of the general

intellectual training received ihcollege,, there is' the

expectation that other courses in/other departienfis.should

"foster the same discipline but direct it toward the varying

_demands of the'specific supject matters."

In .addition to these contrasting views of writing

instruction purposes and responsibilities, Hitshaber identifies

the'vakiety of Englisb, department, specialities in all but

writing that usually guide writing programs because of the

'particular expertise-efthe department cilair or:composition

director: semantics, .1o4ic, rhetoric,. linguistici, literature,

and literary criticism. He also points out the-lack of-

"proof" of the.cause-effect relationship betWeen instructional

activities deemed from any of these particular themes and
O

gains in student achievement. Ea describes difficulties

that await prospectiVe researchars because, of their inability

to identify or control effects due to the variety of intervening

variables in students' history and experiences and effects

from the particular personality traits and teaching competencies

of instructors. Further, he. raises the ssue of sensitivity

and validity of meaSures of student gains.in competence 48 a,

result of freshman composition.



After discussing these issues and problems, Kitzhaber

reports the results of hid can data gathering effort, the

purpose of which war to describe the variety in writing

programs offered in American four-year universities. Kitzhaber

aollected-syllabi/from 95 universities and analyzed those
/

guideline::: in terns of the expressed goals, content, progres-
,

Alion in sinstru7tional content, and texts. Interested in the

veracity of these "syllabi," he paid fqllow-up visits to..

eighteen of e campusea to determine the intent to which

courses were implemented as dee.cribed.

Most/notable from tie analyses of syllabi were the

variety of approaches to writing instrIction, the lack of

rigor and scholarliness evident in the selection of texts

for compsition as compared to the standard fari'for other

college courses, and the apparent lack of confidence in the

competence of iAstrUctors, Further, he foulid that campus

size was a key factor determining- staffing patteFas particu-

larly in the: use of pagt-time-instruotors and lecturers.

Kitthaber's work is valuai)le 'less for its descriptive

information, the validity of whf.ch may no longer hold, than

for its identification of key Variables that ought to be.,

cofisidared in thd investigation of college writing program .

Clearly, campup'dize and the philosophy or.goals of the'

Aomposition progiam are important factors in-dotorm4qing

what tskes' place in classrc,oms and who is doing the teaching.

He also ,suggests attention co the following: training og



staff, twits, amount of writing assigned, where writing-is

done (in class or,out), ana'the direction,,structure,'and

gtidanceogiven to students:

A decade later, Ttomas Wilcox conduCted "The National

SurVey of Undergraduate Programs in 'English," sponsored by

the National council-of Teachers `of English and funded by

the U.S._Officeof Education-.Like Kitzhaber, Wilcox (1973);.

collected Survey,data-(questiehhairei,froM English department

Aleads) and interview data.- While Wilcox siudied compositio

programs, he did so as part of-his larger: concern .with the'

administration of Englishdepartmehtzpreigrsms and,the'oieTi n

.of English departments withifi the callede:context. His

survey data'describe the makeup ofdepartment-staffs in

terms of status categories'and the reward systems in,operation

for those staffs.. He notes the influence ofcampus size4 as

thissize dictates staffing demands. On the larger cam %mob
/

. hp finds the need for specialists ir,litarary fields,

'desire fdr didtinguished "Scholars in= thq.aeldlof lrerature],0

the overuse of cheap labor for writing 'instruction a tillable'

from pait-time and nentenure-track "ointments' and graduate

assistants. On the smaller. campuses.4 he notes the eed for

generalists, the emphasis ©h effective-taactiing rah er than

publishihg, and the,tendency toward "top-heaviness" character-

izedby a'predemOantly stabli, tenured staff isolated from

"new ideas and eithusiitems" suchas those associated with

newer, younger staff' members.



where Kitzhaber concentrated upon course -content and
, )_-

instruction in,-composition,,Wilcoxconcentrates his reporeporting
,!

on the administrative properties of English departments,

with the igiplicit assumption that these characteristics. and
.

decisions also affect the nature of instruction. . The key

departmental -iisues he identifies include department Autonomy,

teacher evaluation, staffing, and.philosophiesunderlying

compOsition andremedial courses Like Kitzhailer,.%4ilcox

recognizes a relationship between Campus-sizejand staffing

patterns, and between ,philosophies About writing instruction

and the orgardiatiOn and =intent of.writing courses. The

new information in the Wilcox study, concerns the evaliistion 1

of .instructors and the organization of writing courses.

In describin4 information on.teac evaluation, Wilcox

raises two issues: disir&I characteiisti6e and their,measUie-
%7

pent. AL is survey data sugges.some degree-of consensus

about_the ChiradteriStics.eValuatost'soehin,44strtictors.,.0,
..-

.The:two descriptiomiteceiving endorieby More'Plan 75%..

of thii Wilcox sampfe'are XI "stimulatidn and motivatiOn,l1

and .2): "knoi,irreid-g-e7-andHmastery ,of thei. Subjedt matter.' /.

Following those two values, the remaining three top selections

are 3) "fresh ideas and.critical insights" (WO, 4) °enthusiasm

and interest" t40%), and "rappOrt 'with, students" 439%).

surpiiisingly, the five most 'valued teacher traits suggeit .

greater interest in the general characteristics 'of good

teachers than iirspecialized.competence or articular knowledge.p_

and.phiIdsophies.

.14
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_ .

GiVen these characteristics sought: in..instructors,

Wilcox asked his department administrators about the measure-
,

ment ok these qualities. Here he.desciibes the'basic problem

of "how to .obtain reliable and accurate eviddnce of what

actually occurs in eathA.nOtructori's classroom." The most

common source of information cited. by the survey respondents

was infokMaliNirsonal contact With the instructors (93%).
.

The second most,complon answer was the review ofassignments,

exams, and tecOhinTmaterials;(51%). Intereiitinglystudent
't

of instructors were citedibyonly.40% Of the

reE:7.1ento and.clads:observations;by only-0%:. Other
_ 0_ h

Choiaet revealed by the.purvey:included informal'eontedts'

with-students4.studeni-pUblished evalUations-0etam-
1/4

solicited cOileggue Opinions comparisqns 'in gradint\gmenq

instructors for the same course, and behavigrii during depart-

ment meetings.

Wilcox also inquired into the question of course.

Wilcox'organization. i e
/

irked hissurvey.pdpulation'the,degree.

of course uniformity a r.ass.4.natructbru and how this compare-

bility was achieved: From his, findings it appears clear

that%course cone

_ course uniformity are the following: staff meetings (66%),

,use of syllabi (62%),-common texts decided upon by committee

(62%), and less popularly, common exams (22%), .common le..tures

is very general indeed Ahd rarely

-enforced. Top amohg..the choices for methods of establishing
/.

(12%), and° ommon theme grading (1.2%). For Wilcox, those



1

,

findinqa lead 'to the unanswered question of whether or not

there is ga ..right, true, or beet in teaching English. -"

In his focus upon compositioq,_Milcox,reports 'much the

same emphases and distinatiOns in hTt sample of department

.administrators as 'does Ititzaez,,\though the two studies are

a decade apart yin time./ Again, 64e\issuelof."service and

therapy" versus broader intellectual goals in writing instruc-
\,

,tion'is mentioned. Wilcox expands'upon Xitzhabees terms,

.describing the growth beyond simple thera for the :i1l-pr.eparedJ-

students., to "exercising and eduaating . coaching, students

for future occasions whibh may demand the use ok language

and c nfronting. them with present occasions which requike

the :u e their.mental faculties.n Wilcox also pasents .

data on the growth in needed, clearly remedial coirsework.

These courses. -are. described by: Wilcox:, as PradoMiriantly..

matter of pradtice. and dkill in.techanics with.Writing.
.1. ./

/imited t\paragraphs: done in class and With testalimitodz:
to ".j.Unior high iichool primereu or 04pareb le ligiitweighi.

fare.

While ,thus e two Studies, Ititzhabor ,19631,,an5
,

(1973)9 are' landmarks in their sparse fietd of truitiiiY, they

e-date .1?he provol4tionio in writing instr.kuctionOccasioned

by .the.audden.-grewth iri,r.g.3Fterest in and research

and .nthe 'writing prOceSC r'inforination
.

may be vulnerable.
,

to,charges o _obp.ollacepco ortunately,

similiw work:is currently in'progress,at tae University of

'Texas at Ausiin (Witte;: Mayor, Miller Faigley



The Austi/rese rch teaan. is primarily inerestqd
,

development of ev L'Ation guidelines and methOds.tfoF IplIeges
I

to use_ elial,et:ingscomPosition pro4rams. A pr- elimipary .

activity,in:thei_deVelopment-pra:46t-hifilbeen a national

survey of college coiliositidail.kogram administrators. This

national profile 4ncludes and distinguiUhefisresults fpoe

two and four-Year collegds, and public and private univer-

sities. Witte, et al., have reported the range

in 11 witting course content and sequence, 2) s

writing courses; 3)teNtOochs.And materials.

s7..
of..

affing and

4) instructional;

.activitigu, 5) student evaluation and proficient testing,

and 6) faculty cvaluatioh and development. Again; as 'in\ tne

Kitzhaber andOilcon studies, institutional sizq seemed

be a clear factor in diStinguishing among act-4 practices

.- in -these sin farces .1

The update of instructional informatioeis remarkably:

unrpmarktble given the serious changes :that have Occurred ip

theory andresearch?-based-recomminilatiolls for inbtructional
1 ,

activities to foot° the students' awareness of writing as

.prodeas. For enampl the pmstin ''ata describe- the continued
.

pcluacuitar of' grammar an c tents in beginning compo--.

if-

\

_
sitionin both .trio-yea _randfour-year-colleges-or-univertitieli-

the-1)211y real%distinctieb, ois.thai universities also report
I , .

,

greater use of non-fiction anthologies.

-

The August-1981.report on tri4 Writing 'Program Assessment
proiect precepts deScriptive data only; no statistical. .

aniayses are included.. ,



The new information on staffing is-perhaps more interesting

because of the care with which the AuStin team has distinguiShed

among -fdc4lty status categories

has been the acquisition of data supporting some of the

current, otherwise unsupported opinions about diffeiences

The result of their care

in

writing instruction traceable to differenced in staff status.

For example, the data reveal disparities in faculty development

opportunities for full-time, tenured and nontenure-track

faculty. This-finding further demonstrites some evidence of

interaction with/the size of the institution, most likely

because the larger institutions employ a greater number of

part-timeoz full-time, nontenure-track instructors. The

universities seemed to:be doing the most for all categories

of staffing,`. though slightly more energy was directed toward

the parttimett.. Two -year colleges,on the other hand, aim

meet of their workshop activity toward the tenured and

tenure-track full-timers.

Another particularly relevant aspect of the Austin

survey data is the self-report by composition program directors

on the successes of their programs. Several program components

were mentioned over and over by the questionnaire respondeyits.

Thesetincluded 1) the independent writing lab, 2) teacher

training efforts, 3) peer tutnring and other collaborative

learning, and 4) placement procedures. The respondents also

listed a fairly consistent set of Arsful outcomes" for

their programs, including 1) teaching students to write



clelreffective prose for different audienceS, 2) getting

teachers'to teach writing as a proceSS, and'3.) inolving

tenured faculty in teaching writing.

Of the seven successful outcomes most often cited, four
. .

relate to program policy and'organization. Clearly these

program-level decisions can have impact upon'instructional

success; ,and'just as - clearly, program outcomes encompass

, more than student gains.,

That relatively few directors cited any one successful
aspect of college writing programs_ suggests'that-those
programs- vary considerably-from-one inatitutiona
text to another, from one department to another, from
one Director to another....we also found considerable
evidence of a variety of approaches to writing program
administration, with some directors investing consider-
able energy in one area while others' focus on another
area..... If the contexts for writing programs 'differ
from one institution to another, it is difficult to
say--on the basis of the statements we reaa--in what
aspects of writing.programa, directors around the-
country ought to invest their energies;

(Witte, 'Meyer, Miller, Faigley, *1961, pp.'103-104)

Relatiotishi of Ou Phase-I Findings to the Related Literature

The three studies described, above report Odthe'Atate
o

of English composition programs at three junctures:in-time,

1963,_1973, and 1961. They.have each attempted to portray

the :spectrum of actual practices in several areas dfProgram

operations, such as staffing patterns, coursa.content and'

texts, student and faculty evaluati6n4 and faculty developOent.

Each of these studies relied Almost exclusively upon responses'

to multiple-choice questionnaire items for accumulating data,

though Kitzhaber andWilcox also sought backup interview .data



on a small subsample of cases. Further, each of.these

studi'es confined their sample to composition program or

English department .data

Out own Phase I data also were derived from questionnaire'

and interview. However, we intentionally began with the

interviewing' of a variety of'administrators, including

English department chairs, composition program directors,

remedial course directors, Yearning and/or tutoring center

'directors, heads of writing programs under the auspices of

Chicano, Pan-AfriCan, or Asian studies departments, Deans of

Arts andlciences or of Schools-of Humanities' and Academic

Vice Presidents. We believe that this wealth of perctive

haEi allowed us to better understandithe institutional context

within which the writing 'programs operate. This is the very

concern ,cited by the Austin team (at the close of the previous

' section).

FUrther, our interviews with program directors indicated

that their knowledge of_ instructional practices among writing

program staff tends to be limited to part-time or nontenure-

track instructors and graduate-assistants. Tenured and

tenure-track faculty. appear, to be unsupervised and largely

Unevaluated-for their composition teaching. 'Clearly this

calls into question the generalizability of the questionnaire

and interview data of all three studies described above.

,To,address this concern, we have'developed a survey

questionnaire for the faculty teaching writing both, within

Iand outside -of English departments.



Finally, we would like to emphasize. that, unlike its

predecessor's, .our study had been planned to venture beyond

description into. comparative analySes. In Phase II we will

be looking for.outcomes_in the broadest sense of the word,

.particularly given the broad goals of colidge-level writing

instruction and the previously,ignored "side effects" any

program has upon its environment.

What Do We Know About Evaluatin Writin Programs?

Two recent reports bear upon our goals and methodology.

Scriven, and Thoias (1981) combine the issues pertain rag

to evaluation in general with those arising in the evaluatio

of writing instruction programs. Davis, et al., write-on

'this topic from'their direct and frustrating experience of

trying to. "evalUate" the "outcomes" of thellay Area Wtitin

Project (BAWP).for-writing teachers and'Uleir students.

Michael'Scriven lent his partiular evaluation expertise.9D

the task but could not develop conclusive findings; acdor ling'

to thefunding agency,.the Carnegie Corporation, "at the.

of theirrork, the. Scriven team delivered:no lees than 32

. separate reports on BWP activities, none of which was- 1

to present direct cause-and-e gfeet statiatics.P1-' No do

based upon their experiences in evaluating BAWF impact,
A

Scriven, and Thomas-recommend an-evaluation agenda

and discuss 64aluation issues and problems _for writing

particularly difficult subject area for measurement.N,

1"Teaching and Learning the
Writing Project," Carnegie
number .2, page 7.

Art of. Composition: The
Quarterly, 1979, volume
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The first of these problem areas is validity in both

the methodology and measures. In his'chapter on the basic

evaluation concepts, scriven notes:

...in the evaluation of composition instruction
-there has been a most serious failure to deal with
the most central aspect of the issue of validity.
To understand why this has occurred, it is essential
to understand the peculiar status of mastery of an
instrumental intellectual skill like writing or
reading or reasoning Spanish, by
contrast with mastery of a substantive intellectual
sub ect like English literature or tEE Elstory of
p osophy or special relativity theory. The
skills are in some sense content-free--loosely
.speaking, they represent knowing how to do something
without knowing that something isEEe case. The
first problem thirffects validity arises from
the terrible temptation to try to convert the
skill into a subject, because subjects are easier
to talk about, to teach, and to taut.. So the
evaluator should take great care not to confuse
content knowledge with instrumental skills.

(Davis, Scriven,i Thomas, 1981, p.37)

For Scriven, this distinctiOn in the nature of the

instructional content of writing has ramifications for

assessment of instruction and instructional gains in writing

skill: For example', he appeals to teachers and evaluators

to pay careful attention to topic and rating systems used in

assessing student skills by essay sample. Throughout their

text, the authors emphasize a broader domain-of_writing
4

-instruction than has traditionally been studied. Citing the

recent plethora of research on individual coghitive processes

in:writing-and-on-process=oriented-instructionr;-the-authors
,

2 See for example: Bereiter, Scardamalia, & Bracewell, 1979;

Bruce, Collins,aubin, & Centner, 1978; Plover & Hayes, 1980;

Hold, 1980. These citations' are expanded in the Bibliography
following this' chapter.



argue-for attention to other valuable -components in successful

writing: 1) motivation, 2) linguistic competence 3) aUdience.

sensitivity, 4) understanding the demands of different

rhetorical purposes, 5) competenceiff-'41i4-composing and-.

..reyising processes, and 6) competence in developing and

applying metaplans or strategieS to complete the writing

task. This broader perspectiYe in instruction and learning

requires that assessment as well reach beyond student writing

Performance to include indicators of attitudes and beliefs

about writing and follow-up indicators such as subsequent

course enrollments and grades.

. Beyond thS increased validity of the evaluation design,

there are several 'advantages to including these indicators:

...growth in writing occurs slowly; changes are
more noticeable at two-. or four-year intervals
than during the course of a semester. Further, -
attitude changes often precede improvement in
skills and can be-considered short-term indicators
of possible future changes. ...And, measuring.
students' attitudes and beliefs about writing can
provide a-richer undetstanding-ivotential
explanation4--of more subtle program effects.
Attitude measures thus allow us to take into
account some important aspects of learning

1 processes.
;(Davis, Scriven, & Thomas, 1981, p.95)

After_ student-centered changes in writing, thinking,

and attitudes, the next set of items on the Davis, at al.,

evaluation agenda focuses on teachers, their back0oUild,

training and beliefs, and-their teaching methods: The

traditional evaluation design ighores these matters and-

their potentiallisefulness 'to the teaching iorofession.



"It ignores the potential for evaluation procedures to act as

powerful tools in program improvement and staff development."

Among the binds of teacher-centered variables recommended,

Davis, et al., discuss 1) classroom procedures, 2) respdnses
\

to student writing, 3) writing assignments, 4) expectancies

for students'' learning, 5) knOwledge of composition theory,

6) philosophy of compoSiiidn, 7) professional activities and

liadership roles-, and 8) formal training. While some o'f

these teacher-oriented data diredtly tap into the olabsrdom

process, others are of'interest as they mi4ht affect teachers'

decision-making with regard to curriculum, materials,` and

methods.

The third category of agenda items includes prdgram

administration and Unintended outcomes from the program.

The first ofthese.issues suggests a policy focus, that is,

the utility of particular kinds of evaluative information

for making policy decisions about programa. The key dimensions,

in this area cover the educational and institutional context

of.the'program and the administrativer6sponsibilities fior

it.

,EdUcational and institutional content should attempt to

characterize the siliting'in which the program operates by

describing the supports supplied by larger educational units 1

(department school, college). These reiources can be of.

many types: fiscal personnel, phyaical facilities, incentives.

In-adglin-to -investigating-system supports, a-thorough

24



program evaluation must consider'the constraints which

operate on the program. These mditake the form of fiscal

constraints, restrictive policies and staff limitations.

when*Davis, ,et al.; speak of administrative responsibili
.

ties, they include the structures for communication within

the. program as well, as between program and insiltution.

These structures may be active committees, regular meetirigs,,
0

or other forums for communicating ideas and problems, fin4ing

solutions, and formulating policies and plans .° Also' an

,administrative concern is the.ongoi!ig.development orjaintenance

- of staff skills through faculty developkent

evaluations.

The ilond-issue, unintended outcomes, ,is an often

overlooked aspect of program evaluation.; The Davis Scriven;
0 .

and 'Thomas team refer, to these unplanned resulto as

effects":

I.

.

The search for side eifedts, underecorei the impor-,,
-tanceDof looking at what a program-hAvAct4ally
done, not what it has,intended..:ittirimPOrtimt,...
to find out whether, they have Sticceided4n:SOat°
they have been trying to 443:, But goile,shilitidtet.
be the !Idle focus of anan'^ evaluation. /They,maY%be° -
too vague, too easyato.attginThe/focup ofnair,-
evaluation should beon,-whatthe'prOgram-acciiin

.- plished,, whether intended oronot.,,°:.,
-(DaVis; derived, 6t,ThoMas, 4.96L.p. 142) -

. , , ,A0

UncoVeriiig.tileside 6ffedts ia diffiC41t sihde they are
A_

clearly riot a conscious, dodumented part of%the4rogram.

The key to tapping'into.thebe results is in allowing for

input on .topics other than those included in Olt:grim 'goals.



.open.,ended queStions, observations and interviews can pick'

up incidents'or circumstances whose occurrence or nature
!

thares\some relationship to .the existence -of tie program.

common beneficial'side effect of an innovative program is

what is called the "spread of effect." That'is, often the

program is able to exert an influence -on r4ople outside the

program staff and participants. This often occurs where the

program operates in close proximity to other', 'regular instruc.

tional units. .For.example, where the composition program

operates within the English department, or where composition

'staff share facilities with staff from other humanities

departmenta, we might find ,greater interest, support, and

involvement in "writing across,iihe disc!iplines" by outside

faculty. Another noticeable "spread of effect" might.be

gains in the knowledge 'about cImp41tior'research and theory
/

as recently graduate(' lects irtteract with regular tenured

literature faculty who have borer ) forced to share the composition'

instruction load.

The Davis, $criven, and Thomas work is an outstanding.
.

aid to the (>,iplalitation otcompositien proggems becaUse.of the

_careful cAaboration of,targessues:and theirilleasurement..

Eowevar, their:work:seeMifocused almost .entirely Upon

studenti,and-teachorOutcomes, This reflects the:predoMinaT':

.itterest in the-compoSition.field, elementary and secondary

achool'instruction.7tAt the posteeeondaryclev04 instruction

programs are-under greater influence from the several layers'

i.



.

.
.

. .
.

okadministration:aboye them and froM the competing needs

and, interests of'otheri,departments around them.

I/

Thus though. the Davis, et al., ,

/

ecommendations are
14

flecessary, they arenot'suffidient fdr describing :the range ,\

of program issues:5in postsecondary jompoSitiOn.instruction.

Interestingly, that study is comple/tinted by our last source

__oUprogram evaluation redommendations, the Rand study of

innoVative elementary and seconda y school vicigrams,,(Berman
,

/ , ,; ''.

- .

St McLaughlin, 19781: Berman, Greenwood, Mplipu4hlingi-61 Pincus,
. ,

1975). The Rand studiitimed atidiscOvering-the salient
/ .1

factors that,deierMined the succussfui continuation of
..

i/

innoVative programs funded wiii federal seed monei. In
, , ;.

doing so, the study uncovered patterns af'success that

suggest a theoiatical model,/"a'model of educational change."

The key _element in this. modal is a process referred to as

/ .

"mutual adaptation.'" It is this model and the mutual adiptatioh
. / ,

process, spbcifically, a we find'complete our understanding

of facttirs affecting prd/gram effedtiviness.

or factors as these categories affect.progrom opgrations.

Berman andMcLaug4linbase thciir model on three categories
k '

.

These categories are/.1) federal input,'2) project aharacteris-
'/

ticti,,And 3) institutional setting. Clearly, contextual

/
.

influences,are more important in this _perspective than they

were in the Davis, Scriven, and Thomas recommendations for

evalUation.
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The federalinput category concerns the regulations and
- ,

policies, ttachid to the. award of :funds, as well as the

quantity of funds *themselves. ,Other funding agency inputs

might include provision of technicakassistance or other'
, .

supportive resources. Curiously, differences in the funding
. '

did not rerate.to.project succesi, whether that success was

measured as teacher change, student gainsi,or,Aimple.continua-
. .

, tion' of the project.

Bierman and McLaughlin describe project aharacteristies
In--thdix-ser.ondset_of catagoriei,z_which_ezipalld_the_usual/

conceptual.zation of piograms. " The Rand model 'includes-

goals, methods,,. .and materials under the rubric:of "edudatienal

methods." "Sdope,.ofchange4 describes the breadth and depth
, ,

of the. innovation, that is, the "132s. of changerequired"

teaching practice, and the amount of extra' effort required

of 649ileigl" While difforences,in educational nuithddi did

not yield any significance as an indicator of 'project 'success,

the scope., of change attempted, was vary much an indicator.

datamindicete thet-teiChdrErisovtc challentios.,

to
AmbitiOusand'Omendingitinevatientseemslor(Clim4y

elieWtheicem4tMent:oVteadherS:,than-rcUtine.
projectik.. ThiCilvs42,3n4art bectUed those projects
appeal to the tigechore'A)tefetitiohal.ion

_(15erman.A.M4aughl*pi'1978,.g.24)

A forolltrfyto 'thisOlihy1.4.hgev4344:tilat project stagf

need tcyhave'a clear understanding 07their ohjec#vel in

the project. This effect .og clarity turns up in the implemen0

tation of the projejt. For the Rand .researcterd, *WU-4s

.

clarity was not achieved by written statements but rather



O

through careful preparation of the staff Sor cariying out

project activities: "practical,. concrete. training,activities

that permit project staff 'to understand the significance of

.project precepts as they apply them to their own ciasdroomsP1

The third category of project characteristics dFscribes

the implementation of project operaLions,' ierhapi mosi

interesting here are the strategies that proved inefIectige.

Mafty of these are familiar and popular, despite their ineffec-

tiveness: 1) use of outside consultants, 2) packaged management

approaches, 3)-'-tneashat .preimpiementation training, 4) pay

for training, ) formal evaluations, 'and 6) Compreheneive

applications (breadth of scope. Of change).

In contrast, a group of lees -popular strategies were.

foun;:i,.to_producePmajor,_ positive. effects on ptoptd.4 .ostitcompe

and'- continuations : 1) ,concrete, "hands-on" training, ongoing'
,.

throughout the lifet of the project, '2) lalailsroom assistance'

from project or local diAtriet staff, 3)' observation of

similar projects in other settings, 4) rdgular project

meetings, S) teacher' imrticipation oin decision making' tor

the project, 6) local materials development, and 7) principal

(adminisirator) participation in training, These strategies

do not guarantee success; the Rand researcheFs are quick .to

paint out that these strategies must be well exeCuted on
\.

site.

There-is-a-clear-theme in the two-lists of 'successful
e

and ineffective implementation. strategies., Where there is



"focal ownership" or "investment" in the project operation-5,,

there is a climate for succdss, a' climate_: of motivatiah,
,

support, knowledge, and patience or tolerance tar the hard

times and demands that,accompailyany major, sydtematic innovation.

Where outsiders are brought in as experts, where there is

little room for participation either because of prepacka4ed*

materials, or inadequate training and knowledge, and where

the changes are too 'sweeping, there is less commitment to

and effort in project iMpleMentation, and greater confusion"

,

demoralitation amang project staff.

In the third major category of variables affecting

project success, Berman and, McLaughlin d fib@ the complex

contentual.issues o;the "institutionalsetting" in which

the innovation exists.' it is_ this category of vuriablesf\

'describing the local institutional setting that had "the

majdr_influehce,on project'outcoies and continuation."

These variables covered4)organizatiOnal climate 'and leader-

ship, 2) school and teacher chgracteristick, and:IyManagement

capaditivand sOppo;t4roislocalistriCtiaaministratio,

:organiiational Cliiate rtifers: tothi qualityA0f theme-

relationihip.aMdn4, projciet Staff atidloaal:adminiStrators,
, r - .

Sharing ideas and 'working'. 40 . a unified 7team helped project

ea hers maintain a "crit mass tfigt could overcome both

\ ° /

task and emotional needs," i.e., created a workinviupport

,gioup In addition to support from project collect es, the

active Support of principals, i.a:, local on-siti administra-
\

tion, vastly-iimprovad the likelihodd of duccesdfor the
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project in meeting its goals, in- trouble- -free implementation,

and in maintenan elbey7d the start-up year. The key here

is "active":

The principa s unique
\

ontributicin to impleienta4on
lies_not_in_A ow-to-do-1 "-ddvice better offered

--by project directoks,' bu in,giving moral support,
to the staff and-in-creating an organizational .

climate that gives the prolectolegitimdcy." This
role is particularly demanding for ambitious
projects... [which] can be viewed as a radical' and
undesirabl; departure from the\sehool norm unless_

,

the principal actively-supportsthem and runs
interference.

(Berman & cLaughlin,'1978, 12:11) `41'

Berman and McLau tin_find-the-roles\-©f -principal'and

1

project director crucial to project success;, but in different
. _ . ,

phases. Whenthe project is starting 4, andetaff must
J.:,

acquire new skills andOtitudesfici prolecdirecter'S
- ,-

leaderShip and subject area greatlyjaffect7the.
,

success of the implementation phase,` bfstarting up:dnd

reguldrizing operatiOnsAfter the project,41,0Uceessfully-
I . r'-

undetWay and seeks support fOr.continOtion;'the Drindipal's

adMin4atrative_experienc&larakwardoterminothe

C

success ,oi the'continuation bld. In fact; Herman. and McLaughlin

feel so strongly abotit-the princlpal's role in/supporting

bids for change,,they refer to him/her as &the gatekeepqr of

.School and teaeher characterispcsylound,to-be influential

in project success did: not inclUcWiliegusuai demographics-on

ethnic', economic anctickial stratapor'stffHptitbility.
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Instead, they describe teachers with strong "subject _orienta-

tion," as opposed to "student-centered orientation." Subject-
,

oriented teachers were:less easily involved'in innovations

which they saw as challenging their responsibilities to

cover particular content.

Also, tv4'teacher traits proved interesting in their

effects: years teaching and sense of efficacy.' The greater

the teaching experience of the staffs, the less likely the

project was to realize its goals or tc improve student

achievement; these teachers were more inflexible with regard

to changing their teaching behaviors or learning new approaches.

"Sense. Of efficacy," as defined in the Rand study, refers to

teachers' beliefs in their ability to teach even their most

difficult students. This attitude reflects, to some degree,

,teachers' feelingd of their professional competence. This

trait was positively related-to the successfu3 implementation

and continuation.of innovative projects; the presence of

t*acherswhoexpected to succeed in the context of the

project helped ensurethatduccess:

o District management was an important variable in the 4,

continuatiOn.Of,the project, often smoothing Over the political
, .

road 'along'which projeCts-moVe from innovative to regular

status.

...supportive districts desigted,'from the beginning,
continuation strategies that,were.aimed at maintaining
the project in the face of.financialf personnel, and
politi-Cal uncertainties-. 7

(Berman & McLaughlin, 1978, p..33)



In sum, the faCtors the Rand team investigated revealed

'-unexpected differences in their impact upon project success

In determining program success, research has traditionally

concentrated its evaluative focus on demographic influences

(socioeconomic status,ethnicity), project.goa , and student

outcomes. The Rand report suggests that success is tempered

by several variables which share a common, administrative

coloring. The special roles of key leaders in theproject,-

on site and in the local administrative agency (district),.'

togethir with teachers' amenability to changp, far outweighed

other possible factors affecting the successful start-up and

maintenance of a project fostering chanige. These key factors

were 1) active involvement in supporting project efforts, 2)

local "ownership' of the project through local input in

decisions, development,' and training, and 3) "mutual adapta-
.

-tion": the shared burden of change whereby the project,

adapts to the constraints, resources, and characteristics of

the setting, and the institutional setting accommodates the

project.

While the Rand Study seems less clearly related to our

study of program effectiveness in college composition instruc-

tion, we believe the nature of the More effective PrOgrams

is likelleto be innovative and subject to the same problems

and influences as t-th ose projects.-investigated by the Rind

team. In particular, as described in'theprevious chapter;

the CSU campuses are typical of American higher education,

\
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facing new challenges and new knowledge in the area of

writing; they are operating under new remedial, placement;

and exit coletency requirements which have led to program

changes. Seed .money for remedial projects has only recently.

been provided ,by the state, determined by newly'developed

placement test. scores. 'Further; the available staff in

English department6 consists primarily of professors trained

in literature, many of whom view with great distress the

increasing pressure:upon. them to teach composition courses.

Also, composition staffs-exhibit an interesting mix of newer

and older faculty and a considerable difference informs of

administrative support. These characteristics suggest the

value of the Rand study for informing our own investigation

into the effects of the setting in which programs operate.

Conclusions and Impliestior for Our Research-

Our literature review, though.limited, suggested to us

the potential value'and likely success-.of our study and

offered several recommendations affecting our research

questions and design.

First, the literature on composition disproportionately

reports on the instructional research on the -individual's

writing process and on elementary and secondary writing

classrooms. The college composition studies summarized here

(Kitzhaber; 1963; Wilcox, 1973; Witte, Meyer, Miller Se
1 0

Faigley, 1981) have had to begin at the beginning, describing

current practicls, philosophies and theories. ,Unfortunately,

34
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they have also ha to make the hard choice between breadth

and depth in the nformationthey 4 ered and sougt to

understand. Each study opted for breadth, seCurinI national

survey data from rogram and de artment administrators only.

In our- preparat

.

ons for rese,rch, we have -found tht it data

useful in lis ing categories of activities, setts gs, personnel,

and instruc ion. goweve , in appealing to the br hd sample

and emplo ing the Iimi ed multiple-choice format,L survey

researchers have sacrificed the*descriptive detai . that
,

.

enlivens category 'labels and distinguishes among variations

in actual pracyces within those labels.. For in tance, we

find it frustrating to know that discussion of r vising and

editing occurs "very often' in .tie first semestef Writing

courses, / since we do not know how many of those responses
/

are based upon newer theories of the recursive- n ture of

revision during writing and how many are based .0 on concern

for correctness andwerror reduction.

Clearly, these studies were not intended to produce

that sort of in=depth knowledge, and we do not f ult them

for vnot fulfilling goals they'neer held. Their findings

are,neveitheless valuhble because by "counting" e popularity

-or frequency of use of various categories, these esearchers

allow us to. Make better-informed decisions about 'worthwhile

variables for our'oown study. We do believe the t me has

come for,a'clOser look at the current state of col ege

composition. Ten. years,of exciting.new developmen s in



instructional materials and methods and in theory suggest

the importance of a study which can get below the surface

structures of operations to see.to what degree colege

writing programs now refleCt these developments. This very

theme underlies our Phase I activities to gather descriptive

data with greater depth than any previous study.

Davis, et al., are clearly focused .on elementary and

secondary writing instruction and programa to improve that

instruction: Nevertheless, their expansive description of

outcomes, beyond the usual narrow reliance upon essay test'

gains, helped us select and refine other categories in the

interviewsand faculty survey. The Rand study provided the

miesing.linkinstitutional:content: first, highlighting

the degree of influence such factors wielded.andi- second,

I,
suggesting the practical range in reality for these factors.

Together those reports' have-suggested to us the

value of and need:fOr-expanding our focus beyond.the Usual

sources of data (administrators in the department) to include

English department faculty (both full- and part-timers),

faculty teaching writing outside-the English doptirtment, and

key administrators at all levels of campus involvement in

writing programs and evaluation.
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CHAPTER THREE

. Theoretical' Framework and Research Setting.

Project Activities to Date

Theoretical Framework

Before going or to describe the research setting and

our work in the first year, we set forth here'the hypotheses
. 4

t forare the intellectual foundations r our WOrk. Since;ghat

level. writing "prograyae.haVe not bean well stun: ad

previously, and since conflicting theories of ihe method

and even goals of such instruction abound, we need to

'advance a series of tentative hypotheses in order to proceed

to gather manageable data. At the same time we try t© .be

alert to.the liMitations cif these hypotheses and to gather

sufficient data to allow other hypotheses to emerge.
,

It is the collective judgment of the 'research team

that program' decisions have a profound'impact upon college

writing instruction... Despite the iniversity tradXtion of=

independent teaching' responsibility7-etill Vary much alive,

even for many, minimally. trained teaching assistants--it is

that'the teaching df composition differed,in important

wayb.from 'campus .to campus and that these differences can

be described.44.programmatic. The fact:that)faculty involved

in a writing program Often do, not perceive it as 4 coherent

whole, or'that program decisions often emerge from university



tradition or merely personal, experience, in no way denies'

_the fact that most Aierican colleges and universities,have°

writing programs.' Only recently, however, have these programs

been recognized as legitimate objects of concern and study

The Council of Writing Program Administrators was formed at-
',

the Modern Language Association in the late 1970s in responie

to this perceived need; tlt,Writing Program'Adminiitrators

journal WPA was first published just five years ago..

Thus we set out to describe, from our theoretical

knowledge and practical experience, a "taxonomy" of writing

program features. Creating this,descriptive framework

helped us define our subject and was the first of a series

of tasks focused on the_ gathering of usable data. This

framework led to the collection of "Fact Sheets" from each

caMpus and generated the interview protocols. In each case
,

we sought key information about campus programs that would

fill out our preliminary descriptive frame in order to move

tow7, the goal of identifying differences that might turn

out tox7 signifiaant. We needed to move carefully between

using "best guesses" about important phenomena to observe

and recognizing the peisibility that unforeseen hypotheses

might well arise from the data if we were not too bound to

our preliminary views.

This process of developing premises in order to gather

data, whieh are then used to-generate new iypothesei as they

are analyzed, is'a.delicate and creative procedure. We kept-



before us -the clear practia 1 goal for the project as a

whole: we ariseekingto,off r to'.prOgram directors and

policy makers informAion which will help them tb order or

plar -citing instruction activiti s heretofore organiied
\,

orgape.zed-at all) by tradition or m rely personal experience.

. We needed to keep ii mind the f ct that the relation of

campus writing program policy to actu 2 classroom instruction

is far from clear. 'OUr field interviews have since confirmed

the personal experience of the research team that some .

program directors do not know much progtam policy is

actually being carried out by individual instructors,,partic-

ularly where those instructors are tenure-track or tenured

faculty: \

AlthoUgh there have been major changes_in both theory

and Practice in composition instruction over the last decade,

we expected that much.of that change has failed to work'its'

. /
way into composition classrooMs., 'Nevertheless, we felt the

nineteen campuses would offer.organi;ation.andrpolicies to

allow us to address issues of prograuCimPlemontatiOn, curricular

innovation; and, faculty development in.this rapidly changing

field. Indeed, a continuing question in the.field is how to

develop programs that will urge, or even mandate, up-to-date

knowledge for composition instructori: As we began our

research, however, we could not assume consistent connections-
.,

o

between program policies and" instruction in the field of

writing.

.



The theoretical problems for this_project are thus

analogous to those faced by' the authors of the RaAd study of

federal programs supporting educational change. Their goal,

to 'provide an orderly and:logical description of how change

occurs," called'for a similar process of movement_between

theoretical and practical assumptiOns:_) this process -of

developing and testing theory is particularly important., when

there is no clear connection between policies and results,

when goals theMpelves are unclear, when the means,sor tichno17

ogies used to promote change a;e harl,,, to describe and vary

over time and place, and when the policies being.stddied are

ofte-onlY.4 small fact6r in. the' many forces that affect

outcomes" tkerman, Greenwood, McLaughlin, SE.Pincus, 1975,

p. 6). This study, like the Rand project, iiintended to

develop-an orderly way of viewing. an extraordiLrily complex-

area now using majori\Amounts of public as well as private

funds:
H.

Alvekiginally designed, our study of college level'

writing programwwillirogross t gihroUgh three phases: 1)

P. 4

developing deg riptionS:Of progritm.componentsTiwthe4 are

being implaMent d for Olide.variat)rOf institutions and

students;-2) deve1qping\an Approach to detedt uuch.outcome

differencepagm*OloisjtaCciabldvto provaiv4ifforenees4 3).

developing'theoreticai and practical materials to assist in

program Change a the point in
,

the institution ,Mest rOSPonsible:

and' most receptive to this information, i.o4 English department
\ .



chair and composition'directot. Thus, out first phase,

reD=ed in here, has been basically descriptive.

second,

.
hay

,luative, phase and'the third, theoretical, phase

planned. Each phase promises to offer to those

charged with policy ot.program.responsibility in the area-of

college writing instruction system tically derived information

on which t base, decisions.

earch Setting

It is'important to note that, while this research takes

for its sample the writing instruction programslof The

California State'UniVersiti, it is not designed to be a CSU

research project. The sheer size of the CSU, with over

i

3.00.,b00 students on its nineteen campudes, and the wide ,,

range of its writing instruction-programs, offer a Ilarge

stale)microcomdof such programs in American higher. edAcation:

as.e-wholo.' folioWing summary of-information aboAt the

CSU and the structure of the writing programs on CSU campuses.'

is designed to assist readers. who may not be familiar,with

.these matters to Anderdtand-the local .content of the research.

-Neither the programs.not dtructuret-discribed should be seen*,

se unique! to-*Ie-CSU setting; inall.caseathey are fairly

typical of prefient prattice,orAxe readily implemented in

other settings in American higher.education.

The California State Univereit. Thisi twat= of institu-

tions-consists of nineteen campuses spread out _along the
-

thoudand-mile length of California. Governed by a Hoard



of Trusteed appointed by the dOverner of the state, and

administered centrally by the Chancellor's Office located in

Long. Beach, the campuses still-maintain diliererit characters

and missions. Distifict from --the University of California,

the CSU offers bachelor's and master's degrees, teaching

credentials, and various professional programs; it is authorized

to coAdUct research consistent with. its basic-teaching

goals .

The Chancellor's OffiCe has played.a significant role

in the development of the writing instruction programs on

campus. Funding for the English Placement Tedt and the

Englidh Equivalency Examination has been administered through

the 61ancellor's Office, as have the special funds provided

for reirdial - writing instruction. The Division of Academic

Frogram\Improvement formerly called, New_147ogram Development

and. Evaluation, has funded forty-n00. innovative-camps---

programs in the teaching of writing te a total amount of

_$14111,748from i975 through 1981. The Dividion of lnetitu-

tional Research has,provided space, support andlatching

;undo for the rasiarch reported in,this voluMe.

The English Council. This network of reprefehtatives

from each of the campus English departments meets each hill

and spring to dtscuss professiorialleoneerns. These meetings_

have helped form strong personal and professional links

among key departmehtal faculty, and have given-strong impetus

to recent developments in the area of writing skills: Both



of X.he:lower-division.teatingprograms, the upper,-division.

-7-7..writinereqUiremni, and this research project all began

with discuSsiOns at English,Couricil meetings.

The English Placement Test-(EPT). Entering lower- division,

students arerequired to take the EPT;.unless they .have

completed freshman composition- elsewhere,or have entrance

test scores above the 80th percentile in verbal aptitude.

Over,100,000 students have -completed the EPT since it was

first offered iri 1977,,,and the campuses ', .azie required to

offer special assiotadde todtudents who score in the lower

half of the total scoring rare. The 2%-hour test is designed

by a CSU-test development committee, with the technical
i

assistance of the Educational Testing 5exvice, an0 consists

of four partd: reading, sentence confitruction, ;ogic and

_______organization,- and essay

enriched instructional funding for students scoring below

the 50th percentile On the EPT. Each campus receives'a' )

.

special allotment from tie Chancellor's Office to-be used in

whatever way is deemed appropriate by the campus forthose

low - scoring ,students

TI.51110ttakumyjaLItalleEn'lisininationEEE. This voluntary

cfedit-by-examination program is taken each year by approxi-

mately
S
4,000 stuslents who may gain either two terms of

credit for freshman English (about-30% achieve that level)

or exemption from the EPT (about 70% of ihi total-test

group). Over 31,000 students= have taken the EEE since it



was first offered .in 1973. The examination is developed by

CSU faculty in coordination with the'College-Level Examination

Program of the College Board, and consists of 90 minutes of

Multiple-choice te'st'ing on the analysis and interpretation

of literature, and two 45-minute writing samples calling fOr

experiential-expressive writing as well as analytic writing.

The Upper-Division Writing Requirement. All degree

candidates at each of the CSU campuses are now required to

demonstrate writing proficiency before receiving the degree.

The campuses certify this writing proficiency in different

ways, and use different acronyms to describe their programs.

Thus the Junior English Proficiency Essay Test at San Francisco
.

is calledJEPET, while the Graduation Writing Proficiency
_

Exemination at Long Beach is,called GWPE; the,upper-division

course that meets the requirement at San Bernardino is called

495. (Unfamiliar acronyms in campus interviews will often

refer to the local name of this requirement, which is having

substantial impact upon the writing programs on all campuses.)

A typical entering student will take either the EPT or

the EEE. If the EPT score is low, 'he or she will pass

through one or more support programs at the remedial level;

with a high EPT score or EPT exemption, the-student will

enter directly into freghman.composition. After freshman

composition, or exemption (with credit) from freshman composi-

tion for a high EEE score, the student Will meet. the upper-

division requirement as a junior or senior. Transfer students



from community colleges do not generlly take lower-division

writing courses, but do-need to meet the upper-division

requirement'in writing skills. The campuses have a wide

variety of programs at all levels7-inclatiapoit7-zervices

available to any student who finds his or her way to the'

learning center.. However,'different campuSes-have.different

programs, and there has been little or no attempt to regularize

or restrict these offerings at the central leve . This wide

variety of program features, within a common groundof

requirements and tests, offers the context for the present

research.

_Summary of Project Activities to Date

The emphasis of Phase I of this research has been to

obtain the most complete and most accurate description of

college composition programs that we could achieve. Since

time and resources were restricted, we proceeded under the

assumption that The California State University serves, in

its variety of:campuses, as a rough working model of American

higher. education. In addition, we decided that less expensive

data collection techniques, such as questionnaires, would be

used on all nineteen, campuses of the CSU, while more expensive

collection(interviewa) would focus,_QmtAnrePreWWW____

campuses. .(See Chapter Five fOr the sampling-procedure.)

lat, if .we were to developFrom the start, we were awa.

this description sensitively, a collaborative faculty research

Model would be required.



A faculty research team was convened in t4o early days

of the-project,to add depth, practical experience, and

knowledge to the research. Four composition

aculty7-from-four dillerent-campusee,_lwerie_appainteas___

well known scholars in the field, they also brought additiotiali

credibility :and,reputation to the project,Aualities,that

were vital to the success of the campus interviews and.that

will'be: valuable in disseminatingiults. The research

team met regularly with project staff and discussed all

phases of the work as it progressed, developing ,and approving

all instruments, and undertaking much of the work involving

personil contact with the campuses:

The project also convened,a three-member advisory panel

from outside the CSU to serve an external critical function..

The.three outside panelists are specialists in educational

research, psychology, anCtests and measurement. All three

:have an active interest in the field ociiriting.instruction.

The outside advisory panel was convened in epripg 1981 to

review progress and plans, to propose suggestions, and to

evaluate programs. This panel was particularly helpful in

suggesting ways of moving from the descriptive materia?e-of

Phase I to the outcome Measure data collection ofPhase II.

An initial need for clear definition of-the-terms and

concepts behind the research led to some iMportant-theoretIcal-

wOrk. The chApter, describing the Taxohomy of Writing Program

Features%speaks to the iiroblem of defining "writing program"

48



. for the purpose of the study, and elsewhere in this report
A

, earlier.in this chapter) other conceptual work of the

panel _is pet forth. In_general,...it was necessary to discuss

-and deline-the boundaries of pro3ect-ffdts and categories

of information to be gathered. This report represents the

decisions reached on a number of theoretical issues, defini-

tions, and practical limitations that allowed the t.ork to

proceed in an orderly and coherent fashion.

___The_first_document_produche Prcliect. MIS the

Taxontay of Writing Program Fea

disicussed in Chapter Seven. An

tures, which is ,presented And

overlapping agenda itei7i't--

/that time was the selection of a subsample of ten campuses

to be visited for a close-uP look at their writing programs.

Criteria for exclusion of campuses (from the nineteen- campus

population). were adopted a44 used to select ten campuses.

The four fadlilty panelists arM. the principal investigator

(also a faculty member) were each assigned responsibility

for two of these campuses, 'excluding-their ownanCtwo

other cal6PUses which would not be visited but which would be

included in other data gathering activities. *
P

The staff and panelists next set : =about the task of

designing and pilot- testing three instruments to. collect

.descriptive prOgram:inforMation. :The first-was a brief

survey document-son t-toEnglishTdepartment-chal
ai

nineteen campuses. This document asks for course descrip

tions, staffing patterns, program and department administrative



struCtures, perceived strengths and weaknesses of the

compositiOn program, and-other general informatiOn. (This

survey, the Fact Sheet,,is included in the appendiCes.)

The second instrument is actually a set of six distinct

interview scripts for the following personnel categories:

English department chair, composition program coordinator,

remedial program coOrdihator, Dean of Humanities, Academic

Vice President, learning skills center director, Educational

Opportunity Program director. (These last two categories

use the same script.) The interview scripts, were revised

several times, field tested, and practiced. The five faculty

members then conducted and tape recorded the interviews on

two campuses each. After the 57 interviews- were transcribed,

each-of them was coded.by two separate panelists (either of

whom was the interviewer) in accordance with a coding scheme,

and then.analized by topic. Information derived from the

interviews is presented in Chapter Eight, and the interview

scripts are included in the appendices volume.

Finally, project staff and p nelists decided to gather
_ _

faculty questionnaire data in order to gain a broader sample

of program participants and a wider variety of perspectives

upon-the-phenomena-being-c_ leseribellie-de -aire-was

developed, pre-tested on a university faculty outside the

CSU, further revised, and finally distributed :a two separate

forms. All people teaching composition on all nineteen.

campuses received a questionnaire. The return rate of 55%
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is well above-normal expectations for such a lengthy survey,

and the detailed responses to the survey, tabled in the

Appendix volume, will yield rich information about faCulty

perceptions-and-practices. Preliminary-analysis -of_the

questionnaire is presented in Chapter Nine.

While this study was planned to provide descriptive

information about a wide range of issues in the, area of

composition instruction, the following. areas were not major

_________cencernia_i_nor_Ao_we_intend-te-Adevalop-evi-dence-er-concludions

about these areas:

o Individual teacher evaluation'

o Classroom observatioh techniques

o Comparative evaluation of csu campus programi

o Theories of composition curricula or of the writing
process

0. Measurement issues in writing.

Other studies have attended to th6se matters, which are.

all_relevant and important to_cmpasiticmLinstritction.

However, as the literature.review demonstrates, little is

known about the effectiveness of composition proaram options,

the central concern of this preject.

We expect the data here to form a viluable bade for

reae'arch_in effective writing program features. ''This study

should provide answers f :irst time -to-some:c

most important questions_of conLrn0
to practitioners,

administrators, and researchers in writing instruction.

`g*
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CHAPTER-FOUR

Research Questions for Phaae I

In the first phase, our descriptive inquiry into the

state of current practice (as represented by the CSU), we

have asked:

1. What are the goals of composition instruction at
the college level?

2. What is a composition pro4

3. What are the institutional structure's within which
composition programs operate? .

Who are the students these, programs- serve?

Goals. Jihen.we speak of the goals of instruction in

compositioni'we are not limiting those goals only to student

gains in basic writing. One of thelisslimptions of current

composition theory is that writing help's tie student to,see

that writing is a way of coming to knoW(ameans of learning)'

CAMMUniektingthat which is already

-known. Further, we assume the importance and relevance, of

students' attitudes toward writing taOkssuch AAL4149r4

and students'.ability to cope with writing problems such as

anxiety or block. While theserinstructionallgoals seem

reasonable, they may be articulated differently by different

programs. Or, there. be other goals held by composition

program directors. Our.first phase of research is intended

to uncover the range and definition of instructional goals,

4P,



and we have been determindd not to be too narrow in our

scope of inquiry.

Beyond these usually explicit goals of composition

instruction__ for students, we .axeals_o___intereste_d_izitheless___

-.obvious goals of the composition program for its faculty and
N'

for the campus setting in which it operates. Writing instruc-

tion is, especially likely to move toward these other implicit
.

ftgoa,1011 becaRse of recent attention to instructional theory,

coupled with the dramatic increase in demand: Zor composition

instruction and- remedial writing instruction. These circum-

stances create a unique situation in which instructors

trained and interested in gnqlish literature are being asked

to teach courses in basic writing and freshman composition.

Such a situation raises the issues-of faculty development

and, lesssformally, communication necessary among staff to-
_

share knowledge and experience. In additilin to these in-house,

or departmental; goals for the writing prz-21:als, there exists

the e4rowing awareness and concern among instructors in other

departmants and among campus administrators that students'

-writing Competenowbe a Oared responsibility : Nowhere is
A

this more clearly.demonstrated than in the California State

'University system's policy:requiring campus certification' of

.UpperkliViOion writing competence.for all' students: Our.

research:project looks at the composition proqrams for

implicit,qoals related this campuswide responsibility for

writinv_
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Composition Program. One of the early decisions in

lormulating the study aesigh was to determine the working

definition of the

should we include_

writing programs?

phenomenon being studied. Just what

_and exclude_in_our_research_on_effective

Clearly we want our work to be 1.1eful
N\

a variety of postsecondary institutions, and yet we wish to

keep our scope of work to a size that will allow for sufficient

depth in inquiry. Our first consideration, then, was to

focus upon lower-division required writing instruction

Courses,commonly "freshman composition," and-upon the

adjunct support_piogras of instruction s,uch as tutorials,

workshops, learning' centers, and the like. Within that

frame of reference we find it useful to refer to four feattikes

of programs: 1) organization, 2) curriculum, 3) instruction,..

and 4) articulation.

Our interest.in theorganizationitf composition progrem

refers here te; the type. and sequence, of courses, for example,

tutoring workshops, and other ways of providing instruction".

(our interest in adMinistrative decision-making in program

organization is examined in our research question on institu-
.,

.tiohal contexte.) 'Out interest in curriculum translates

into asking who is'teaehing what where. .FOr example, we

find remedial assistance in writing .definedin various ways

and.offeredin learning centers, ethnic ;studies departments,

education departments and; of course, English departments."

.



our interest in instruction needs careful elaboration

here. Thii is not a study. of individual teachers.and their

classroom techniques. For reasons described in the theoretical

framework Section!, we are. focusing our inquiry on writing

programt. InstrUction becomes important at a feature of

.pregraMorganization.or policy. We have learned in Phase I

that the range of delivery systemsis great, even within a

tingle format such \asluiAikkshopu-tik7"tutoring-assistancem;

we are interested in the ways writing programs affect these

differences.

Our fourthconcermin describing composition programs

is'the nature of articulation among courses and among. other

sources of instructional assistance: In some instances we

find very little systematic cooperation, even competition,

among place's serving the same students; in.others we find a

history of cooperation% and support.

Institutional Structures. Programs do not-operais-im-a

Vacuum. There are several levels of administrative contexts

within which ,a college program is conducted. In composition

programs .these levels are typically the English department,

the. Scheel of Humanities or Arts andSciences, and the

college campus a large.. In some settings; such as the one

in which ,our .study exists ,._there is also 'a multicampus

xstem-governed_by_a_central;-systemwide administration.

Three issues arise within our'vestion _on-the institu-
1,

tional context for writing programs.' These. are 1) composition



program organization, 2) campus administrative and organization

structures related to composition.ins ruction on campus, -and

3) external pressures or policies, as from the central.

administration or the.tax-paying public.

within the composition program-1 selt, we look-at7 the

nature of decision-making with regard tocurrictilum, instrac=--

tional methods, teacher alsignment and evaluation. We pay

particular attention tó the increasingjly popular phenomenon

, of "part- time" teachers and non-tenured "lecturers" hired
, -

'.specifically to teach_composition or remedial writing. Our

' interest is in the red.ationahip of tkiese staff members to

regular department staff and to the decision-making 'process

that affects, ultimately, the range of options available to,

writing instructors. This issue is particularly complex and

important, since sometimes these-temporary staff membersnare

better informed and more experienced in composition instruction

--------2than-are-their-literaturo-focu#ed-couneriparts

We look also at two levels of policies and structures.

affecting -compositionprograms; the srtemwide level and'

the indi idual campus level. (where we have studied tan of\\
(

the nineteesites with particular intemsity). At the

\ , I

campus level we look at campuswide liti=acy committees and

policies affecting composition instruction, special funding

for remedial assistance, incentives for involvement.by

non-English faculty in writing instruction, and cooperation

among learning centers, tutoring assistance programs, and



English departments. Beyond the campus, our research question

on institutional contexts leads us tct inquite about'rpolicies

affecting campus composition dnstruction. Here our special

setting. of The California State Univeksity offer's the opportu-

- -nity .to,trace the impact of two particular systemwide policies

,addressing ing skills (a placement test in composition

-.for enterinV.I'Vehm@Diand required campus certification of

upperk-division writing competence for gralitioh) to determine

how composition programs on the. ninetee campuses have
..f

.

.

responded for their own student populati a and resources
_--

_

While the placement policy dictates the use of a spedially.

developed systemwide test (the EPT, implementation of the

grad

)Q

atipnwriting competency requirement -has been left up

t e discretion of the individual campuses. Our research

in Phase I\describc;S not oly the particular method each

campus heis.devel'oped, but also the apparent-impact of the

policy and campus procedure upon the composition program for
t

lower-diyision writing instruction.

Composition-Brogram Students. The composition program'

in its institutional setting exists to serve the student,",

and no description of program can be meaningful without a

consideration of those students. The characteristics of the

student population the program .serves often-affect the

policies _governing that program. Many of tie

campuses in our study face an increasing proporti9n of

entering freshmen'who are,"exceptionalo admissions, or



nontraditional in. their preparation for college Work.

Increasingly, students for. whom gnglish is a second language

are enrolling in claSses for freshman-coMOdSition.

Theafore our interest in the compOSitonprogram ---7

student population is not solely for the. purposes of data

analysis of differential effectiveness_of program 4atures

for minority and white majority factors,.b4t also for under-

standing the changing deMands upon composition prograizis as
,

the college pOpulation -changes in its:needs and backgiOund

-experiences.

9
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CHAPTER- FIVE

The-Popuiation. L

Sampling Plan
-

L.

The nineteen campuses of The California State University-

are diverse with regard to geographic location, size.of.the,

student popuiation,-and ethnic makeup of_the_at d ts__served.

Tables 1 and 2 present a description of thesq_c opuses on

these three dimensions. Also of interest in. our study,

-r -
campuses differ in their use- af part-time and full-time,

non-tenured instructors to teach undergraduiii composition

courses. Table 3 presents diis.information for,each campus.

Values for the first category, GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION,

include: rural, urban and suburba4-north, south and central.

There are three valUes of the spond category, UNDERGRADUATE:

POPULATION SIZE..parile campuses are those whose fall enroll-
,.7.7-77777-

ment e4ceeds 20,000 students;_medium_campusee-are-greater'

than_10,2000Land_lese_t4an\20,000; small campuses are those

with less than 10,000 undergraduates, Categories representing.

PROPORTION OF MINORITY STUDENTS are defined relative to the

proportion.of minority stUdent populations on each- of the-
_

,

nineteen campuses. Enrollment figures for slack, spenic
-

.
and. Asian vary ybetWain *and 40%.of total'under-',

.

.

_

graduate populations' for the nineteen.campuses._Acdordingly,

our three categeries representing campus ethnic'makeup
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are defined by percent of white students: 1,2 low white

(less than or equal to 62% white undergraduates); relatively

well-mixed (62% to 80% white enrollment); high white (white

students .comprise 81% or more of the enrollment total).

STAFFING STATUS within English departments i4-acomplex

variable, i.e., comprised of'several factors. These faCtO/rs

Ldescribe the distribution of official-status-and responsibility.,__

Full time -staff may be tenured or tenure-track, or contract.
0

lecturers. Part-time staff ate-lecturers contracted as

needed, course by course. Generally, graduate teaching

assistants are not counted in these categories. Full -time

lecturers and part-timerS are most often assigned to teach

composition courses while full-time, tenured and- tenure -track

professors most often instruct in literature, ietoric and

other nun-compOsition, upper- division courses. We.view the

distribution of English department staff among these status

categories as an ipdirect indicator of who is in fact,teaching

composition. This staffing status variable was included in

our description'of campuses on two dimensionsi proportiOn

of staff.that is (a) tenured or_tenure-track; or (ID} contracted

full of part time. These proportions can be expressed either

as the percentage of full-time equivalent positions (taking

into account the partial courselOads of part-time contract

instructors) or as the percentage of the total number of

1Eased-on-f-igures_reporte4-for__fa11 1910_,
2

\ In this way other, smaller minority groups are included in
\ the "minority" definition.

0



individuals teaching courses in the English department.

Both approaches are presented in Table 3A and B. In Table
1

3A

the carouses are separated-into groups.according.to the.

percentage of FTEF which is accounted for by tenured faculty
.

.

and-the percentage which is accounted for by part-time
-..

faculty-.., We have found that a 75%.split-point is most

meaningful-along-the-tenured-dimension-.---The-part-time

d

'of FTEF, 10 to 19%, and 20% or more of FTEF.

Table 3B displays faculty distributions in a slightly

different .manner, by grouping campuses according to the

.proportion of faculty members who are part- or full-time

contract instructors. 'Three categories-are-found-tO-dis ribute

the campuses'well: those Which had less thal20%_et_facuLty

on contract, those which had 20 to 39% on contract, and
. _

those campusesat whiCh 40% or more of the instructors in

itsffnglish departinent -Were-non-tenure-track-persOnnel.

These data and the variables they represeht have been

used along with,other data (described later) to select

campuses for the interviewing activity.

Sampling for Phase I. Interviews

( Given- the-limited-resourcs-for,his project, our first

----step -in-the7development-of-the-interview-scripts-reclulred

that we determine which campuses toinclude:-

To select the ten campuses (more than half of the

nineteen total population). we sought campuses reputed to be
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most innovative or successful in their composition program.

In addition to-concern with program reputations, we were

determined to maintain a range-In-campus-factors such. as

size, geographic-location, ethnic distribUtion, and' 'the

like. We.reached agreement upon-thefollowing campuses for

-the-interview-sample: A, C, D,-E, F, 1,_J, Q. This

The on-site interview sample of campus personnel was

more difficult to determine, in part because of the variety

in organizational structures on campuses of varying size.

Our.facultypanel was instrumental in this selection (and in

the campus simile selection above) The faculty panel

conseneuer=onizmwasiticti=irereted-leadership for intervlewing

purposes included: the English department chair, the composi-

on rector/coordinator and,-Whezeappropkijif e. the remedii4a

coordinator. In-deciding which campus administrators to

include,_the panel and profbct utaTT-aqreed that-theL-academic

vice presidents were"an important source of information

about,"campus climate" toward writing and about, implementation

of-the_upper-division writing requirement for qraduation.3

Also, 81=e-7-many campus support service organizations outside

the. English Department offer writing assistance or instruction,

the research team decided to include learning center directors

(and/or tutoring center directors), directors of programs

-----3-ror ali-s-cussion. of the- California 7S tate Urfiverifity SYStern ' s

Upper Division Writing Requirement-for Graduation, please see

Chapter Three.



for the dithadvantaged, and directors of ethnic Studies

centers (for example, the director of the .Educational

Opportunity Prograih and the head of the Chicano Studies

Department).

At the last minute, thanks__to_the_

realized -we- had ,omitted 'a key-intermediary,--the deans of

=el.-the" aumanitres_or-.Arts_analidepeiiiiii:iii:upoii-ifie-----

campus organization). We expected that the expansion of

interest in writing instrudtion outside of the composition

program-and the English Department might be orchestrated by

or through these administrators.

Table 1

Georg r-aphic7Set-t-ingof--Gampuses

Location in-
the State--

Community Setting
Rural_ Urban Suburban

North B, M, R D, E li N

Central A,. C, S - P

South G F, K, L I, J, d, Q

6-3.
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Table 2

Student Population: Size and Ethnicity*

Ethnic Diversity

Undergraduate_Enr011ment__

efs than 10,000 10,000 to 20,000 More than 20,000
(small) (medium) (large)

Less than 62% White _

. .

62% to 80% -White .1) N, P D, H, J, K.
(relatively mixed)

More than 80% White A, B, M
(low minority).

C, R F, 0

*
Based on 1980 f0.1_enrollments, compiled_by_the_Division of_Institutional
Research, CSU ChiAncellor's Office.

Table 3

Use-of Part, Time- and Tenured Staff

A. Pari-Time vs. Tenured Percent of -FTEF*

Percent Tenured

Percent Part - Timers ., Less Than.75% 75;6 or

Less than 10%

10% to 19%

D, B, A

R, G I, P,A, QLH

20% or More M, L, J.

FTEF data unavailable for one campus.
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Table 3

Use of Part-Time and Tenured Staff

Non7TenurrackFaculty.as_Percent of Headcount

Less than 20%. N, S, 0 11--k

20% to 39% I, C, P, G, 3, D

40% or More R, M, L, F,

Chapter Six,--below,___describes_the_interview_procedures

and the method of developing the interview data. Chapter

Eight gives a 154611Minary-analysis of the- data -, -which Yielded

a particularly rich picture of how the world works on each

campus in the sample.

The-faculty ey-was-planned-to-z, 4uirl-a=aeco d
,

. .

perspectivelon_compositioniprograms, that of the faculty

staffing those programs. While our interviews-asked for:the

percepticins:of camPus, department, prograM, and:adjunct
0 1

services administrators, our questionnaire would ask similar

and additional questions of the people teaching writing on

_campus.

Accordingly, we 'decided to attempt to sample all CSU

faculty teaching writing, i.e., our enti-1 population. This

-----tamkT-normallat-am_acknomledged imposE,IL was facilitated
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by the cooperation of the systemwide English council
4 and

the efforts oour research team of faculty members.

We obtained, from each campus, acomplete roster of all

pedPIe on campus who were currently or regularly te-Ohing./

undergraduate writing courses. -These lists included staff

from- departments other than English,_' e.g.,, Chicano Studies

and tut4ing centers, elms -En glish-department_staff.

-Next, weassigned-each-name-a-code_number designatingds,
/ .

department affiliation, and personal identification number

(vdthimicampue roster). These nuMberswere printed on the

prepaid, preaddressed return envelopes which-accompanied the

questionnaire. In this way, .we were able to monitor return

rates and to send foilow-ups to ea& Individual fadulty

Lmhp4g survey we hadnot received._

As a reeul ofd4r afforts,-we.sent out 862 qUestiobnaires;

799of Form A for Englisil department instructors, and, 63 of

Form B for non - English deArtment-insructors-A--Ide-received,

443 completectForm 'A, and 40 completed Form B. This represents

a Form A return gate of 55%, and an overall rate of 56%.
_______

Table 4 summarizes these results; Table 5 presents a breakdown

by-campus. It is important to note that the campuses differ

,widely is the number of writing instructors,on' their roster.

Thus, /for example, while campus 14 has returned only 9 questioh-

./ ---
naires% only ,15 were sent out.

4For a more complete description of the English Council, please
see Chapter Three.

5Only Form A response are discussed in ,this report.



Table 4.:

Response Sample of Questionnaire

Fotm A

Sent 799* 55.4%

Received 443

Form B

Sent 63 63.5%.

Received 40

-----Combined--

Sent 862 56.0%

Received 483

Includes some duplicate listings approximately 6, from questionnaires
returned with code numberP obliterated, for which new code. numbers were
assigned.

\
2,-

Table 5

CampusLReaponseRate forAuestitnnaire
(Form A - Department -Writing Staff)

,Campus- Number Sent Number Received-.

A 22 18
B 26 15

38

-1D-- 43
E 45 25
.F 100 38
G ,19 13

69 46.

39 21
j 49 / 29

87 . 50
53 30
15 10

N 26 . 14

0 4, 44 28
P 53 23

22 19

R 27 11
8 22 10

Totald 799 443
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Methodology

Instrumentation

The aim of Phase I research activities was to acquire

descriptive informationton composition programs in the CSU.

These data then have been used to answer the four research

questions. Table 6 suniariaes the relationship between

research questions below and data collection activities.

1. What are the Aoafsi of composition instruction
at the colleg4-1-0Vel? 1'

What is a compositiori program?

3. What are the institutional structures within
which composaTon programs operate?

-4. 'Who are the students these programs serve?

To address the research questions posed above', the

research team .decided to gather basic data on composition

programs:from two sources: leadership personnel on campus

who have a stake in oran influence on the composition

program, and faculty in the English'dePartment, learning

center, and other places where writing instruction occurs:

Two important decisions shaped these activities. First, we

decided that we did not'know enough yet about the varieties

in program Practices or organization to construct or 'rely-

a

upon a "closed choice" questionnaire. Second, we felt,that

We could obtain a broader view of writing programs by
r
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T_zole 6

Summary'of Phase I Design

RESEARCHQUESTION DATA SOURCE MEASURE OR METHOD

What are the of
composition instruction
for our college program
sample?

What is a composition
(staffing,"program"
.adjunct

courses)?

What are the'institutional-
supportind structures for
composition instrUctton?-

\\ '

Who are the students
'served by thd composi-
tion program?

Campus administrators . Interview
English department chair, ,

Composition program.director

Campus Administrators
English'department chair
Composition program director
Program instructional staff

,Campus administrators
Composition program chair
Adjunct services

administrators

Composition prbgram director
Remedial program director
Adjunct services

administrators -

ProgramAnstructional staff,

CSU Systemwide data bank

Inteiview 1
Interviewfi Fact Sheet
Interview & Fact Sheet
Faculty Questionnaire

_Interview
Interview & Fact Sheet
Interview

Inteiview &Fact' Sheet
Interview &Fact Sheet
Interitiew

Faculty Questionnaire

'Enrollment figures..

interviewing key leaderghip people rather, than by interviewing

a-sample of English writing instructors. This, then, would

be followed by the all-faculty survey which would allow-us

to include staff perceptions of program, operatiOns and

campus_cdntext. Thus, to gather-necessary-data, we constructed

three instruments: (1) the campus Fact Sheet, (2) six

interview protocols, and (3) the. Faculty questionnaire.

it



To prepare our data collection instrumentt our research

team -first developed a taxonomy, of compodition program'

features.- (The "Taxonomyof writing Program Features".'is

,i-oiriated-in Chapter Seven.) This "taxonomy" covers .the

four majo4_ areas of focu_ in: any investigation of writing

programs: the administrative contextof the prog- the

program structure itself,. the staff involved in the program

and, of course, the student population the program serves..._

Within each of these. areas_our_research-group_broke_out

-------categories--and-subcategories-for-de-scriptiVe-information..

It became evident that these information points.were-of two

sorts: personal opinion and fact. We did not want to
.

leave personal perceptions'about. composition progiams
4

solely for the commentary of our interview sample of adminis-

trators. Thus, the research team assigned such categories
.

to the survey of writing faculty as well as to the adminis-
-

traitor interview protocols. In this way we hope to acquire

two-views-of-the-same reality.

Fact Sheet. In addition, we found, that tie needed some

background information an camplas and department-epartment programs in

:order for our researchers to function as knowledgeable__

interviewers. Accordingly, we devised the "Fact Sheet" on

campus composition programs and sent coPies'of each to the

'nineteen English aepartmerit chairt". The Fact Sheet requelts

information on structural aspects of compositio programs:

the number of sections offered in freshman comgesitionl-th:



.kinds and:Sequence of writing dOurses;, the location'of
_ .

remediil.assistance; the use of non tenure track staff and

graduate assistants; and existence of policies regarding ',

common 'texts, conteat,instructional methods and student

assessment. All nineteen Fact Sheets were returned; and

interviewers took copies with them when they went into the

field. -(A copy of the Fact Sheet can.be found in the

Appendix volume.)

Interview Protocols. In'the interview protocols we

attempted,to 'embody the taxonomy categories. of program

features. At the broadest; level, these categories or

domains of variables are.: (1) systemwide administrative

*Structures and policies; (2),campus level structures and

policies;>(3) program level structures, policies, and

staff; and (4) student population characteristics. For the

most part, we concentrated our -questions within the first
. N

three. domains on organizational stkuctures, inter - level..

communication aid involvement, and_decision-making processes

for composition-related issues. .-Additiondlly, within the

third category of program level variables, we included

questions to elicit the attitudes and behaviofs of leadership
,

toward the composition staff; the differences/between
-1

tenured/tentike-traCk and non-tenure track staff in their
( , , ,

o -
skills, beliefst and behaviors; and the perceived-successes--

and failures'of the composition program. Also, since the

Fact Sheets- became available during_the deVelopment of the
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interview protocol they allowed the research team to

identify particularly interesting variations in regular,

program operationv, variations that helped fine-tune some

of the interview 4iueetions and which suggested some of the

follow-up probes r) those questions.
v

As we.constrimted-our interview scripts,.th :'experiehced.

7/acuity on the research team realized that some Categories

of information were outside the range of experiences and

-knowledge of certain.administrators, while other. queition \

categories could be asked of all interviewees.- Accordingly,

we constructed six-protocol forms, basically a single theme

and fiVe'variatiohs. These protocols are included in the-

Appendix.volume-accoMpanying this. report...
.

The-first and most complete protocol is that for the

composition jorograM, coordinator (sometimes calle'd composition

program "director,"'"head," or "chair"). in this script, we

-:probe. extensively for information on program policies _and

dedision-making processes regarding instructional

methods, materials and staff. In,addition, we ask about

relationships between_ tilia writing program. and the campus,
AP -

and-the program and adjunct services (such as Educational

Opportunity Program office).

The second interview script-isfor the Coordinator of

remedial_ writing Programs or courses offered within the

English department; According to our Fact Sheet data, this

position is not present on all campuses, and on those where

J--



it does appear; it-is.often:an-unOfficial.title. Nevertheless,

some English departments find they have sufficient remedial__-

workload to support-this position. The protocollconstructed
.

for remedial coordinators is much like that .for,..the composition.
/ . -

coOrdinators. It emphasizes the instructional components

ftreMedial cOursework; it asks, about the relationship

between remedial, work,and-regular composition, between
%

4remedial work and the support services in writipg whieh are

available °Outside regular English 'department courses..

Also quite similar to the/composition, coordind!cr

script is the one constructed fOi-the coordinator( of .-

writing instruction offered outside the English d partment
T

courses,, Interestingly, our Fact'Sheet data indi ated' that

some such services; esp_c_kiA_ay_tlitoring---and-writi-g---1-abli,-
-

are available tlithin the English department.ao_we 1

==--outside-;-e-4-.--,:through campus learning assistance centers.

In these'int-erview scripts we are interested in the relation-.

ship of these activities to regular English composition and

remedial composition courses and to_ composition-program
_

.

operations. We also seek instructional information 11,01.11g

questions parallel to those used in uncovering instructional-.-..
, i

goals, materials, methods, and staffing, in the composition.;

'program. ,

Tht fourth intervielprotocol is that for the English \

department chair: It is much: like the compositiori coordinato

script.; hdwever,/emphasis is upon program-derArtment_relatons '--

8'? .



rather than updn composition program policies and procedures.

Also of interest'is thehatkground of the department chair

.with regard to writing instruction; and his/her. perceptions
) ,

of the kind and amount of support the department.provides

for the composition program.
1

'The fifth and sixth interview ptotocols are for campus

adMinigtrators who :are-in a position to exett an influence

on the composition program. Our faculty research team and

the Plata from our Fact Sheets suggested that the -academic

vice presidents and the deansdf-the-sChools within which

the. English departments are housed are often-involved in

writing program policy and were good'sources of information

about the campus climate surrounding writing instruction.

Most of the questions on these two protocols ask about the

interest in and commitment to college level composition

instruction on the part of campus administration. Also of

interest,is the perceived impacton campus from the systemwide

upper division writing requirement for graduation, a requirementu
that must be met to demonstrate writing competence before

the award of the undergraduate degree. (The question of

impact on the writing program and on demand for outside

writing:instructional support services is also included on

protocols for English department chair composition coordinator,

and adjunct services directors.)

After the'interview scripts were developed, they were

pre-tested with the faculty research team role-playing as
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both interviewers and interviewees. After a next round of

adjustments, the protocol was tried out on staff from a

campus excluded from the interview sample. The four faculty

on the research team and the project director, also an

English professor, each prepared to visit two campuses and

spend two days interviewing on each camp4s. Interviewers

took with them tape recorders, notebooks, copies of the

Fact Sheets' for their campuses_,_andgnidelines for_interviewing

and for the write-up of field notes. The interviews took

place-during-November-end-early-December-1-981w-and_resulting

tapes were transcribed during December and January 1982.

In all, 57 interviews were conducted on our ten-campus

sample.

To digest the interview data and transform them into

more, manageable units, we followed a recursive proces,s, in

which we both applied categories to the information and

allowed categories to emete. from the data. As described

in Patton (1980)1 and elsewhere, this process begins with

broad-level-content_analysis in which passages of conversation

are labeled at a broad levelbf-topic (sometimes covering

two or three different topics in any one section). This

process' was carried out by the faculty research-team,

though no one.coded interviews he/she had conducted. These

analyses and results of analyses are described in Chapter

Eight; Thenrvwithin each topic, the passages are reviewed

'Patton, M.J. Qualitative Evaluation Methods. Beverly Hills,
CA:- Sage Publications, 1980.
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for the inherent categories' distinguishing the range of

responses on the topic. 2

Faculty Questionnaire. The faculty questionnaire-was

developed.primarily by the associate director of the project,

a SpecialiPt in educational research; _the faculty research

team then reviewed and revised the questionnaire during a

series' of meetings'. Development was based upon the identifi-

cation of domains of information needed for the research.

Decisions on specific content were guided by our review of

interview experiences and Fact Sheet- data, and by relation hips

among program features as hypothesized in the taxonomy. We

-decided to cover four- -domains of information: (1),skilis

and knowledge about the teaching of composition; (2) attitudes

toward composition -as a subject and toward the tOmpositiOn

on campus; :(3) behaviors (self-reported, of course)

that demonstrate an instructional approach and those that

demonstrate active-professional-intereet in comp4Si:tion

instruction on'campus; and (4) perCePtions of the group

process in decision-making for"the program and sharing of

ideaS; perceptions of efficaty, and perceptions of)outside

, sti port forthe.tomposition program. Additionally, we

-deliberately,inaIude -items similar to. those questions.-

which had'appeared on the various interview protocols.

As Patton shows, the analysis and synthesis of qualitative
data is a complex and time-consuming task. We expect to
continue torefine and interpret-these data in later phases'

of the project,

N



In this way we hoped toll verify our interview descriptive

datkand'to expand upon.it somewhat by tapping a source

la!Prgely unfamiliar to the administrators, i.e., classroom .

activities as seen by the actual instructors. In particular,

our interview data had already\demonstrated to is a remarkably

\
,consistent lack of. awareness on lie,part of administrators

-with regard to what goes on in the classrooms/(and in the
(,/

minds) of the full time, tenure -track faculty who=teach

composition. This is largely due\to the almost absolUte

autonomy-these faculty meters have in comparison to the

more carefully supervised ,and evaluated part-time, nontenure-

track or graduate' student instructors. - In-fact, this

faculty, questiOnnaire will be,the'fit substantial source

of descriptive data for tenured,and tenuretrack faculty -

teaching composition. The faculty questionnaire was

'diatributedto.all instructional and administrative faculty

teaching writing'in the-'English departments of the nineteen

campuses in mid-April; 1982.

In addition, based"upon informationin the Fact Sheets .

and interviews, we develope4 a second form of the questionnaire

for instructional:and:administrative atcff offering writing

instruction or instructional support services outside the

English department, Such as learning center staff or Chicano

studies:pePartment 'compositian 'Course lnstruetion. This

latter group, receiving Form B of the questionnaire, is not

'included in_thia.report, although acoPy of the Form B

survey is appended along with. Form A..
4
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Taxonomy of Writing Program Variables

Development of the

Because no commonly accepted definition of the concept

"writing program" is to be found in the literature on composi-

tion, our research team was obliged to formulate a working

definition to focus our study. We might have justified a

definition that includes the entire liberal arts degree

since, increasingly, faculty in all disciplines employ

writing in their nurses not only as a.recorder of things;-.1-

learned but also as a mode of learning. However, a definition

that would have required us to include"the entire' university
,

Curriculum and faculty was rejected as impradtical. Orvthe:

restriet4ng-the-definition -to,single-Writing----1

classes, as designed by:relatively autonomous instructors-,

would have eliminated the possibility of arriving at the

kind of useful generalizations that our study aims to produce.

We quickly decided, therefore, to Consider ,as pro

only those components that are assumed. affect groups of

faculty and students beyond the individual writing class.

For example, ,a staff decision to adopt-a/particular text or

to establish-particular goals for all courses in the program

fits our definition of a prograM variable, whereas an individual

instructor's decisions about texts and goals unique to his

atic
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:course does not. (However', an administrative decision to

allow instructors to make their own choices is.considered

programmatic4 Correspondingly,
. .

a writing laboratory ortutorial

whereas': a particuar-instructor's

a campus decision to set up'

center is programmatic,

decision to employ individ-

ualized procedures As not. (Again, anadministratiVe decision

to allow instructors such options would be programmatic.)

A definition that does not encompass any and all campus

Writing- instruction must at the same time recognize that

many elements of the campus as a whole:have an impact upon

--thizivirtting-program,--On-some-campuses,-forinstancegraguation

writing proficiency requirements "are an important feature of
P

the larger context in which writing instruction takes place.

On many campuses, the 'skill level of entering students will

be- a.factor inprogramdecisions. And on all campuses,

administrative actions on one or mare levels inescapably

affect the writing program. ,Thus, the composition program

itself, with its course structure and adjuncts, its content-

,and methods, formed only one of four p ris that we identified

t

as, interconnected factors that bear upon writing instruction

'After much discussion, the search /team postulated the

interplay in/Fi4ure

8(3



Figure 1

Scheme for Major Categories of Program Taxonomy .

Administrative
StruCture

COmp, Faculty >Comp. Program

, \\

As Figiire 1\shows, the ultimate form and operation of a
. .

composition program is the,: of a complex. set of relations

/

among faculty
\

adMinIstrators, and fitudents. The program-

cannot be de'SCribed as. abstraction apart from the individual's

who give it life. Nonetheless, it has an identifiable

structure of its own that drives from circumstances as well

as cumulative decisions that. 're-varromoly-implemented by

program itself,are influencedkey individuals. Features of

by and, in turn, influence other,c7onents of the taxonomy

Which, for reSearch,purpoSeR, functi ns as a theoretical

diagram. ,ThiSframework makes it-poss. le to describe and,
. .

eventually, to compareNelementi of the cot position program,

as earlier defined, within a complex campus environment.

80
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Table 7

Summary of'Major.Factors in. PrOgram
Taxonomy Categories

Administrative Structure. and Decision Making

o administrative organiZation
o faculty organization,
o department structure and decision making
o program decision making and administration

CompOsition_Zragram

structures°
o instructional formats
o instructional activities

CoMpoSition Program Faculty

demographics
o experienee/education-

motivation(s)
o philosophy of composition
o practices

Students

o- demographics (SDQ, ethnicity, sex, age, etc.).
o attitude,'anxiety

academics (record)
,

o post measures
.&

,
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Administrative Structure and Decision-Making

The team diitinguished administrative Issues from

operational issues in order to. determine,how policies affecting

the composition program are made. On all of the university

campuses in our study (and on the vast majority :',f American.

college and university campuses) there are several levels of

administrative organization. Closest to prograe-operations

is the adrginistrative structure of the program -itself,

usually a Small structure operating withir the English

department, and, in a few caset.., within other, units that

have',responsiblity for writing instruction. The larger

structure within which the composition program resdes usually

consists of departmontal'committees and a department chair.

We expect that the quality of articulation between cAlposition

program and English dePartmert adeinistrations varies among

campuses and may have an impact upon the operatfons or

policies in writing instruction. Often, partictilairly on

large campuses; this Secondary layer of administrative
,

structure may'expand to include .a school of humanities or

arts and letters with its own dq:au and school ciommittees.

Campus level administration °A)mprisem the thizd and

broadest level of organizathit'and decisiov.-making structures'

affecting comPosition. may include campuswide committees,

vice presidents, and dmans, all-of,whom approve ant', a11oc4te'

resources 2or implementing composition poliies.



thislevel, attitudes and /decisions may.affect the extent of .

campuswide involvement in'apd responsibility for-Composition.

A final laYer.ofladministrative decisionmaking is

unique to multi .-campus systems: the systemwide central

office. It is at this level that the most.important policy-

setting decisions may occur and financial or legal'support

for'those dedisiOns arise. (This level has significantly
..

affected composition instruction for the nineteen campuses

of The California State University, as Chapter 2 of this

'report makes clear.). Important policy, funding, and testing

decisions made,at ttie.syste6level have had a strong impact

.upon all writing programs in the system. In:particular, the

&bard of Trustees' action in May 1976 established three new

policies that caused,' and still. cause, reyiew and revision

'11

of campus wilting programs: (1) a systeMwide English Placement

Testy (2).authdrization of workload credit for faculty

teaching remedial English; and (3) establishment of a writing

proficiency requirement at the upper-division '.evel as a

condition-for graduation.

Of_all these structures, the administration of the

composition program clearly has the most immediate impact

upon writing instruction. .Somecomposition chairs are

highly trained in composition, and exert considerable influence
.

______. .- . .

. .
.

upon
.

the prograM;:othere serve largely because -it is their
. , .

. .

"'turnturn in a position someone must occupy. compositiop

committees meet often and makedmportint decisions on staffing,
4
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Table 8
=

'Administrative Structure_and Decision Making

1. :Systemwide edministratie-arganizatipn

,-(a) systeMwide funding ----------
(b) ,systemwide data gathering
(c) procedures and_policies

_ English Council
Senate

EPT, EEE

2. Campuswide'faculty entities and administrative policies
\

(a) campuswide,coMmittees and coordinators
/

- upper 4vision writingrequirement,commitiee
(b) campuiwide policies and:pragedures-(requirements)

What'are theyre4(remedial, lower had upper division)
:How'are they decided?

- 'What is their impact on faculty?
,(c) non-English department composition activities

3._ English department structure and decision making

(a) 4epartment_chnir
----------(--b-)--e0MM-ittee__s_tructure and coordination

(c) composition, direction andrCiiition
(d) faculty assignment:

- student/teacher ratio
teaching load

- _proportion of staff teaching composition'
proportion of compostion-Inktrut-toratclasaen_taught_*
t.a.'s, part-timers, lecturers ,

(f) °derision making
I

,

_
t,--

. - location. of decisions by' type (placement policy,, texts, etc.-'

(8) morale
-

.- - expectationsjor colleagues and program

4. Composition program-decision-making and /administration

(a) English department chair involvement with composition
(b) composition direction and coordination

- professionalismP- I.- _
- nature of responsibillities/(texts, curricula)
- power/effedtiveness

(c). composition committee 0

\ ,- meetings (frequency)
-----------=-,Tturftpower-and-iurindir_ion

- nature of membership /

(d) policy'and procedure agreeme is"for compokition classes,

"follow-up" and enforcement f policy '.

(e) faculty development and "re raining"
(f) morale ,

.

- expectations for colleagues and prbgraM

a.



course goals, curriculum, texts, and.eXaminationsi other

composition_:Committees meet rarely and do little. The

r iesearchNtearrs particularly interested in knowing whether
.

.

leadership in the program bears uposuch matters-at-Staff

morale, faCulty retraining and, indeed, the quality of

writing instruction_. tself.,

. While this portion of the taxonomy does not attempt to
-

list all
._

pbssible administrative structures which may:affect
,

writing programs, it does.' encompass functionstfiat:"are

likely to affect program quality.

Composition Program

me::fodus attention on certain specific prbgram

components which represent optidns for the instructional

i s-elf--These features-often.=fall-within-the_purview

of a composition committee or composition chtir;, they'may

affect'all or some portion of the five possible levels of

composition instruction: pre-remedial (study Skills);

remedial, freshman, advanCed, gradflatee 'The research team

conSidc77ed three categories of.features as prObably signifi-

cant: program structure itself, instructional formats, and

instructional activities.

Program structure, where it can be said to exist,
.e,

,

centers.on features. common toclasses at a particular level.

all remedial classes). Thus,SoMe programs attempt

to normalize grading procedures in various ways, ranging

from exhortation to common examinations graded by the staff
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as a whole. While some programs rest content with implicit

goals for instruction, others develoP more or less elaborate

statementi of goals and procedures for all those teaching
,

particular courses. Indeed, some prograina by design avoid

common standards, goals,----and procedures, .while; other programs

. /
peek to develop them. Whether'one pattern, or'combination

of patterns,otends to enhance student outcomes-remains to be
,

4etermined:.

While evaluation of composition,instruction would

appear to be an..important common feature of.composition

programs, it varies considerably from one program to another.

Graduate students and mostpart-time instructors are routinely

evaluated with considerable care, but full-time instructors
.4

may or may.not be evaluated,-dnd tenured faduIty rarely if

ever are evaluated. it may/be that-the advdntaies oftsystematic,

-evaluation are offset by:the risk of lowering'ataff,mOrale.

The-Variety-of-evaluation,practices-in_compositiOn programs

nO.doubt'reflects this problem, ds wall as others.-

A second category of features tA-0,411 research team
'

'sees as potentially significant haa
A

to do with instructional

-fornfat. rife- range here- is-from,class lectures through small
1,

group,activities,to individua ized instruction. In addition,

support services for writing instructiori ary widely in.

format. Learning'skills,centers, for instance, within or

---outside-Englisti-departments-,--may---Zfer-tutoringprogrammed

'materials, workshops, 'or 'even a tomated device The
t



Table 9

_____Composi-t_ Program

Curricular Description Of-Courses byType*

(a) preremedial.
--,(b)- remedial-

(c) freshman Comp ition
(d) adVanced co ositioe.

(e) .graduate pograM.-

Composition program structure

. .

(a) .commonalities among cla sex,(within.a category above)
grading ,criteria
common activit-

,,cOmmon goals
(b) teaCber evaluati n --

tenure tra and tenured

- other

2. InstrUctionaLl a

(A):classroom-4mat
lecture
discUssion
workshop
small group
individualized
-tutors
'student-%facher conferences .. .

(b) other, supplemental or adjunct "services" deliverT formats)

tutors
./,

learning or skills center _

Computer-assisted instruction or other auto-tutorial Methodw
counseling, testing

0

3. Instructional activities

(a) 'assignments . .

-,' assignment characteristics: length, frequency, mode

setting (home, school, lab)) proportion completed/

in each setting .
. 1

assignment context: prewriting, revising, bow
assignments` are given out and explained, planning
opportunity and context 6

- syllabus...
7

The taxonomy above is applicable..to each .course type.
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Table 9 (continued)`

3 Instructional activities(continued

(b) response to writing'
- marking papers: quantity and purpose of feedback

feedback method: oral with class, oral with
individual, written
nature of feedback: priorities, emphases,; tone'
re;ationship of feedback to instruction: used in

variety of audiences

(c) classy dm instruction
c litent

methods
materials

- sequencing

class,

8



.

importance of these sUpplemental services hai not been

demonstrated, but the. profect-team ie9ls'there was a strong

likelihood that some of,them are- associated with positive

'student outcomes. a

Finally, instructional activities themselves are likely

,to be among, the most significant program features. We need

to know how 'much writing is 'assigned, how often, and for

what purpose; we need to inquire_about how assignments are

giyen out and explained, and how muchTre-writing and revision

talr Place. We need to discover and describe the content of

clatsroom instruction, the methods and Materials used, and

the segliening that shapes the curriculum. And; Perhaps

most important of all, we need to describe\the teacher's_

response to writing, i.-e.', the quantity, nature, purpose,

and methbd. of feedback to the student writer, and the

relationship of.that feedback to the instruction in class.

Composition Program Faculty
1

With respect to the composition facultthe research

team identified several taxonomic caegories, arranged under

five principal headings: dempgraphi -qp, experience and

education, motivation, philosophy of compositionand teaching,.

practices.

Demographic categories include ethnicity, seat, and age...

More or less strenuous', in recent years/to recruit

racial minorities as composition teachers are reflected in

the ethnic makeup of composition staffs The .kinds.of
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fable 10

Composition Program, Faculty*

1. Demograhics

(a) general -t .

- ethnicity
sex.

age .

(b) job related
- time on rampus;.distance.froM campus
- .status: tenure-track,-part or full r.a.'

2. EXperience and education

(a) educational background
training .

- 'graduate school
- teacher assistant
- courses
- faculty development

resbarch, publications, grants
(b) related experience . I

- time on this campus (years)
total time teaching
time teaching composition
time at other campuses, with other student groups

Motivation

(a) professionalism
- main field of focus (English, rhetoric, linguistics,

composition, other), -

attitude,toward 'composition, toward teaching composltion

- demonstrated interest: grants, ronferencesi publirations

in composition
- attitude toward students

(h) faculty development
courses outside campus (voluntary, required).

7 in-service, "retraining" (voluntary, required)
(c) morale

- BMW of autonomy
-. sense of efficacy

expectations.for,students (effect of student)

4. Philoihphy of composition

(a) "why do yOU do what you do?" ,

- sequencing
course grading

- \ . o.

*
Applies tcOutz..ices.perionnel'outside the composition Classrbom,

. .

in the Learning, Center or Counseling Center./



Table 10 (continued)..

5. -PracticeS

(a),..psignments
- assignment characteristics
7 assignment,cont'ekt

syllabus:
(b) respOnie to writing

marking paper's

.feedback method .

- nature 'Of feedback
relationship to in-class instruction

(°C) classroom instruction and format.

- grading for course
- content

methods
materials
sequence



special programs developed for minority students sometimes

depehd-upon d staff with similar background. It is, however,

by no means clear whether separate classes or integratdd

ones are -more to the behefit of most minority students, nor

is. it clear that:teachers are more effective if they share

the same background with their students. Similar issues

revolve around the numbers of men and women teaching composi-

tion. Age, as well, may turn out to be significant; younger

teachers may be more sympathetic to writing topics that
4

engage young writprs, while more experiencgd:teachers may be

wiser and more skilled in )their teaching approaches: 4nd

expectations. BecauSe.any one of theacrissues. may turn out

to be'very important for the Composition program, a. careful

delicription of thd.cOmposition faculty logically begins with
\

these demographicS.

Education and experience in the area of composition may

be expected to be of considerable importance to faculty 16/

1

description. Traditionally, English faculty at the college
\

level are trained in the study of literature or, to a lesser

extent, linguistics or thetoric. The training in writing

--]
. .

Offered i Ph.D. programs usually consists of some on-the=job

Supervision (sometimes quite 'desultory). while the candidate

I%
is,teaching_a_sectioh or .two of composition during the

,writing ojrthe dissertation. Until recently, the'teaching
1

of writing received neither attention, research, nor prestigeI

.

,

in the:edUcationY0fmost-College English professors.. FOr



this reasoni. many English faculty who received their. training

---more-than- ten 'yeirs ago (thatis, almbst all s.mior professors)

have;had little or no formal education in.the teaching.of

writing. we may discover., however, thamany senior. facultyt.
.

in The California State Univeity caos4ly follow the recent

developments-in-adffiiiiisition 'and have effectively trained

themselves in the field. Others may not have either the

interest or the time to keep up with a field that is

peripheral to their training.

In recent yearu, newer Ph.D:s are more-likely to have 4

systematic knowledge of composition as a-field. .Since most

jobs in college English'departments have 'consisted largely

of composition teaching, and since there have been many

applicants for -each job, those with training in composition

have found themselves better able to compete. Thdt", in

recent years, many those receiving the English Ph.D. have

had some education and experience in composition. Nonetheless,,

since it remains unusual to find a major Ph.D.-granting

English department with a senior scholar in composition, and

since academic fields change slowly, most of the scholars

composition are still self-taught. Thus, it iv particular)4

Useful to identify faculty publications, .grants and

ongoing research in the field ince at this time such

evidence -of.professional activity indicates an unusual level

of responsibiliii and energy. .It may not be true, however,
.

that scholarly activity translates into an.improved writing
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instruction program. Conclusions in this area will only be
- ;

possible after thie entire research project is'complete - if

indeed, conclusiOns are possible at all.

While all campuses in our.study (and the overwhelming

majority of American campuses is general) require composition
.

teaching, reward good teaching, and speak of honoring,profes

sional activity in the field; we kriew there was a codsiderable

variation in practice, some composition programs appear.,to

foster faculty composition ativity much more than do others'`

or, perhaps faculty with active composition intfreats foiter

such programs. The programs in the study do glLve.evidence

.of a wide range of fal.cultyrprofessionel activity in cdmp:Isition,,

a range perhaps typical of American higher education in
5

general.

,There ali) seems to be a Wide variation from campus

campusin the attitude compOsition faculty manifest towar

each other; their students, and their work. This general

area:, which theresearch team called."morale,"'seeme to be a..
l

result/of many different factors, all Of which' are 'difficult

to:detect rand, -'to Measure. Nonetheless, since sUeh.'coilponents.

of morale, as the.sensevf teacher efficacy or expectation ag:.

student performance suggest program differences, it. Was

decided to include "moral&' as, part of fac tY motivation on

the tanorimiy.
.

_Firially, faculty theories of compositi n and instructional
/

n of composition.practiceS are obviously central to desdript
.



2

. w

programs. We,expecte00 find, faculty grOuping themselves

in several feirly clear-cut categories of approaches:to

composltion in theory sand in practice For example, there

are those who feat strongly that reading instruction is

.integral to writing instruction, or that SySteMatic revision''

!s essential to teaching the Writing process. 'It is interesting

to compare indiVidual faculty gtatements on such. Matters,

actual classroom practices, and the views of program adminit-

trators Since TpositiontesearchQ including the 'Planned

future. phases of this study, seeks to evaluate the Comparative

'effectiveness of thede various aloproaches for various voupings,.

of stUdents, it is critically important to discover what

teaahers are in fact doing (or, at least, "what- they assert)

they are,doing) and why.

gaiposition dtudents

The -acgdemic .hackground and demographic characteristics

of the student body have an 'obvious and important impact

,upoli-the.compdsition-Program..-1,esPite the.apparent.SiMi4triti

in aoaassion standards,'there. are majorAifferenees in the,-

student populatiohe on thevarious campuses.in the study..!
N

2 r

Tgbied 1 and 2 44 chapter Five show: the gepgraphic.
. . . -. .

.settings and ethnic - representation on'theso campuses. Such"
.

lorOgr'auCteatures as Chicano .studiesorlilacli studies writing
. ;

courses. obviously depend upon, Adequate populationsiseeking /
-9 ,

*0toll:insuch classes.. 'Again, campuses located 4n.cirt
. ./

\



\,,
near inner-city,,locatiots wills enroll more students with

lower socio- economic status (SES) than..riral campuses with a

high proportion of students in residenCev low SES is often

associated with weak academic ,skills.in general More

directly, the writing skill le71 of entering students

varies greatly on the English Placement Test which is used

to place freshmen in regulaeor remedial English leVels.

These and other differences-from campus to campus help

give rise to composition program features thht reflect thei

needs of the students. Student chaiacteristics,.training,

( 72 -'
.and:ahility, levels meed,to be considered if a campus r itirig

p,ogram is to be fully desCribed. ThIs4 a very smal remedial

writing component, or none at 'a11 might reflect the/ absence

/. c-
of need on one campus_While 't could be evidence of ignoring

an important. need on another .

Finally, as this research moves into-\its\evaluative
, c

phase/ the consideration of studOnt outcomes from the'colpposi-

tion pre:Tram will 'become prominent. SiiIcetwe will be see4itig

-diffgrences in outcome for 4imilar grouPings of students,
\

careful 'description of student,characteristics will be

\

necessary so that -tie fi,haings'of the study will be meaningful:

0

Cc.
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Table 1

Composition Pr6gram Students

't-di

(a student descriptive Autationnsiies, 7 ,

(b) notiacadedi.' r'ecord; of entr'y (.high. school
-high school -SAT scores

- 'EPT sCO-Ke!

2. "(114COMeS"

Summary

(a) academic record .(postsprondary)-
.:courses coMpleted.,',QPA, units
upper division requirement:;

'(b) other
- attitudes, arutietyc,about

essay sample \.\ a

Q

.
The taxonomy peeseillte4 here ,portrays the: set of program

- ,; ,.

features, in tieh college'context,%that the feeearch' tap
, . b

'proposed as ,e guide for inAprm erng.eds data gathi It reprbsents

both-an organized and descriptilie frame for,ptdgzam features

and an informed (though data-free) series of postUlatis

.about whit' might turriout to by associated WithT,Positive*:

outcomes for students and, faculty: taxonomy waii;it basic

theoretical construct thatj'=a;lowed tae. proJbct to gatheF
- . .

data. The research team was aware that some of -'tie descriptive

featur4s were'liXely to amigo as far-moie sigpliictunt than

others, as the data froth the campus progkams began to fill

in, or sometimes, alter, the theoretical structure. Nohethq-

-less:, the taxonomy survived the test of the real world

surprisingly wellrthe dada abllected -from\ faculty andcollected

4



adminirtrators ge drally confirm the picture of'program

faturi2Ei'por- 'aged. The taxonomy became the baiic.to9s1 for

organing bur research, and stands as a useful guide

Arogram aaministrators, researchers, and teachers.



CHAPTE1VEIGHT.

' ReaUlts of Interview,Analysis:
_

/

This section describes-the process and results. our
,

/

analysis of interviews, augmented brFact.Sheet data In

..1 ,

thnterof 1981, we interviewed 57.people on ten cadtpuses.- ,

, ,

\
,

On each campus_we spokez with-the'acadSmievide president,
..\

the dean of humanities or arts), the English department

i

chair,othe composition program coordina,or, and the director

of the Edticational Opportunity Program (E0R). In addition;
.-

on several campuses,'we found and inerviet4d remedial course
- .

coordinators*: learning assistance center directors .apper
'-

division requirement coordinators, or directors of writing,.
. . ,

programs hoiised outside of the English department.' These
)

interviews were taped and the tapes\later transcribed.

We divid9d-the tkiiscriptions to. numbered sections

(using an arbitrary but;constant size rule bass on turn-taking

in the 'intervieW-donVersation ) :-.. We 011 each re'imarch'

parieliart (fiveY;:40.1of W ne:whom do:int7iVieWing tdoi6iMs°
; ., ... . A, . . ...

eadhnumberidtassage adcOrdinvte'Main conversational`.

Aopids. The code i d2104'1dr,
Po. ssibe

le
toPics.wa,

s. bisbd:Upon
... .

theitaatonomy of writing programs, modified thloUhiieiieral-.

L
.

1

training' sedsions -in, interVieti. coding.

0' ''Eagh:interview was doded'by two raters. : -Interview: -,ze-
.. , . .

, . . .

,

.
passages and'their:set DI ,two -. nUPIkers.were entered( into

- , (i
. .

. _

7



a computer. data base. Frequency counts of code numbers
,

,

indicated for which topics/ mWe had the most, and most diverse,

'inforMatiozi. ' In this way we identified eight topics for

first prioritTanalysis.

LThese ,topics were further reduced in number to five, by

.considering the results of our factor analysis of questionnaire

" data We hoped in our'firstMajor reporting effort to

provide a cOherent dnd thorough ,discussion of major findings
1

rather than a disjointed listing of data Thub we settled

upon the following five issues, each of which considers a

slightly different level of issues and,each of which has a

corresponding'questionnaire-based descriptve factor or

factors.

4 /Composition program goals and instr ctional
'philosophies.

:,--
Compoiition, program coordinator's ac ivities
and responsibilities.

Remedial\instruction:

Table 1.1,

fnterview Topics for Analysi\

prodedures andreSources.

The upper-division writing requirement:
procedures and policies. .

` Non-Engl&sh deartment composition activities,
such as tutoring;--EOP.

/

;

thOur net step was to
/
r ,ead through the coded sections of

interviews for each topic(. 'This time resaers did not rate

or code passages further. Instead they let the remar



.

/

:/the-Anterviewee suggest:4spects'of the topic area that

/

should be noted. After all note taking activity had been

completed for one topid area, readers met and discussed

'their notes and impressions. /Firit,,readersagreed upon a

descriptor for the topic area and, thenYaided by their .

Z
notes and quotes-fro the transcriptions, the group worked

//
out categories di s tinguishing campuses within. that descriptor

(
I

heading. Some imesi/ what had originally been one delicriptor

was broken awn into two or more separate but related aspects

of the ori/ginal topic. Then withih each new descriptor,

categories \were-created. Sometimes a descriptor not only

\
remained (fix but offered only two mutually exclusive

(

categories. \

Following agreement on the topical analysis/of the

interviews,' we wrote up prose drafts eXplicating theae

analyses and offering quotations in support of analysis

conclusions. 'These "vignettes" were circulated among the, 1

analysis group.

After some discussion, we decided to indicate in which

categories campus programs had been placed for each descriptor.

However, by doing so we-do not m an to imply that these

analyies arebased upon and.yie d facts. They do not- They

mare por6iiittions and personal beliefs and their analysis

yields impressions of how the world, works on each campus.

The utility of our analYbes-is to identiirprogram patterns,

not to compare individual campuses. In fact, as we began to

101r:
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. - , _
discriminate groupings of campus programs we found that two

of our ten campuses hAve additipnal fully developed writing

programs outside theEnglish department.

Ifi .these two non-English department programs, writing

program 'directors coordinate the "courses and instructors

much the way their. English department colleagues do. On

campus J, a large suburban campus, two departments outside

of English offdr'complete writing programs. These two

departments, Chicano Studies and Pan-African Studies, each

with its own composition coordinator, do not serve only
--

minority ethnic, group students, though that has been their

primary responsibility. It is important to-indlUdethese

separate programsWith-their-45Whidentification, since they

are legitimate programs and, incidentally, impend the useful- .

nese of the. research.

To'identify multiple programs on a single cimpus, we

agreed to treat these programa separately from the English

department operations. The "B" notation denotes\the non-

English departmeht 0ograms. This distinction ,iii used only
. .

for ,cqmplete,,discrete writing prograde,-prograp with a
. /

sequen e of courses-comparable tothose we might find in

an English department. Departments thit si
/
ply..offer a

functionally equivalent course, i.e.,.accepted it lieu of an

/
nqiish department course, .have not been considered as

providihg separate writing programs. This definition and

identification of Q(B) and J(B) holds true for these campuses

111 102
(



on other topics in our interview analysiS, and.we continue

'.referring to the different programs using these notations in

our discdssions below.

I. Composition Program Goals and Instructional Philosophies

One of the most frequently used code categories for the

interviews describes the goals and underlying' philosophy of

the composition program. We; specifically asked this of

composition program coordinators, but references to prOgram

,goals and philosophy also surfaced in interviewswih-remedial

coordinators, English chairs, learning 'Center directors, EOP

directors, deans and academic vice presidents.

Reviewing our notes on these coded passages, we further -----

refined our category definition. We agreed that what we

wanted to know was'ngt the personal philosophy or private

goals of th7 composition program cbordinator. Rather, we

sought indications of a programmatic response. This, we

expected, would be identifiable as (1) systematic and

unified in nature; (2.) specified in writing,

handbook, or ,guideline, or common or sample
4

(3).reportedly widely embraced or generally

either as a

syllabus; and/

adhered to b

composition instructors. After much discussion of notes and .

presentation of interview passages as "evidence," we ag eed,

that programs that we could identify between programs at'

do meet these criteria (systematic, specified, widely mbraced)

and those that do not. However, our interview data suggested

that a pfurther delineation was necessary. Some programs do

k 103.,
4
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include such unifying features askcurridUlum guidelines;

course descriptions, handbooks, sample 'syllabuses. While,
TN

many:6f these same programs include statements of expected

outcomes, a.e., goals, otherscover only instructional

apptoache , i.e. "philosophy." There as an additional.

complication in defining both goals and philosOphies: for

some programs thip.information applies only to. the freshman,

composition course(s); for others, just the remedial coursework;,
_

for still others, both regular and remedial instruction are

covered.

a. Laissez-faire. A meaningful distinguishing

characteristic among,programs with goals statements is the

"seriousness" with which theae statements 'are taken. To a

large- extent, this distinction reflects our original criterion,

"widely embraced" goals and philosophy.. While all-composition

'coordinators interviewed report the existence of,guidelines

or course descriptions, some admit 'they haven't seen a copy

in years, while others produced for our interviewer hundred-

page documents and described instructor training. Thus, at

ene eitreme we could label :ads, "laiisez'faire" campus programs

where course guidelines are "available"-if someone asks, but

where there isn't an active attempt.to ensure widespread

adoption of these guidelines. Also distinguishing the

"laissez faire" programs is the absence of a specific goals

statement. While guidelines or sample syllabuses provide

instructional recommendations, they do not specify the

)



skills Or knowledge student's are expected to acquire thx:Ough

this.AnStruction In short, these progralys have a limited
.

"programmatic" nature and leave.a good'clial of their. domain.

uncharted.

The three piograMswe idtntify as "laissez-faire" are

campuses F, H, and I. Programs F and H are large, urban

camp ses known for their extensive-use of part-time instructors

(50% of the department staff). Fiogram I idla,mid-diid

poltechniclil school located in a suburban, almodt rural,

commu ity: To demonstraite4ur laissez-faire definition and

our decidion to iabel"programs F, H, and I as such, we offer

the following enchAnges between the interviewer (INT) and

the composition program directors (COMP).

PROGRAM P

INT: Is there anything like an underlying
philosophy, a set of goAls for the composition
program?

COMP: In this university?

INT: In this department'.

1

COMP: - Universally held, probably not. .I think
the diversity of the 100 sections, Ws hard/to--

is, in our statement about what the courocr,
that Ws a course in expository' writing, if '

that's a philosophy. I guess it can be answered
in two different ways Among the 100 plus Sections,
no, in theory, yes. There is our statement which
says clearly it's a course in expository writing
not in literary analysis. That students will
write. But it can't be taken for granted that in
every section they 'write...'the papers will be
responded to and students,will have an opportunity
to respond to the response, to write to show that

.114
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they have 'learned. The writing is--what we're
trying to impress on evethody is that this is a
writing process.

o yoU get into matters of particular
approaches to rhetoric,- anything of that sort, the
pre-writing revision precepts idea?,

, -

COMP Ce tainly the most coherent theory
probably exi s among the TAs because they all-

been followi g through-my class: Thee first worcW
on the board are writing is a proce6s, writing:is\
discovery. d for their sections,'I think they \

all know that. They're good people. They're
really splendid. / And I. thinWwriting is a process
in their.-'class. Ad it is responded to rind worked
on again and in many of the part-tir

-true, for maybe a third of them. Thy _acultle; I
don't know really what happens in faculty. sections.
I never see their evaluatioris. I've been in one
..faculty member's writing class on his request. I

hear rumors frpm.some others, but 1. don't really
know what happens

INT: There. are no syllabuses for the comp.
classes?

COMP: Individual course loads--nothing resembling
a departmen al syllabus.

INT: ust ones
\

the individuals Oreparo for
themselves? t

COMP: Right.

PROGRAM I

INT: Is there anything like an underlying
philosophy or set of goals for a comp. program?

:comp:. There probably is:

INT: Do you heti() Copies of the objectives of/

thobe... I

I

INT: 10o you try in the comp. committee to I:

make explicit and articulate ,some philosophy?

COMP: Yes.



COMP: .1 think not....although we collect
textbooks. We put toget.Aer a list of textbooks in
this department.° That ,probably does more in
controlling what actually goes on in the classrooms.

INT: How yell do you feel you know what goes
on in composition clasdes?

COMP: I don't know much about what goes on in
all composition classes, but I know more about
what goes on in the comp. classrooms,, the sections,
taught by our part-timers, because at the end of
the quarter I ask them to hand in to me a copy of
their syllabus and the essay finals' and they come
and talk to me.

INT: Do you have impressions on what's going
on, say, in the full-time faculty classrooms?

COMP: Yes. have impressions--I don't know
how accurate they are. They are based on either
what they tell me they are doing and I am also
very suspicious when someone comes up and starts
sort of boasttnq....the department chair might be
able- to hiolp you more.

PROGRAM N

INT: Do you see anything like an undetlying,
philosophy' or goals for the comp. program?

COMP: I hope that one is emerging and that is,
I think, basically what the compasition committee
has been directing itself to this fall. The
history of the composition program here istthat we
used to be a' department of literature that taught
some: composition and I think now it would bo more
accurate to say we are :a department of composition
that' teaches some literature. certainly that's-
true in terms of our FTE [full-time equivalent"
student enrollment].

INT: Does the department have any kind o;*
while you're putting together those goals stlements,
any other kind of guideline for people teadhi g
comp.?

COMP: No, there hasn't been. The only guidelines
that have existed have been rather general and
perfunctory descriptions of the courses that



appear in the university catalog. But .I suspect.
that most Taculty members have not even looketh,at,
those.

In sum, these three programs-neither purSue a unified

program of instruction nor do they have mechanisms for doing

so. Their instructional approaches are described - in a

limited manner, by a catalog course description or recommended

/

texts, and no one is expected to pay them very much attention.

,'Further the composition coordinators do not explicate or

disseminate a goals statement fOr composition courses. In
/

all three cases, the' composition coordinators suggest that

attempts to generate a greater "programmatic" approach would

meet with a great' deal of opposition, partiqularly from

regular tenure7track ancltenured facAlt,j.

The balance of our interview campuses have more actively

and sUccessfUlly established a structured program of instruction.

Neverthelese, we find a distinguishing factor divides these

more organized programs into two types. This characteristic

might best be called "scope" or "breadth" of program goals

and philoaophy_statements. The distinctiori describes the

/
degree of Planned articulation among courses; particularly

between remedial and regular composition. Six of the remaining
/
/nine program coordinators describe an instructional philOsophY

for remedial and regular instruction. For three other

programs, instructional philosophies articulated by. their

coordinators apply only to remedial coursework. All nine of



these program coOrdinators. explained ?their:programts intended,
. .

,

outcomes for students, though again for three programs the
. .

goals aie restricted to remedial student4.

b. Remedial;-Only. The three composltion prograds Where

goals and instructional philosophieS are restricted to

remedial tOUrsesi'are c.. 3(A) is on a large,

suburban campus, E is On a large, urban campus, and 'program C

is on a polytechnic campus in af4rgely rural setting. The
. .

first common eature among thes,/. rograms is the apparent

`disinterest in establishing progfram goals or_ ail initructional'

philosophy for freshmancono/sition. Instead, Attention is

devoted to remedial courses. Queried About their'regular

freshman* composition instruction, these program coordinators

sound very much like their "laissez-sfaire colleagues.

PR6G13AM J(A)

INT: And in the 155 [freshman° ] in your
course" description, do you include 4omething like
-a description of the standards you oxpedt students
to_ meet in order to pass that course?

COMP: No, we don't. Probably should, but we
don't. Our department ie so individualistic that
they have .a hard time agresing-ind feeling alit
someone else.is going to impdse what they are
going-to do. That is why we could not get the
',holistic grading for the upper division requirement.

MT: Do you feel you would like treater
uniformity in the structure of the program?

CoMP: Composition is very hard to teach for
the [literature specialist]. And the need to have
changes and variety and experiment with things--I
would hate to have .enough conformity that it would
not allow, really, experimehtation.



PROGRAM E

INT: Is 'there anything, like an underlying
philosophy or set of goals for the-composition
program? Is it written down--soiliewhere? -Can I get
a copy?

COMP: Of our, philosophy? No, ;:we dot have
our philosophy written down anywhere. The.-theOry.
is that we-make students into better writers.
..The English composition committee has good

drafts and very, very loose guidelines for 114--,-
(freshman' comp.)...and distributes them to the
department at large. ...But they' are.so general-i-
hot to mean a great' deal.

INT:

COMP: -Yes, but otherwise, there is nooneed to"
because there are going to be some-people that are
trained in a particular way--you don't want to. .

give them any further guidelines.

INT: Are there uniform exams, grades, or
other standards in dealing with-the. course--the
'freshman course for instance?

I would not mind getting it..

COMP: No

INT: . Do, you feel that you would like greater
uniformity° , in the structure of the program?

COM?: I wish-that we could hive a, more of an
effect on what the full-time faculty are doing,:
Outside of that, .no.

.Nofte ofthese-caMpuses-hai i particularly well.coordinated'

program of instruction for regular lasscomposition clams es
P

'However, while program 3(A) is -not actively pursuing establish

'meat of freshman Oompositionprograwkaaiuras, E and C show

some movement'toward structure. Unfortunately, as with most

programs, their.aomposiiion coordinators exercise'ir

authority chiefly in reOPeet to part-time lecturersand



teaching assistants. 'Accordingly, -in these two programs a
,.:

higherfdeOee of commonality exists among composition.seCtions-
.N.,

taUght by these _staff ,Members than among those. covered .1?y-..

full-time, regular faculty. (This part-timer/ full-timer

distinction is covered in greatei detail under the cOmposition

coordinator cateiory described later.)

Nevertheless,: the remedial couzsework for-programs J(A),

,`and C is much more highly specified thah,is the regular

compositioh Coursework. In fact, two of these three programs

A

(ekdepts)have a-segaiate remedial program coordinator in

addition to.their coMposition.coordinator. Program E's

7:omposition c9c ator feports a uniform midterm in all

remedial classes, a single common textbook's redjuired

training course for instructors, sequential curriculum, and

specific expectations for students. Campus program 47(Aps

remedial coordinator tells of common midterm and fihal

exams, a course.guidefine, a common tent, and agreement on

methods...The remedial coordinate for program C describes,
.

With_the.exception of common. exa, si a sintilar.degree of

speCificity and-commonality.' F r all three of the programs,

the-coordinators make it clear`that_a large-part of their

success in; establishing coma4 goals and philosophy is due

to the fact that remedial instructors`are' almost ekclusively

part-tiMers or teaching assistants ,(graduatlstudents).

These differences n the amount of.focus and control

between the regular freshman composition courses and.remedial-

.



instruction are remarkably .distinctiVe.. Compare, for example,

program E coardinatoireMarks atiout7reMediaicourSwark-

(belon) with his remarks about composition (jtst above).

PROGRAM E

.

INT: Is there any philoisophy.or set\of goals
or is it the same ones for the regular program?

.

borirP: Well, 'yes. There is a veil, specific set
of goals for English 104 [remedial]. At the end
of thefirat 'half of tae semester we want the ,

students to be able to proof read their own writing
. accurately. The theory behind that, is-these very,
very inexperienced writers literally do not see \

, what they have °written. They see only What they
meant to write. And so we....(.on for 1-1/2 single-

,. sPaced pages).

C. -

INT:

gOmP:

COMP:

These are taught by part-timers,

Yes,

Then you know what goes on in the course?

INT: And yciu have 'a prettytight.- syllabus
that class, section by section? .

COMP : Yes .
. -

h

INT: . Do you have',uni-form--exams? ,

COMA We have a uniform midterm,. but not
final,

for

D9 you feel that is adecivate uniformity?-

COMP: Yes., have'gone- through the
trainin4 course and they are either candidates.
Or peoPle who have completed_, their ait.her
literature or creastive'writing.-

.

In sum, .while these prOgialas de seem to succeed in

establishing and: maintaining `set..O-f instiuctianal gOule



and:-th orY for remedial instruAlon, these same programs ;.re

leis co icerned,about their coordination of regular ireshmant

composi ionQ1aises.. Although each composition coordinapor
e, )

makes At clear that heor she has littleiknowAedgwe'f or

p6wer .of persuasion over full=tiMe instpicioxa, this;in'ana

,of itself cannot 'explain the lack of a programmatic structure
ly , . .i,in to composition coursework. The si2C otherprogramw,in,

,

our intervie4.sampls Share the same staffing characteristics,

yet -each manages'to]present a program of goals and instructions

"theory guiding both freshman and remedial composition.

c. Remedial and Regular Composition. Interviews gathered"

on the six remaining writing pregrams suggest that gpecific-
,

goals and philosophical or theoretical approaches underlie

4
writing ,boursework, and that these programmatic features

o

,prOvide for some measure of cohesion among instructors in .

both remedial and regalar.freshmall,composition. The gilt

programs are J(H), D, VA), VW, S and G. Perhaps it is no-

.
coincidence that four of these six,programs=are round on

-,smallei.,,suburban7eaMpusetiti -QUO, VAL S -and G. '?The
.

_Cappus prograit3(8). althougp housed'on a lar46 suburban__.
.

camOus,',aptuall refers to two programs, each' in a small:

-._ department outside English (Chicane-Studies, Pan4African

StUdieT. The campus'DrprograM is .the only one found in. the

4 Engl4sh department of a large, urban campus.
.

Program,D_had divided.control of its writing program

between the_English department composition coordinator and
,

nth 1the Writing_Lakrrdirector who is the re edia.. coordinator.



All remedial assistance is provided in the English department

lab, either as workshop or regular coursework. Nevertheless,

both coordinatorsarticulate clear goals for their students

and specific strategies, Upon which instruction is based.

Further, both interviews suggest an active interrelationship

between lab- and departmen courses., .and personnel. (In the

excerpts below, REM stands for remedial coordinator.)

PROG/MIVI D

INT: How well do you, feel you know what 'goes
on in compositien cla tee? How about full-time,
part-time and /TAB; d9 you have an idea what happens
within the cliasses?

COMP: Fairly well. More than I would have,
thought possible% The [common] final exam allows
a great d 41 of that to occur. The common final

47
exam, no- just for being able to go back over and
work wi the statistics and the calculator, but
the conlmittee work that comes prior to that,.
working with people and setting up the topics,
talking about the theory of composition. They
bring in topics, possible topics. You learn
something about it; you make comments and make an
effect on people and vice versa,, you can't make
tudents write on that." Also, the reading sessions,

where you spend a whole day with all your comp.
Staff, at overt level, and they're talking about
composition._ That's the focus and prior to that,
everybody went his own separate way and-you-never
reallyyou really didn't know what was going
On....

'INT:, Is there any underlying philosophy for

the remedial program?

REM,: I thihk so. I think we try to come at
them in two.different directions. One, wild
sentences-in a positive skill performance, ,tence

building sequence that does not emphasize ex,
We emphasize writing performance in building up



skills by patterning practice and.thingsA.ike
that. At the other end of the scale, we try to
give them-large volumes of writing :. Free. writing
journals, daily writing, open discussiOn. Very
little evaluation. So they have-got freedom in '

the Composition' cotponent with .a lot of journal
writing and open-ended assignments. And the
disdipline in the sentence level. -,Now; I think
those two--they are balancing factors: We.try to-'
_maximize the disdipline in the, sentence part of
it. Anyway that is what I try' to instill in the
teachers. Writing should 'be a joy.' Sometimes it
is a laborious joy.

/

- Row well do you know what. goes on in the
remedial sections.

REML: I visit. I. talk. I know the teachers
personally.

INT: Do you furnish syllabi or syllabuses for
the remedial classes?

REM: I have' guidelines specifying the number
of assignments, the kinds of assignments, the lab
work, word- volume. _Arid my cempesition book is
used in about half the classes. So that is another
kind of influence. I

. 1
.

.

INT: But nobody has to use the textbook?
They,can choobe their/ ownown textbooks?

.

REML: , They all have.touse the, lab textbook
for the `lab part of it,' So the lab text is uniform'.
They all have to use the' lab textbook.

INT: , And then they can use 19ther text.

REML: . Oh, sure.- There is a wide variety.
Some wire short stories and very little text,' And
some people use a handbook. There are all different
kinds ocapprbaches.

INT: They followthe guidelines though.

'REML: They all fellow _the guidelines,' right.,

INT: 'You have got t-a uniform fihal. .WRuld you
like greater uniformity in the remedial program or

. are you satisfied with it?

a.



REML: No I; think we are' the rightwe. have
tried to strise the right balance between the
consensus and agreement and individual. styles and

methods.

The J(B) programs, reside in the, two ethnic studies

departMents (ChiCano, Pan-African). In both cases the

.writing program is small;At-iin by one person, and staffed

primarily by part-timers or non-tenure track full -time

lecturers. This may.account for the control the. writing

coordinators exert in specifying instructional goals and,

approaches.

PROGRAM 'j(B)

COMP #1.

INT: Would you say that there.is anything
like an underlying philosophy'or set of goils for

.this total composition program?'
e

COMP *1: Yes, we have,'of course, the whole'

notion of studgnts developing facility in the use

of the language, both written and oral, of college
level proficiency such as what would be an accom-
plishment equal to any other college .level ,

proficiency.. So, ,therefore, we teach them how to

read and how to interpret what they read and how

to think'critically and clearly, and to express

your ideas in writing. The main goal is to see,

of course', that students can do that and do it to

the best of, their ability and at a level that is

[at-least, the] minimum for any college student.

INT: Is this written down somewhere--what
you've just described?

COMP 41:' Yes.

INT: ...do you feel you knowwhat goes on in

the.composition classes?
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COMP #1: Reasonably well. We have staff meetings
and we have a small enough staff that we can talk
to each.other very frankly about what is going on.

,INT: And you mentioned--did you use syllabuses?

COMP #1: Yes.

INT:` The faculty follow-these syllabuses.
pretty regularly?

COMP #1: Yes. They are supposed to and I.think
that they do. ...Yes and we all use the same
text. ...The main thing that I have initiated in
the staff development sessions is that writing
should be viewed as-a process.. Students do their
papers, the teacher reads them, grades them and
makes comments and then they are asked and required
to revise them.

INT: And there are in fact uniform exams and
standard in these courses?

COMP #1: Yes. , We have our depaitmental essay.

INT:
the 150

COMP #1:

I

An both the deVelopmental ('remedial) and : .

courses (comp.)?1

Right.

INT: But is it true that--the (fact that the
members of the staff thdt participate jointly in
this kind of enterprise-\-that'a set of common
standards pretty much ev lved pragm'aticilly? -°

:
, k

COMP #1: Thgt is right xaCtly. I think it is
true that we have a set of standaids. We do, have
standards written out...uied in determining'what
level a studeqt falls into.\ For example, we have
a standard to; C or B. ...But I think we' have a
healthy uniformity and we allow for diversity
within it. II think you ought to allow instructors
to exercise 'some options.

PROGRAM .7(B)

COMP #2

INT: Is there anything ,like an'underlying
philosophy or set of goals for this Composition
program?



COMP #2: Depends on the course. I think
remedial courses we are just simply trying to get
those people to read and write at what we think is
college level writing--to be able to take the
.regularfreshman course with some degree of success.
See, but students are sometimes recent immigrants.
So they really need an,ESI, approach. Others are
second generation, third generationwe' really get
a miXture.%.We try to tailor-make it. And it is
very hard to have an underlying.philosophy for
that. Now by the time they ge't to freshman English
we hope that they-are all, that is_the.regular
university requirement, we hope that they are all
at least at the writing level that would pass the
(systemwide] English PlaceMent Test with a score
of at least 145 -or better.

INT: Do you have information about goals or''
objectives in dOwn any place?

COMP *2': Yes.

//INT: Do-you feel that you have a pretty good
/ idea of what is going on in the composition classes

/ in the department?

/ COMP #2: Yes. We are small eneugh--we are only
about give instructors--that it is not difficult
to keep tabs on what is going on.

INT: Do you have syllabuses for your camp.
classes'

COMP #2: We have standardized textbooks that we
will use in each class. We have a general course .

outline but it'is--I would not call it a syllabus,
because each instructor is allowed 'quite a bit'of
freoglom.

IET: And your sense is that the faculty
follows these guidelines?

COMP #2: Yee. We keep track of that too, through
the meetings we have - the writing committee meetings
and the little training workshops that we have on
Saturdays-once in a4thile.

INT: Who chooses the textbooks? The committee
as a whole!

COMP #2: As a We had pretty much decided'
on the same grammar book. We use different ,reading

2
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anthologies but we that we wild all
use an anthology rathe gran to bring in a bunch
of,miscellaneous arti es.

INT:
F

Even informally, have you a kind of
consensus in the department in the writing program
about what students are expected to know...?

COMP #2:// ...And the 50% of the final tha t is not
the holistic writing is on the graMmar book. So
now, we know that' tlhey have covered the seven
chapters in grammar, the paragraph, the term
paper. And they .h Ve had the essay so they get

. the gestalt of the whole thing.

INT: There is considerable uniformity.

COMA 412: -Oh, yes.I.I like it the way it is.

In sum, these six rograms exhibit a higher degree of

1

direction. They have. gals and specific instructional

orientations. These are not simply paper structures; common

exams, extensive guidelines, required texts, and training .

sessions, all contribute toward the faithful implementation

of program goals and philosophies articulated by the inter-

viewees. \Further,-these qualities exist for regular and

remedial writing coursework.

2. Composition Program Coordinator's Activities and

Responsibilities

This category, as used in interview cpding, included

reports of the responsibilities and activities of composition
\

coordinators. Early,in the development of,the interview

protocols we'realized there might be a difference between

program responsibilities_ undertaken voluntarily and those.



responsibilities that are traditionally part of the job

description, We decided to gather information on both but

to try to distinguish between them. 'Several of the campus

programs in our interview sample, do in fact have dynamic'

hard-working \individuals who have assumed responsibilities.

beyond the call of dirty. For this reasoh.we maint n this

concept in our_desdriptions of composition program coordinators

in this report.

a. Remedial Too. The easiest distinguishing characteristi(

to-tden-ti-fr-i-s-whether-or-nat-the-compos-it iron -coordinato s

also responsible' for remedial writing instruction. _Five

composition coordinators in sour interview sample of ;,twelve

do oversee remedial writing instruction. These five are

coordinators of programs E, .7(B), Q(A), Q(E), and S.

Two of these five are the non=English department programs,

JIB) and VA), and. rare small in size.. ,It is not surprising

then that their composition Coordinators manage all aspects

of the writing course offerings.;

.Programs E, Q(A), and-S, though seemingly large enoughT

to divide responsibilities between Composition and remedial

coordinators, do not do so. -The Q(A program, intereStingly4

has. recently. enlarged its. remedial olfering isee.desciiption.

in section on Remedial InAtructiOn). Thiseffort'his.largcly

been pyoMetedNOy the English department chair. In.kact, the

.--opitrations of the.WO_progrWa_are_distinguished by the .degree

of lnvolVement and interest on the pert of the department

chair (E1400...
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PROGRAM Q(A)

INT: [Composition coordinator] talked about
the way the comp. chair and the department chair
work together presently, _with the two of-you
occupying. the positions. What's your perception
of the way the department chair and comp. chair
should operate?

ENGL: I'm trying to maintain a very delicate
balance between being supportive and helpful on
the one hand and trying not to meddle on the
other.

INT: Now as far as policies in the pamphlet_
are concerned--the books, the goals and objectives
of the courses--do you feel that you, as chair;

--have-dny-plztimEadministering these? That-is,
seeing to it that those matters of departMent
pblicy are carried_out_iwolluses?

ENGL: Yes. I would /eel that if, for example,'
we were having problems with someone Wig is perhaps
abusing or refusing .to follow ;the guidelines, I
woulta feel very-cddfortable about talking to that
person. [Composition Coordinator] would get the
first and primary, responsibility but I certainly
'would support him fully,and if that means-talking
,to the portion, I would do it:

In. addition to the involvement of the English

the Q(A) composition°codrdinator shares responsibilities,

with the-composition committee. Askeaabout the\deirelOpmeht:

of the decision to expand the two-unit adjunct-tOa.
/

/ "

full-fledged four-dnit course, the5aemposition chair repliii

,
,

that it' "was a recommendation of the compositiOncoMmittee

to the department as a-whole." Throughout both 120.0.:oppartmerft:

chair and compesition cdordinator interviews ther4Lare

----extensivel-r-e-ferencea--te--theJrole_of_ihen committee-

4 '

in initiating and affecting policy changes. As the compiYaition



Coordinator says, "to far as I know, all topics that bear

directly on'the composition program come to my committee,

They're discussed there."

The other two programs in this category (joint

responsibility for regular and remedial composition) are

similar to each otheebut quite different from the Q4A)

prdgram. For-these two, E and S, remedial instruction

responsibilities have been undertaken by the composition

coordinator by choice, with little assistance from °theta in

:the-department, either chair or committee members. These

coordinators are examples of the.dynamic leader whose extensive

workload is largely the result of personal choice. The

courses these two are responsible for are largely staffed py

part-timers and graduate TAs. This factoi may contralute, to

the; clarity of puipose and the cohesiveness astabliSbed

among the writing instructors.

PROGRAM S

COMP: My main respone%ilitias are tiati4ing
the part-time compositio:a people, who get--more
numerous every quarter keeping up someltind of
.communication among to%1 the people who teach
_composition on'all 94vels. That audience changes
every quarter, try to get them together to
discuss 'methods, te!ttbooks, writing assignments- -
that sort of thing. .

INT: Are' any of those pot projects? Part of
the. job or ,ecoming part of the job?

COMP: They are hecoming part of the job: We
juit schedulad-a-compostpiton-retreatT-for-cacmple
one of them in the mountains-rjust-for people who
are solely responsible for teaching composition--part
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and full time. That's:all they do.' And the
retreat was wonderful;- we. talked about things from
policy. decisions all the way to-methods. ;'always
chose remedial courses first (to teach] and developed
the remedial progrui\from nothing - -'without/any
title of any sort--when I first got into the
departmeht. We 'had a Single'tourse that Was
supposed ta serve all ofthe.purposes of /1
Various remedial students:. And now we h ve-three
(courses]....

PROGRAM E

INT: ' Are there any particular ideas or pet
projecti to which you've devoted a Iat of-time?

# .

COMP-: The comp. program,. the-remedial-course,
a job had to be done from scratch, re reme4ial
course had to be done from scratch, /the teaching
writing courses from scratch, the hiring procedure
from scratch, the part-time instructors....

INT: Who really hasthe,clout(for composition
decisions for campuswide policies?

COMP:
b

It covers,a lot of territory. For most
day-to-day and basic policy matters, I-really have
the clout. And for campus-wide/policies on writing.:
there is the uniVersitysliteraCy, committee.... -

The program E,coordinator. also rums the training course
//

. , ,

/ - .

required of all instructors (regular or contract) before

they may teach writing coureqe../4
1

ThesS'twa,programcd6rdinators have both stepped ihto'a

vacuum'inleadership'and interest in compositiOi.and have
- ,

taken on nsthe tairks or revising the remedial program,%of
>,-'

__seeking continuity and quality in part.ittimersl'in triaCtion,

,

'and of retraining faculty '(though both admit die icultiss Ins'

I y.

'getting meaningftl particiPation from tenred_fa ulty).

./



in.short, in this category describing.composition

coordinator whose 4espon4ibilitiea include regular-and

remedial "writing program administration, we find, a variety

of situations lead to the s9me end. Two programs, Q(B) and

J(B), include remedial responsibilities in their comp.'

coordinator's role because the size of the department writing

'program is' very small, manageable by one person. The third

' program coordinator, for Q(A), shares his ldad with a very-

actilie.department chair and. compOsition committee. The

fouith and fifth .0ompoeition prograM doordinators, on

campuses E and 5, chooseto take on the remedial responsi--

bilities

,

au.part of their job.

The remaining. seven program coordinators we interviewed

do not include remedial pro'grams in their" description of

responsibilities and activities. Each of these programs

does- in fact,have a separate titular.headcf re*diation,

-i.el, a remedial program coordinator.

Out intervielp uncovered a wide range of activities

that are carried out by all or nearly all -twelve program

coardinatord:' .The,fitat of thete_common'aqtivities is

Chairing'the composition committee in thedeparthleht. Not

surpisingly, then;;. the 0160nd common invOlvemint it in trie

development of piplicielkand)rocedureslor the composition

program, often.done:in.:Oon4ianctiork with.thedemiosiiion

_committee. Other aetivities and responsibilities folow.



b. Supervision of Part-timers. AlMostall our program'
6

coordinators claimed responsibility forthe.fitrainjng" and

evaluation, however cursory,:. of their. part-time instructors.,.

For the most part, ;these.program coordinators participAe in

hi:ring decisions too, either as committee members or by

direct respOnsibility for that task. Here are typical.

descriptiOns:

o.

PROG1WI1 E

INT: You participate primarily in selecting
the part-time faculty?

. .

COMP:- Yes, it's done by the English composition
committee.. I'm chair of that Committee and I have
one-vote. The new instructors have-to take an
in-service course during the first semester of
teaching. I don't' have to monitor what goes on in
the pdrt-time instructors' classes..,I found out a
long time ago, years ago,' when I was really worried
about it. They are. homogeneously 'trained. - And .

their hiring process' is so meticulous and thorough
that anybody who survives it is automatically.
-guaranteed to be compulAve.

I.

PROGRAM S

. ...
' .

INT: What about hiring Staff? 4

COMP: [English. department chair] and'I both
interview for the hiring' of part-time Staff-

.

INT: Can you say why...you are directing a
program and you don't really knOw very much of
what people are doing and you say you are'
comfortable?

.COMp: tea.- We know. thatwe-havetrained them.
Weknow that we have exchange sessions constantly
'orCmethOds. we nave :policy meetingsyhttrl-have
contact with theM. .:And'the ultimate proof of

ad
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their succes's...lies with the student evaluation...
We read those' comments with a fine-tooth comb fo4r
evaluating. .

INT: Since the department, has adopted,these_t_,
[goals] bfficial policies--And the part-tiMe
instructors see these, I take it, and talk with
you about them when they're hired ?. -

COMP: That is part of their training which I
do:as they are hired--ond on one.

INT: What are lour main re4onsibil,i

COMP: I have tried to put in place training.
TAs,'TA courqes, try to stay in constant touch
with the.TAs. Part-timers ...1 haye implemented*a
system eo thatj nobody'can be placed on a priority
[hiring] list wjithout my consent.

INT: , Your part-tpters and TAs only--do you
know-pretty much what goes on in the ckassroom?

COMP: think.I do.
where somebodY feels it is
full-tmets evaluating the
year. And each 'part-timer
two' full-timers.,

7 .

will visit a class
a problem. But we have
pakt-timers once a
pr.TA is evaluated, by

.

1,..*. There are.only two programs whose coordinators are
.,

. -

exceptions to thib common' involVement of composition ,Coordi-
r ;21

naiord'in hiringmonitoringi_andevaluating paittimers, and

. ,
TAsin..rograMeD And ,In.both these writing- programs,

coMposition coordinators,areeXc1UdeckfroM:theIliring proCess,

which occurs throughn specific deptartmentaL.personneL,

°Comfittee0g -program,, monitoring and evaluation of the V
part-timers and\TAs has been passed to the'remedial,coordinatOJ

0

piimarily in an attempt to reduce tfie composition---co-ordinator41



workload. For program H, 'the remedial coordinator has major

responsibility for -part time and.TAstatfand yet'is.excluded

from. the hiring committee: ;Both =D and H remedial coordinators

also direct the''/departmental writing lab where remedial

coursework and tutoring occur.

c.,FaCultir Retraining. Those working in the world of

College composition programs use the term, "faculty develop-

ment" or "retraining.,," to refer to an entirerange"of
0

,

activities, whose' gdal le- to heilp ease -the trandiiion for the

literature-triihed faculty wh-ok\must now function as writing

class.instructors. These activities, can, be as 'marginal as

circulating a research article or as vigorous as a complete
.

graduate course in composition)theory.

r.

'or the most-part, all our interviewees descril34 the

reluctance- and even = adamant refuSal of regular tonged and

tenure-track faculty to take onlower division writing class

instruction. ICoMpositionvrogram coordinateirs, then, find,

themseiVes in kposition to "ease! =this- situation -and
0 .

perhaps, to upgradi, i,nstrU"ational-qualitY by offering fecultir

programa and P4Miharkir thiag in part retrailing

faculty-tor thelr neW-roie., Ironi.cally,.becrude Of,the-
.

recent bUrgeonih4 interest in writing instkuctioh as .a
. . , . .

legitimate field of- study, many. part-time instructors who

are new gradUaies 'are often much better, informed about,

writing theory and even trained' In teaching writing, ' This

disparity in training and'interest can -further strain'the:

127
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relationship between regular faculty and the writing program

in which they must participate.

In our interview protoc)ls we included queStions and

probes to explore the role of the composition coordinator in

dealing with "retraining" literature faculty,. (We have

already described composition coordinators' inability to

exert as much control over regular faculty's classroom

instruction as :they do over part-timers' work.) We found

composition coordinaXors either shoulder this retraining

responsibility .and generate suitable activities or they do

not. Those that do,,vary in the extent and success of their

efforts and inthe support they receive from other adminis-

,trators. (Some of the retraining activities are directed

. toward filling the instructor pool'for the upper-division

writing requirement courses. That issue is not included in

this section.)

Composition coordinatdrs who take an active role'in

retrailitmg faculty cAp,be=feund leading programs E, Q(B),

and .7(B). Tho-programE.coordinator has developed and
I

teaches a coUrei on teaching writing. It is a graduate

lev4 course and iaculty members must complete this course

lbefoe they 'are alXoWid to teach-'Composition. The Q(B)

program also relies upon a-course to'retraih faculty.,

gowel4r, this is predothinantly: for npn-English departLaent

I

faculty who are teaching in the Q(B) writing°program.lOcated-
.

1

in tOilmall interdisciplinary department. The And J(B)



ptogram coordinators are similat in..their approach, which is

,considetably less formal than-teaching courses. These-

/
program directors-run loosely organized social gatherings. in

which composition is the formal topic for disddssion. some
°

of the other composition coordinators, interviewed also rake

opportunities to discuss composition "available," but th

lack of sustained effort and success in drawing tenured

faculty 'into these activities precludes our labeling these

coordinators as'effective leaders inofaculty retraining.

Compare the deecriptions of effort and success on the part

of the I and J(B) coordinators with those less successful

efforts of the J(A),and S. coordinators.

PROGRAM I

eV
INT: - Are you involved 'in any way in faculty
retraining programs?

ENGL: We have an informal luncheon meeting
°called Comp. Meetings held perhaps once every six
weeks in which we as a faculty are to read an
article and discuis it. Or have an individual
faculty'member come and discuss an article on
which he may be working, on composition--or which
he has read and wishes to use as a focal point for
an hour, 'an hour and a half discussion. In that
sense, refining faculty understanding of the
composition field.

.4

INT: Are those well attended?

ENGL: I'd say we have perhaps eight to ten
faculty.- Often the'people who attend the meeting
and are most interested, are also, of course,
those who know the most about it, and those who
need, it the most are nowhere to be seen.

INT: .re these eight to ten mostly part-timers?

13
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ENGL:. Half. and half, I would say. ...They're
rea],ly better attended at first and it really
ddpends on how the person who's got the energy to
do the paper work and recruiting--(the comp. and
remedial coordinators).

PROGRN J(B),

COMP #2'

INT: What about faculty retraining? Do yoU
get involved in that?

COMP #2: We havp workshops in the'Writing committee
occasionally where -we decide to update each other
on what we are doing, interesting things we. have
read. It is- usually a Saturday workshop. or something
in someone's home. And it is casual and we have
pie and coffee. But sometimes some very few good
suggestions come out of that. Everyone brings hii
or her favorite essay or project or whatever. We
exchange a lot of ideas.

It would be veryhard to structure them because
all of this is taking place for free--on a Saturday
or a Sunday. So quite often they are at my house
and I provide a little dinner party or some hors
d'oeuvres or something. How are you, going to ggt
people there otherwise? You can't pay them: .You
have no honorary liquor licenrie. You have,to have
some sort'of a carrot. And that is why-they are.
so--

Do they, respond to this carrot?

COMP #2: Most of them show up.

PROGRhM.J(A)

-INT: Ake there any structured occasions for
full-time faculty and others to come together to
share .ideas on-teaching?

COMP: Yes. We have occasionally had, and
would like to have-now, some kind of seminars or
get-togethers...we will try to have one or.two a
semester. ,We don't always.



'INT:' What kind of response do you get f om
the faculty?

COMP: Not strong.

MT: And I tak it you save the principal-
responsibility for acuity retra ing?

COMP: That's. ight. ,...We/have had-none of it
go on so far. 'I set up a composition library in
our staff room. ...There's/been a low check out
rate so far--b t they are .looking at the books.
Some of them will4ust stand there and read some-
thing and put it back on/the shelf,

%INT: You've just been talkingabout this- -
structured occasions for full-time faculty and
others to come together (grading sessions). And
is it correct to say that what you've been saying
is that the part - timers are very ready to do that
and it's kind of tough to get the others tb join?

COMP: That's pretty accurate. 'Auld the others,
they take the/time to say I'd really like to come
to that and/I can't. And I think part of it is
that conflict in their 'souls between composition
and literature.. They say, 'Look, I'm going to give
just so/Much time a- week-to composition. 'I believe
in it-- teaching is an important thing, but I'm not
going/to that discushion session. It's too much
of my time.' So it's d really interesting paradox
and/yet the interest is there. Oh they'd love.to
know in two seconds what happened at that discussion
,session. But they don't want to take that hour
/and a half.

In sum, eight of the twelve compositionomposition coordinat1 n-

our interview sample are largely unable or unwilling to tale

active responsibility for the reaining or "development" o

writing instructors within the department. Of those four

who attempt to do so, only two clearly succeed. All of our

interviewees describe the difficulties' they encounter in
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getting regular tenured and tenure -track English faculty to

participate. This is despite the sense that these-literature-

trained instructors are the very ones most in need of "catching.

"up" on-the developments in writing theory: Those coordinators

whose retraining efforts do look successful have used one of

two apptoachei: (1) mandatory, enforced coursework-before

assignment to teach writing, or (2) socially contexted

"meetings " -for which. composition topids and materials are

prepared ahead:

3. Remedial Instruction: Procedures and Resources

Certain baseline features of all remedial programs in

Thee California State University system should be considered

when reviewing these data.. A major concern for all campuses,

is-ihe use of remedial augmentation funds which are made

.available through the system headquarters on'the basis of .

the numbex of students who. scoreat:or below 150 on the EPT

on each-campus. (TheEPT.haa a range of 1.20.t"o 160, ',standard
. .

deviation of 9; a score of 150 is approximately at the 50th

percentile.) The formula which generates this _funding- is

.based upon a theb-i-Otic reduction in .the student/faculty

ratio -in remedial classes frOm 18:1 to 12:1. In practice,

however, the campuseb have a great deal of leeway in the

exact rtmediatiOn schemes using these funds. This is at

least partially a result of the fact that the central remedial
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fund only takes care of, at most, half of 'the funding needs;

the campuses must also use other course and administrative

monies, to establish remedial courses. ,The result is that.

the simplest 'solution to the remedial problem, namely tutorial

. .

adjuncts tonfreshman composition classes, is a part af\plany,,

campus pr o tarris,jDuhez,e_are...,als.o_...ta.Lb.s.t..anti-al,.-v,aziationsCO-4{1rname1 *ea .
. .

on the b undingscheme.
-

er consideration in most remedial' programs is the

use of reading classes for students at very low skill levels

(EPT eadinglub-score less than-135). .All the campuses

int' iewed. had reading classes available or planned for

im lementation in the next academic year. Readihg skills

ork is occasionally integrated into pre-remedial writing

courses, but for the most part is separated, from writing

coursework,. at least in the instructional sense.

The originalintention.of the fac4ty panel 'was to

gather information on the inechanical details of remediation

__processes. Features such as'sources and allocations of

funds, hiring status of instructors., location of administraT

Live responbibility &lir remedial programs, processe0-for

diagnosing and placing, remedial students, course-sequencing-

and' enforcement of requirements, could all be reasonably

associated with this category. Thus, a number of decisions

were necessary, to narrow the focus of the-topic for this

analysis. First and' foremost, only the lorier division

remedial program is included. Some courses related to the
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up7er-diVision writing competency requirement for: graduation

might also be Considered "remedial.". The content of such..

courses, however, is collegiate in nature and is often 'so,

closely tied .to the implementation of. the requirement. that

the details of such reletediation-ire better-dealt-with-in-the

upper-division 4ftqUiXement category.

Other components of remedial procedures which are not

included in. this area are processes for diagnosing and

placing remedial students and enforcement policies. ABoth

of these areas are in a separate category not includea in

this report: English Placement Test procedures and policies.)

An additional area which has, not been dealt with:. here is

sources andallecations of funds.

There remain under our general heading three sources of

variation: .location of administrative responsibility for
.

remedial. programs, course sequeneing, and hiring status of

instructors. These sources of variation are labeled and

described below.

a. Remedial Program Location. The first of three

arrangements-fer-reined ial_ren ibility is basically a

new,arrangement-r-i--e4-r-the-campus_has_ne_remadi41-ccordihater==-17:

and remedial coursework lin writing is available outside the

English department. Campus program F is the 'only membey of

'this clals. Primary/arrangements for remediatich are made

through thesStud Y Skills_Center, which offers cataloged

courses. Study Skills. Center staff deal with remedial
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,

compoSition instruction as a part-of their broader'

responsibilities.for assistandeln-a number' of subject

areas.

The second type ,Cf arrangement places the remedial

_program within the English department, but the department

does not have a remedial chair. Responsibil' -ir-for,remediation

usually lies with the Composition',chair. 3ve programs make

use of this arrangement; they are E, J( Q(A), Q(B), and S.

'The remaining six remedial programs i our sample are
0,-

located within the English department, the departdent

has a remedial chair or coordinator who' la responsible for

program administration. In five of thePrograms in this

class, the remedial "coordinator' Is responsible for a subset

of the overall English department curriculum. Programs C,.

D, G, H, I, and J() are all of this type. 4orogram D-is an

extreme variation' of this form. The English department has

acquired and manages a large-scale,Iearning center whose.

sole function is remediation in.reading andcompotitie;n

skills.? Within the English department both the airector of
.

this learning center and the remedial composition director

are- -respiansible for administration.

b. Course 'Seauencinq. The Course'sequence available on

-some campuses to remedial students is quite detailed, offering

a multiplicity, of Course objectives, remediatioh levels, and

teaching techniques.. After someconsideration.of the'critical

features of these programs, hoWever, we settled upon four
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btoad classifications: (a) adjunct assistance only, (b) one

remedial coUrsei (C)-pre-remedi'al And remedial coursework,

and (d) pre-remedial coursework and remedial adjunct assisianc.e.

'Adjunct Assistance Only. One English departMent, F,

pOgram offers remedial instruction only thrOugh course

adjunct assistance. In-this case that consists solely of

tutors attached to certain sections of the regular freshman', _

compositiOn course for students whopoisess skills at the

upOk levels of the. remedial 'range. Otherwise students must

initiate their own remediation-in writing'by seeking learning

center assistance. Comments from a learning center staff

member (LC STAFF) and from the English department chair

illustrate the entent of remediation available from the

English departmefit.

PROGRAM F

\
LC STAFF: Well,-bne of f-our-budgetarrIteme is, I

forget whether it is $10,000 or $12,000 this
year, \ believe 112,000, is that we give over to

;1\the Eng ish department to supply them with tutors
for some f their more remedial writing students.
...So there is a physiCal Connection. Those are
monies that\come from the Chancellor's writing'
development funds which are apportioned through
us. But we feel that they .really belong to anybody
in the university who is doing remedial writing
instruction and even though the English department
is technically not doing remedial writing instruc-
tion,. we know they are.

.EMGL: Under these circumstances, we have
developed a little scheme to help the students,.
our majors, who want to. be,teachers,, to provide
morv_contact hours fok the students who are taking
our comp. classes, and to enlarge the class sizes
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in comp. (without. jeopardizing.. e '25.or we all
quit' stand of the comp:` teacher

Each semester more and m re teachers
have opted for this, because theitu brs are doing
a gqod job. what the tutors are to largely are
pre-read paoars, write these supporti e remarkil,
and keep office-hours where they talk with the
students. -articularly those who are giving

trouble. use some money.that we.get from the
study center to, bankroll this tuts r program
out of the Chancellor's special fund-for medial
writing: Because the students who"see th tutors,
overwhelmingly remedial students, that get = them a
little extra exposure.

1.

One Remedial Course. ,Composition programs of thif type

provide remedial instruction through one departmental course.

'Four programs, G, H, Q(A), and Q(B),' use this aFrangem nt.
,

Program G's course has a common midterm for 'al s ctions,

although scheduling preblems have prevented the-us of

common final. iowever, beyond the common midterm, de,ions

about remedial course content are_left to the instruc Ire.

,

The following exchange occurred when the reme d ialcha r was

asked' about the remedial program.

PROGRAM G

INT: ...Wha t, in terms of the remedial prog am,
what does the program consist of? Is it just
English 100?

REM: That: is all we have.

INT:- So, no sequential courses.
-

REM: Well, English 100 [remedial] feeds to

101 [regular comp.]. And I'tfy to emphasize o our

part - timers that a passing grade in English 1 0
means that the student has a likelihood of completing
English 161 with a C. That is the standard for the
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416' course. ...But:there is no real program. We are
just a bunch of people, teaching the same course,

---trying to get the students to the point where they.
,can.write well enough to survive in freshman
composition.

-Programs Q(A) and Q(B) also do not, provide fOr much

uniformity of course content among sections- of the remedial

course. Both programs usethe same remedial course, which

is run by staff`from Q(A), the English department composition,
,

program. Tutors who are attached to the remedial course are

trained in a common fashion, but guidelines are not'provided:

to the 'instructors of the course, nor 'are common exams. The

primary shared. feature among sections of the remedial course

in programs' Q(A) and Q(B) is the skill level of students who

are required to-take-the-course.. The remedial course in'

prograM.H also lackd mechanisms for establishing and maintaining

a standard course content.'
.

Preremedial and Remedial Courses: On most campuses

there exists the recognition that some ,students are as ,much

In need of help that instruction in preremedial skills, such
1

as grammar and readinr g, ie necessary. On calapuses E and S

the English department re edial program provides that

preremedial assistance through courses which teach reading

\ -

and vocabulary skills'in conjunction with fundamentals of

,sentence and paragraph conatpaction. Students operating at

a somewhat higher level can ifind help in a remedial course

which concentrates on 'composition skills. For- both programs,

this course is staffed by tutors as well as regular course
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'instructors.. At both.:levelsof remedial instruction, course

contentis guided by written syllabuses and course., descriptions.

In addition, pa =__ -time. faculty whoteach these courses are

prof'. f the cam; composition degree programs or have

om ignifi fanihg in..te&ching writing., These

programs are c-i.a.41y well-coordinaiedfbetween.levels of

instruction, in placement of students,\and'In instructional

approach. Lnterestingly, both prOgrams make extensive use

of English Placement.Test scores in assigning students. to

. courses.

S

COMP: The students are placed in the [English]
50s courses if their.EPT total score is below 140:
If their logic'subscore is the lowest, they' must,
begin in 51. If their rending subscore is lowest,
they mist begin in 52. And if .their sentence
construction subscore is the lowest, they must
begin in 53.

INT: And if they- are-a 11. ut-the-bottom?

COMP: They begin in. 51, and they must-progress
through the series sequentially to get to 1O
[Remedial]. The only way they can jump a course
out of sequence is with the instructor's approval.
The faculty are delighted because forothe first.
time in .their lives the courses are fairly-cdnsistent.
English 100 really contains peoPle who need that
instruction dn that level. Thdy don't have to hit
a middle ground with a brilliant person flitting to
their right and a` dummy to their left.

Preremedial Courses and Remedial Adjunct. The remaining

five (C, .7(13)) of the twelve programs have some

form of preremedial-instruction also, even dough they hive
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no remedial courses . Instead, regular remedial studc-nts`-a-re

placed in freshman composition classes and given tutorial

assistance in class; the especially' we1ak students- are, place,d .

in preremedial Classes. In general, the remedial coordinatdr

.
has the most influence in the preremedial courses, although

he or she may have hiring and/or training responsibilities

for tutors working with sections of. the freshman composition

courses.

One obvious result-is that preremedial content is' more

- carefully defined than remedial.by means of ,Various techniques,

including selection of common tents, use of common syllaliuses,

of administration of common finals. Formats for.preremedial

instruction vary\from single writing courses to Multi-course

complexes which sspecialize in highly:specific composition

skills. Comments froM two remedial,program coordinators are
.

typical of the degree of specificity in :preremedial content,

despite no remedial offering.

:pROGRAN 6

REM.: ...One other thing'2 forgot, we also
have special comp. courses for students who score
in the mid-range on the EPT who, aren't low enough
to be disastrous and to necessarily needwork-
before they go into comp., although many of'than
do. We "can't have a large remedial prOgram,-it's
just too expensive. So this particular ,Rroup pf
students gets placed in a special comp. course,
taught by people who are specially concerned or
interested or sympatlistic _to anxiety-ridden students

and also we make the course no more thanc,20,in a

course,so they get - more - attention.



7-7 If they get a very low Reading score and I consider
low somewhere around 133, 134, if that seems to be
-a serious problem there's an education course
called qffi&ient Reading" which I suggest they
take. If they score very lowl in sentence construc-
tion they take the Sentence Construction course."
If they score very low in logic 'I suggest that.
However, -if their scores are low but they. do
pretty well on the essay, if the essay is a .6 or a
7, I think' twice about putting them into a'really

:.basic course-4'.
,

INT: What if all scores are equally low?

I try to get them into Reading, first of
all. It seems to me-they really need to work-on
their reading and try to learn some tricks for.
comprdhending. Secondly, put them'into the'
Writing Workshop always if their scores are low,
because thatts a program which had all the writing
faccompliihed.in class and, there are tutors there
so they get immediate attention and they write ,a .

lot.... /

The 103 (Writing Workshop) course, since
fgenerally set that one up, I tell everyone !Pery
specificaliy-how:4t-Works_iand_the_other. thing. I do
to keep a great deal of 'control on 103,40:that I -..

type up- a schedule of assignments; exactlivithat's
due-on What day and-what assignments Will:pote in.
what Week,'-.1 make sure that everything is ready .

for-,--the TA-6-whem-they-walkTinto7clasa-on-thO*first
morning, they knowT.e;actlyWhtit_papers-to handout
to students, whirhoy-!-re-supposed-to-do--that-dayT-
-and I say ifsomething works out in class,/itjust
is too 61*, you may skip an'assignment,I let
them think: there's a little lieway, but finally, I
make -sure that all.of the assignmentd come to this .

office.and they are given .to them:.. They. are in A.:

way advisory to the.students but the assignments
cote from here.

V
PROGRAM 3(A)

REM: ...When they take the English.Placement
Test, ifitheir scores are such,'-14 5 or below on
the total score, and/or 135 and below on the
Reading (section, they cannot take freshman coip6-
sition until they pass.the 097 Reading.course
and/or the 006 Writing course. That is hbw we
maintain a control.



The "04 classes administer a common
writing examination. Which is very reminiscent of
the English Placement Test written, sample: And
that is scored holistically by all the remedial
instructors and the tutors., The score, I think--
this year the midterm score of 11 was required for
the student to pass out. 'That meant one of us had
to give it a six, which Vould be the highest score

' pftsible and another a five, at least...And at
'this point, the instructor would advise him either
to take the egular freshman composition course or
a-coursewh)h,we_call_restricted 155, which is
our freshman composition course.-- The-restricted 155
is for.the student the instructor feels will not
profit by anOther.semesterof 098, Basic Writing,
but is perhaps not quite ready foi the. mainstream.

---And-these-restricted-155-Courses carry regular
composition credit buZ there'is extra tutorial ..

help,nd the instructors are specially chosen for
their ability to work with that kinc of stu4ent.

In sum, the twelve programs discussed here have arrived

at four different approaches tO----.the same problem of remedial

. writing instruction. Nevertheless, our remedial, program

coordinators demonstrate agreement that for lower levels of

writing instruction,- i.e., preremedial instruction, an

effective program requires a good deal of centralized contro:

and uniformity. The extent and level of.structure in higher

levels of remediation, however, seems to be a function of

individual preferences, budget, and administrative viewpoint

c. Remedial. Instructors. Ad we progress-.throu0h our

analydis of the questionnaire' and interview data,' there is

indication that.the extent of tenure-track faculty involveme:

in the composition program'inay have an Influence on the

amount of,control:_whiCh 4 composition coordinator can exert
A 4

Over course subject matter and instructional techniques.
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Our initial review of Fact Sheet .and interview data in this

=area is restricted to courses which are strictly remedial;

that is, ,freshman composition courses with remedial adjuncts

as described'in the previous section are excluded. We find

only one program where more than 20 percent of the remedial'

sections are taught by tenure-track faculty. That program,

. I, reports tenure-track faculty teaching-in 50 percent of

its remedial sections. For all the other programs, there

W6r4-either-no-tenuretrack faculty involved in remedial

instruction or the involvement was limited to a faculty

member with some administrative respoAsibility-for the

kograni, e.g., the remedial coordinator. It appears that

for,remedial programs tenure-track" participation is

consistently low and has little explanatory power in 9ounting

for variations in remedial programs.-

4. The U er-Division Writin' R irement: Procedures and

. Policies

The upper-division writing requirement was established
. .

systemwide in The California State University as a meansf

'certifying competency in writing skills fdr. graduates of the
.

nineteen campuses. -Although thislis a .graduation requirement,

campuses have been strongly encouraged to certify students
-

early in the junior year so that remedi.. .:course can be

provided .in a_timely,fashion to thoSe, who do not succeed. in
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fulfilling the requirement. Each .campUs has been requested

to. establish its own standards and methods for certification,.

as well as to provide funds for .administration of tests and

establishment of.courses. This latitude has resulted in a

number of approaches to the problem.

Our analysis of interviews suggests that three basic

factors relate to-the implementation ok the upper-division

writing requirement and differentiate the certification

process on our ten-campus sample. These fadtors are (a) the

certification method itself, (b)--nstruotion-and-opportunity! _

for remed4.ation; and (c) campus commitment't6 the process.

a. The Certification Method. Three certification

formats are used variously on the campuses interviewed. The

first requires that students take an exam, usually developed

on campus, which they must pass -to be certified. The second

format provides a choice between an exam Old. a course; the

student chooses one. The third variety offers a required

course as the sole means for,studerits to fulfillFthe

requirement.

Three campuseg,'11, I, and J, use a campuswide.examination

as the sole method for enforcing the'requirement.i/All

students.at campus J (programs J(Al.and J(B)) must take the

same exam. Campus I' also offers an essay exith; g offers an
J

essay accompanied by objective test items covering grammar,

sentence structure, and paragraph organization. In 'describing .

essay scoring criteria,.) arid include language use, -mechanics,
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and'organizatiOn. H does not', relying upon the objective

test items for those'criteriaiemp*izing instead the

completeness of the essay response to the'given question.

Six of the ten sample campuses allOw the student to
,

satisfy the requirement by means of either a course-or an

examination. 'Although there is some variation in emphasis/

programs C, E, F, G, Q, and S all allow the student to
-

I.

s4tisfy the requirement in this way. Program S- is typical

of this group, in terms of its,procedures and staffing for

-the courses used for satisfying the requirement.

CAMPUS S

INT: As I understand it, students on-this
campus meet the requirement* taking a test or by
taking 4, set of, approved courses. That's right?

AVP: That's right.

deficient?

AVP:
they can
coursed,
have the
have not

INT:
policies

INT: What happens to studerits who prove

If'they prove deficient in examination,
go take:one of the courses. All of the
incidentally, are EnglishcoUrses. They
option of approving'other pnes,, but they.
yet done so.

-Axe yciu generally suppOitof thp.
that have. been.. .

DEAN: Oh, yes. With one exception. '\
get enough staffing' to,stafe the courses.

don'

Program D is the only campus which provides a course as

the "sole mechanism, for satisfying, the uPper-division writing

requirement The course is usually taken'in:a 'major department;
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and has a campuswide common:final. This is one of the two

camputes in the systeM that developed a graduation-or upper-.

division writing certification beforethe establishment of

systemWide standards in 1979. This campus' implementation

of the requirement is especially interesting because of the

attempt to create and maintain a truly campuswide sense of

responsibility for, the upper - division writing requirement.

qBel_ow,,UD COORD stands for upper-division writing requirement

coordinator.)

CAMPUS D

DEAN: ...What I think is the keynote to our
_success,_if_we_have_any_success,__is that generalized
exam, everybody takes, in all sections. No matter,
what depattment the course is taught in, they take
the same final exam and all the teachers come
together and grade it; is campuswide. Arid

you have to give _credit to [AVP] and [Dean of
Undergraduate Studies] -for-insisting on that type
of structure. Otherwise it is the English depart-
ment against (77erybody else. And I think the
members of the committee, both the English Require-
ments Committee and the [General Education Committee]
have made a real difference in getting the rest of
the university to cooperate and to take ill' seriously.

. INT: Do you.think they are?

DEAN: Well, it's too early to tell what's
going to happen, yes, I think they are taking it
seriously.

UD COORD: responsible for the upper divieioh
writing workshop. But only with regard to the
[common] final exam.

INT: Not with regard to the 100 courses
total?
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UD COORD: No, I have no control over the courses.

INT: That remains the purview of the committee,
then?

UD COORDT-Not-so-much-of-the-committee-but of-each
department that elects to offer the 100 course.

INT: / Who makes the decision about [course]
standardiZation?

UD COORD: There really isn't [any]. What we're
trying to do is to get a measure of standard-
ization by backing it into the final-exam. I'm
trying to use that as a lever-so-that we can
arrange to have some common core for all the
courses. At this stage there is no core to the
course.

,Do you have to write the exam?

UD COORD: Yes, I'm the chairman of an eight-person
committee and we have struggled to find patterns
[in writing topics].that we thoUght we could use
and then from the patterns I've developed a number
of different materials that correspond to the
general pattern.

In the pissages ptesented-we have outlineThumber of

issues which arise as campus faculty and staff implement-the

upper-division writing requirement. For campusefiusing

courses, staffing resources tend to be an-issue. On every

campus the location of responsibility for the requirement

also is a matter of some discutsion (we take this up later

below). Finally, enforcement of the requirement can be .a

difficult administrative problem.'

b. Opportunities for Upper-Division Writing Instructio6.

A critical feature, of a graduation rprn,4i,..Fment such as the

upper division writing requirement is Lae ovailability of

some means for students who are'deficient in the required
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skills to make good that_deficiency withoUt serious

disruption of their collegiate careers. Strong efforts have

been made` to encourage campuses to enforce the requirement

.early enough in students' careers for remediation to take

place. The intention is not to prevent students from ,

graduating but to ensure that graduates are competent writers.

Remedial-Tecourse-and-instruction_vary_froMcampus to

campus primarily in terms of the-Velfrce-and-extent-of-help.

The vain catgories of upper-division remedial opportunity

are (1),onT7Ir own, (2) _department course, and (3) non-
,

department as istance.
t-

On campu s 1, and J, there is very minimal preparatory

and remedial instruCtion for meeting the graduation require-

jrient; procedu es for securing assistance are often not well

defined, leav ng students to their own devices. Perhaps

because of li ited resources or uncertainties. 1-bout. adminis-

trative respo sibility, these campuses do not provide

coursework fo upper-diviSion students who fail to pass

their writing exam requirement. The student must seek

assistance, aS available,: from learning skill centers or

tutoriAl cente s. Campus F, through offering_students a

choice between exam or course, does ,not provide back-up

instruction fo students failing either. All three programs

allow students to "try again" endlessly.
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CAMPUS

INT: Now, let's talk About the campuswide
writing-issues and begin with the gra4ation
requirement. As I understand it, students on this
,campus meet the requirement by examination only.

AVP: Yes, that's true.

INT: What happens to students who prove
deficient? _
AVP: They are given counseling and advice as
to opportunities,,un-thezvamptch-are primarily

eariung Center and they_are
told to be -prepared_to_take-the-exaMination again.

INT Has anyone failed yet?

AVP: Oh, yes, and we have given some preliminary
tests and even in those preliminary tests there
were people who failed but now that we're giving
them for real, the people are fialing, and I. can't
recall what" the rate is, Welk fair, number of '

failures. The number _of students who are taking
the test are not the number who should be taking_
the test.

INT: They're putting it off?

AVP: Yes.

INT: Is it safe to assume they can take ti-J:
test as many times as they want or is there a
limit?

AVP: As; far as I know, the policy allows them
to take the test as many times as they want but
they must-show some intervening} activity.

INT: Tutoring or something in between?

AVP: Yes.

Four programs, C, E, H, and 5, haVe established English

department courses asa basic part of their upper-division
-

.requirement In the case of program H, students must take
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the exam, but the course is explicitly designed for students
i

who fail the campus exam The other three campuses have

also integrated theirremediation)into the requirement; that

is, a student may choose whether to take the exam or the

course, but is required to 'take the, course if he or she

fails the exam. The followinginterview describes, the

procedures and prosses---at-campUs___E_._____

INT: Has anyone ever flunked the test? By
that I mean, just not able to graduate?

COMP: Oh, that aspect of the requirement is
enforced. If a student--the requirement states .

that the-students must take thd exam in their
junior year. If they fail it, take English 414.

What in fact goes on, is that students
take it whenever they feel like or don't-take-kb--
at all and just take 414.. But when they--at the
point of graduation, their records are checked for
one or the other. .Eithe having passed thillexam
or having passed 414. .And if they have done
neither, they don't graduate. They really don't.
We've got a new monitouing process now. That is,
any student who fails the exam is automatically
enrolled in our equivalent of 414 repeatedly. Be
is just automatically enrolled the next semeater.

Formal instruction tied to the upper-divAsion writing

requirement is available on a campuswide- basis on only three

---campuses4----ingroup, theEnglish depdrtment tenda, to act

in an advisory or reviewicapacity fdt-caurses_which are run

by faculty in other departments. Campuses D, and Q have

distributed some of the coursework related to the upper-divison

requirement to non-English.departments. Of these,. campus G -
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CAMPUS Q

INT: ...I think there are only 3 or 4 other
departments besides English which have approved
courses. I didn't ask him which they were, but I'
believe he mentioned Music as one.

AVP: History is one. They adapted rather
substantially one of their courses to meet this,
requirement...there is one other, one of -the areas
of the sciences became one of these departments, I

--think Biological ScienceaThere_ia some reflection
here of-what I think is one of the more positive
developments, that iu teaching of writing seminars--
to non-English department faculty. D '-

played a more than casual role in thaTETHEi he
taught the course and there was, some funding
provided 2 or 3 years ago and was, in my judgment,
an enormously successful experiment and one that
created small cadres of zealots around the campus.
That is, kaculty from other departments and I
think there's some carryover there to departments
that got interested in this area and not just to_
get more students for FTES (staffing allocations)
purposes but for the challenge and some of these
faculty, many of whom were senior faculty, took
leadership in their departments. I know that's
*true of Biological Sciences and History because I

can think of the people involved and I don't
recall the others. That's an experiment we would
like,to replicate....

INT: Do you have cOoperative essay reading in
[English] 250?

ENGL: Yes, we do. That's the course that .

fulfills the literacy requirements so othek depart- .

manta that offer comparable courses all participat,
in the cooperative [common exam].
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INT: You have one reading that includes the
courses outside of English and the English course
as well. Now this one essaYdoes not determine
:whether the student fulfills the requirement?

ENGL: No, .the cooperative essay is considered
puiely advisory. That-means-that-the-inst;lictor
may count it, as many do, as one paper. We would_
hope that the instructor would take that rather
seriously so thatlif the student has done poorly
all through the'courpie and .then does very well on
that_and earns a rather high grade that the instruc-
tor might possibly look at some-of the papers to
see if maybe he has-been overly hard on something
that is not a greet problem rhetorically.

The' availability of instruction as preparation or

remediation for students fulfilling the upper-division

writing requirement appears to vary widely among campuses.

We-find that even in a _situation where resources. are_scarce,

some campusei find ways to certifistUdents,-ways,which also

enhance campuswide visibility for writing skills courses

and educate faculty about methods.for alleviating writing

skills problems..

c. Levels of Campus Commitment. To-a great extent, the

.interview passages which have been presented as part of the

review of the upper=divisimyrequirement have revealed the

level. of campus co itment as well. Depending, on who is

committed and to whit extent, the writing requirement can be

an enriching and creative experience or a genuinie bother.

Our analysis of.this issue reveals four variations.

At one level of aMbitiOn and commitment we find two

campuses which are attempting to establish a firm base of

campuswide participation with English department standards

r.
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of quality.. Campuses D and Q both try to do this We find

their success seems to result from a history of inter-

.departmental cooperation, administrator support', and'English

department persistence..

CAAPUS D

INT: Are'there any other kindi of mechanisms
for bringing the faculty' together regarding unity
issues?

,By bringing together you mean so that
all participate in some way? The only one know- ---T--

of is our upper-division writing workshop,.

Every student must take an upper division
course in writing. Every department must-- either
offer such .a course or designate such a course in
some-other-department, for -example,-in-JoUrnalism.
Journalism could offer a course in news writing
that would qualify for the upper-division writing
.requirement.

Or. the engineers could offer a course in
scientific writing, or technical! writing. The
theory here is that in the first two years, through
1-A, 1-B and. dther experience, students ought to
by then have mastered most of the detail of writing.
Now we want to get them to use those skills in a
more direct and more, pertinent and specialized
way.

INT: Once they take a Course, say-, in
Engineering Repor Writing, are they then prepared
to take that common finalfl-

AVP: They'd better be. My plan is to monitor
those-things, wer'im--fairly-new gt7thi bT-if-studenlxr
from a given department aren't doing well in that
common final then the'assumption is there's nothing'
wrong with the students; something's wrong with
what's going on in that department workshop, and

-__ we'd better -,look at it.
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second-variation -on---thw-theme-o-f-commitmente-------

.upper-division,requiement is repiesented-by campuSes F,

---aitpd-where-nego-tiatIoneare itill-being-cohducted-concerning

responsibility on.c4mpus for the requirement-:-_interviewl-

lromthese.campusesare characterized_by:censiderable_freedorm_______

afforded to nonEnglish :departments in selecting courses and

defining course-content for meeting the requirement"- Not

surprisingly this frequently results in campuswide deference

to and reliance-upon 7-thet-Efiltiih dipTiktment.

CAMPUS d

INT: You'r decision-making process: ;Let's
start with the campus-wide writing policy like the
upper - division writing requirement. Consider how
ybu handle. it on this campus. 'Your requirements
state that your peoplecan take either an exam or
a course.

,COMP: They can either take the exam or a
course. The courses are, gcq.ng to be English A,
Humanities 8, Social Science-C, Administration A
and Natural Science,A. The instructors from those
ideally_would comefrom the faculty of those
schools.,

We may and up instead hiring part-timeri
trained in teaching Social Science who have a
writing background,-or wri4ng teachers who are
willing to,acquaintIthemseles with Social Science,
or,.who-have some background in the area,

INT: And who set this policy, that the requirement
would be. fulfilled by a course -and exam?

COMP: The college-wide committee on writing
proficieficy.

INT: Can you think of any other decisfons
affecting the comp. program that involve people
outside the'department?
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COMP: No. si predictsa drastic change 'in the
comp. diredtor's role as kind of the" shepherd.
And the shepherd of some rather unwilling' sheep in
some cases. And_trying to get the -pimple trained_- 1

to get good part-timers. fer these folks'[i.e., in
other departments]. or, getting the people retrained.
Its, going to be a horrible task. The composition
coordinator_now__[has_ii]-quite_easy_because-i-t-is
all English dgpartment. The coordination is going
to be very difficult; time-consuming, not'nearly-
as.amjtably comPleted asthey [try to] get people
_requiring] 6.papers minimum, or just getting
someohe=tin-other-departments] to,teach.it in the
first place. a

CAMPUS F
ti

INT: Getting back to the ways of satisfying
the upper- division- writing proficiency requirement,
you said it was schools inthe arts and sciences

i where courses are available outside of English in
writing to satisfy that. Would that be a dozen-or
so courses?

ENGL: A dozen is about how many. Next week
the department will print out a report on the
response of the university towards the requirement.
It'is [described] in the catalog, department by
department.. But,-there-is no-way, -the.-role-the----
English department is supposed to play in it,
there is 'ho way that we can play that role.

INT: Those three-or five [English] courses
you spoke of, did that immediately blossom forth.
in many sections to meet the need ?.

Na. IYveoffered_only one section of
it. An!d I:plan_to_offer_never_mbre-than-one
sectioh unless resources come from somewhere else.:
Even when- you discount thosoitudehts-who-have
cleared their requirement by examinatior4 we'll
still have-an -enormeus_population_of_students_who.
will be needing suCh,a class. I would gUesd that
over hdlf the departments in the university are
using that [English] class as a means of satisfying,
the requirement. That came as a surprise.to us in
the summer. I .was.not .a member Of'thq,university

--writing committee, and-did-not. want_to ;wt.:- The
department's Position was that this is a university-
wide plobleTtr-whi-ctr-arthat-teve-1-zhoutd-13-e-d-ealt

Gsai,Gar........,.....ral I
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with by the entire university. We had one English,
department. member as a part of the committee, but
that person ,kept a rather low profile. . And that
was just exactly what we wanted:.

For three other campuses, E,11, and S, the basic commitment

to the upper-division writing requirement comes from the

English_department. This commitment is amexclusive one in .

that department leaders feel the requiteMent is within their

.province, and they intend to see it is properly established

_and maintained. It may not be a coincidenge that on two

campuses, E and S, the English department compositian coordi-

nator is a strong, dynathic individual (see earlier sections

on compositton coordinators). Even the campus FL English,
. .

. .

chair, quoted below,' makes it clear that the English department.

intends-to-control the significant decisiOnd and operations

for the campus upper- division writing requirement.

CAMPUS

ENGL: I persuaded the academic vice president
to shift the responsibility to Arts and Sciences.
I work very well with the dean there and he would
give us the kind of support we needed.

INT: You say the committee will be appointed?

ENGLi The dean is going to appoint the committee.
He's waiting for the writing proficiency coordinator
and me to come-over with a list of the members for
him.

INT: And who do you, imagihe will be on it?

ENGL: I suspect it will include most of the
people we've retrained. People who know something
about composition. We'll' probably pick some from
other departments, too,,but there are a couple of

\
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gUys in the School of,Echication who grade for us
on our writing proficiency exam. We'll pick one
of\theM, we'll pick somebody from Engineering.-..

INT: What will that committee. do?

ENGL: They will
writing .Proficiency
.voting chair ,o'f the
she wants it.

4,-

be advisory essentially. The
GOordinatoz-will.be the,non-
copmittee and that's the way

INT: Will they be dealing with nuts and
bolts?

ENGL: No, this will be the policrcommittee
but policy is already pretty well established, the
main role is when we come up\with On&of those .

awful.. Situations-like we have this summer where we
have somebody with a geri4ine appeal on the grounds
of some1learning disability, a person who' simply
can't take an exam in a two-hour period and complete
it,,or something like that, what do you do with
that person? S.. ebody ought to have.the authority
to give Some kin. of special censideration.

The final category of campus commitment is also one in
, .

,

.
.

which the English department" takes primary retiponsibility

far the upper-division writing requirement. HOwetV-t----'

doesso reluctantly, with little support from tWcampus as'\,
.

a whole, and with a lot of concern 'fOr! the burden\of the

administrative responsibility. We find, the two po7.ytechnic
,

.

-
\

and I, belong.rin'thiS.campuses, C

demonstrate these feelings..

category.. rassages.below

CAMPUS C.

\ ,.

INT: Let's begin,with.the campuswide it3Sli% e \

as an example,"the.upper-division writing requireme t \
for graduation, do you require an exam or-a course? '

\

i

AVP:, There are teally3 options. The student \ \

may enroll in a composition course, or may enroll \

in selected literature courses that have heavy

t. 157 \ 166
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writing components, pr may:take the exam.. And the
literature courses withthe'writing component we
did-some revision on those so that we're comfortable
With that writing component.

INT:
_

YoU require an exam orca course on this
campus, is that right?

COMP: Right.

INT: . Who set that poliCy? Where.'did that.
come -from?

COMP: Essentially out of the department.

INT: 'So it was liot a campuswide committee?

COMP: Check with [name], I think the idea
originated-.here, it may have had teclear a campus-
wide committee. It was thrown On.our laps as:I
remember.

.CAMPUS I

ENGL: Oh, well, we--from the very start of the
graduation writing' competency requirement, did-
not want us, Meaning the English department, to
play a major role, I. wanted responsibility to be
on faculty all over the campus,.

So-we really kept a very low profile in
it. ...I'd like other departments atthe university
to take more responsibility for writing achievement;
In fact, right now; I see us entering in the near
term a real crunch in demands for our compesition

. courses by more. departments, demands which we have
refused. We've begun to refuse requests by other
departments for adding new composition courses
just' like [English] 104 for their majors. . We just
can't handle it suggest to them that they
should begin their own writing 'courses, [though] I
know the potential dangers.

A review of the interview transcripts shows a wealth of

data concerning approaches to the implementation of a.writing,

-skills graduation-requirement. Only a. fraction of these
.
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data have-been dealt;with here, and only,for certain critical

elements.of theupper-division requirement.. Substintial.

IrariatiOn is evident for the three categories of data which

we consider critical. Our best current information suggests

that the extent of commitMent.to the -writing requirement.has,,

had-and:Willhave a major impact on the structure and implemen-

tation of this' requirement on the campuses.

5. Non-English Department Composition Activities

The most frequently used coding category in interview

analysis was that for-non-English depaitment writing activities.

Intothi;\category we coded references to learning center

programs in writing, organized tutorial support, specially.

funded wrring, tkillsprograms, and other departments'

writing linsteiction,fexclusive of Upper-division:requirement

courses). To qualify as.an.adjunct-source of insfstruction

for our coding purposes, the assIztance had. to be talked

AboUt as reliabily-available,.organized (operating as a

unit, *ier a leader), systematic (planned and predictable),

and focused upon writing instruction (not reading, library

help, ESL; or stUdy skillS).

We: are interested in this topic. area for three reasons.

'First, we wonder to what-extent supplemental writing instruc-

tion is controlled by the English department,-and whether
.

that instruction"occurs in'classes or outside, e.g in
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tutoring centers. Second,. we:wonder how well different

instructional organizations communicate with each other,

-coordinate their efforts, and/or share resources and

responsibilites. Third, we wonder about the guality.and

-utility of outside assistance in writing.

As.we:discussed our notiss and reviewed sections from

. interviews; we felt a need to simplify a complex of features

describing available - services. We initially proposed fiVe
4 -

categories under our descriptor, "adjunct services in writing":

(1) variety in outside services; (2) instructional content

.
and format, .(-3) staffing, (4) funding, and (5).articulation

between and. among service and the English department.

Unfortunately, describing campus program patterns in discrete

categories generates more confusion-than it resolvei.

Therefore, our organizational approach is more holistic,

grouping campus programs across the five:Categories according.

to method Of-delivery.

There_are three basic_me_thods of outside service.

First, on several campuses, the English departments-have no

direct responsibility for offering regular remedial courses.-

As a result, laboratoryor study skills center offer program-

matic remedial instruction through courses and tutors. In a

second arrangement outside services specifically support the

English department special programs, where weak students

placed in regular composition cl7ses receive tutorial

assistance. The adjunct agency trains and monitors-these
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tutors, and often tutorial work takeS place in the agency's

center or lab. 'The third alttinative consists of outside

services that make limited writing instruction available,

along with other subject matter assistance, on a walk -in or _

teacher- referral basis. .Combinations'of these offerings

exist on our ten-campus sample.

a. Courses and Tutors. On two campuses (D and'F), the

English departments do"not provide regular courses to remedial

students. Instead, these students are sent to a laboratory

or center. On campus D, this service is still under the

auspices of. the English department; =campus F, the study

skills department runs the lab. Both of-these operations

offer residence credit, but not graduation unitg, for their

remedial writing courses.

-Campus 'F's study skills center offers two courses, one

referred to as "developmental writing," the other, at a

still more bl.sic level, as "pre-remedial." These i mt

-the-Only remt:ulation-aitail-able-to-students-who--f

qualify for the freshman Composition course offered in the

English department. The study skills director and writing .

specialist have developed a remedial program of instruction.

Goals (student perfermance criteria), standards, curricula,

and, specific instructional methods exist for these.couttes.

Part-time instructors are selected for their ability to

teadh writing;-they are monitored and regularly evaluated.
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In addition to providing remedial coursework, the. study

skills center provides tutors to.the.English department,

whete they are used:extensively in freshman composition

classes, especially classes taught .by full.time tenured

faculty. The department chair, composition coordinator, arid

academic vice preSident, remark on'the reluctance of regular

English facylty to accept responsibility for'writing instruc-
.

tion, relying instead upon the study skills department's

writing center for remedial writing instruction for/the.

campus.

PROGRAM F'

INT: On the matter of -where poliCy comes
.from, what. do you see as the role of/the'English
departMent in composition.program.policy making?

/ -

The role of the English department ought
to be the expert source for any/policies that are
adopted 4 the Campus.. I-think it has not played
that rolefvery well in the past here, but I think
it is likely to in the future .to play a larger and'
more important. part. Like/Many English departments
until. recently -.and I mean very recently - the
English, department regarded their basic composition
courses-as_courses which were as much literature
as they were writing./That's changed. Now everybody,
as. I understand it from [name], has to agree that
they will be teachihg_composition,onot literature.

-

don't/know if yOu've talked to [name",
or not, they've/hired a few [composition]' people...
so they are thlmking. about that much-more.seriously
and constructiWy than they were for a lone time.
So .I think that the role that they advocated,
essentially /, in' writing...well the reason. the
Study Skills center exists is because the English
department wasn't, providing any opportunity for
remedial work and wasn':t interested in doing. so.

/
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INT: You described earlier the position of
the depattment with regard to compositiOrL The
fact that they were not trained or_have any special
knowledge in it? Has the feeling and the level of
miderstanding changed?

ENGL: A little. . [It's a] Slow sort of thing.
The most hopeful sign that there'll be a little
more sophistication in matters in comp. is that
our regular factilty will be using more and more
tutors,

We use some money that we get from the
study skills center to-bankroll this tutor program
out of the Chancellor's speCial fund for remedial
writing. Because the students who see the tutors
overwhelmingly, remedial students, they get them a-
little extra exposure.

The [English] faculty is .w
this because it does cut down the n
they need to see students in their o
can schedule.the tutor on the basis
the class is

R.

On Campus D, remedial-work also takes place in a laboratory.

setting. However,Cthis writing lab operates as part of the

cling to do
ex of hours
ice. They
how large

English department, the lab dir tor" also serving as remedial) / \

/

7ourses are offered inprogram coordinator. Two remedial
", .

the lab The "pre - remedial;" two-unit course is intensive-,

ifidividuakized, lab work;- in the_ three-unit remedial course

students mainly work in a class setting with lab support.

The courses have clearly articulated curricula and common.

final exams the instructional staff are carefully:trained

and evaluated.

In addition to the structured remedial-courgework, the

Writing lab offer tutor assistant.4_for the English department

composition classes and for.individual students who come to



the lab for help. These functions seem comparable to those

E skills center. Nowewsr, there is an important

distinction between these two lab: Unlike the

campus F English faculty, the campus D. faculty seem more

enthusiastic and knowledgeable about writing instruction.-

They view the lab-tutoring services as a_sUpport for their

own work; not as a means to "increase class size, decrease

office hours, and counterbalance the effects of reluctant

full-timers. In fact, the lab efforts are well integrated

with those of the overall' writing program, including', the

upper-division-writing requirement.

PROGRAM D

COMP: The lab is a crucial part of the lower
division program, fundamental to 1-A, one of\the
stronger part's of our whole program, that's [remedial
cbordinater's] province,

INT: He and I are going toteet this afternoon
and go over- it very carefully.

REML; It's part of our whole way'of-Working
that the writing lab is totally integrated with
the classroom thing and there's' very close liaison
all the time and doWt.want those things separated
at. all, i want everything to blend together. Many
of the remedial course teachers-bring their classes
to the writing lab and work with them there and we
have very good relationships.

INT:. Are. there any people from the English
department involved in the program in addition to
you and [name]? -

REM: Well, everybody knows about it. One
important part of our program is the liaison
system. -Every fatulty member who has a composition
student has a tutor that reports to him once_ a
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week. And that tutor brings in all the cards that
have-the test results. And at the same time the
accullated weekly roster of-student visits and\
tests f*Aken and passed;

So every week, ,.;el/ mposit: teacher,
with students in the lab, 2L3, or lA or 1L, gets a
weekly report showing how 'many lab visits their
students have made, what tests they have taken and
the results of the test., And if they failed, why
they failed.: Every week they get this report.. A
tutor comes in and has a conference. They talk
about problem students and why so and so is not
getting there and that kind of thing. There is a
constant reminder of everything that is happening.

INT: And the upper-division writing requirement
has had even more influence, hasn't it?

REML:. No, not yet. I foresee that a large
number of lab-people will come in. We are getting
some suppbrt grom llthe AVP's office to give writing
help to the 100W [upper- division writing requirement).
We were so busy converting to the new remedial
program that I dienot stress it. But it will be ,\

a bigger and' bigger\thing from now on. We have
got to.help them. They are not going to be able
to graduate from this place unless they get through
the writing workshop.

b.SeciallFuncp-EgVtritinProrams. Special programs

operate from outside funds allocated specifically for writing

instruction for individuals or small groups. HoWever well
Ata

organized and useful, these services are not alternatives to
0,

regular English department courses, nor are they regular

full-term'classes taught by academic track staff. Instead,

they are specially funded-and usually employ a "writing

specialist" who coordinates paid tutors. We-see,a distinction

betw,een this type of writing instruction- program end that

offered by learning centers and Educational- Opportunity
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Programs where .writing is one small part of a mUltiple-subject, .

assistance program'. In the latter case, writing assistance,

is provided for students who haile 'partictilar:problems; in

the former, regular curricular, sequences, or.units Of work,

'1 W., await the student. Two campuses in our interview

sample sper,'1111, funded writing programs.

On campus G, the program receives federal funds under a

grant to improve student skills: .While the program is not

necessarily restricted to writing ski116,' .ithas deliberately

developed, as-a major emphasis, a writing skills program of

instruction coordinated by a writing specialist. The specialist

aid° teaches part time in the. English department. While

that prOvides an opportunity for the articulation of.the

program work with course work, the EnglittidepartMent does I

not have any control over the administration or resources of

the special program.

The instructional organization of the program is based

upon-the-workshop-format. --Studentslproblems_are_diagnosed

and individualized programs of remediation are suggested.

The instructional staff Consists of paid "tutors" who are

graduate students ire English. They are trained before they

are allowed to lead workshops, and their work is monitored-

Another striking feature of the special program's-

operation is the extent of communication ank,cooperation

between its staff and 'the staffs of the learning center, the

EOP department, the English department, and other departmepts.
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This is evident in attempts to avoid duplication of effort

and, to send students to the agency best, suited_to their
0

needs.- (Below the-writing specialist'is designated "WTG

SPEC.")

pROGRAM,G

INT: Do you structure any of yOur workshops
around any:of the [English department]_ courses
specifically? Like da you have workshops. for just
the E100 people? And workshops fot the E101
people?. [Note:, .E100 is the English remedial
course:;- E101-is freshman comp.].

.

WTG SPEC: No. The Workshopslet me give you a
copy of the Schedule, . , .

INT: I'd love that. Oh,' they are skills
mainly. ,

WTAPECJ Sure,_._We_talked_about_what_kinds_of
things-ww-could-do-given-thelact that our audience
,might be' transitory. It is idealj.stic at best to
assume you could do anything ta improve someone's
writing in ten weeks--40-hours. We have even less
time than that. And it is a sort of a catch as
catch can situation. NN .

And so we thought that maybe the studenti"
__might feel like they had more control over their
writing if'we presented small -segments. To say,
here are some ,things, [for example,] and. there
really are 'ways-of can-trolling them. Commas deSi'l!-

get put in by the one, two, three comma,.oni, two,
three comma rule. There really are,reasons why
you put, them wherever you put them.

And so we picked specific -topicd;sthinge
` that we could_talk about in one hour:And give the
students some kind of notion of what-to dot with.

And then move on to something else. And a person
could some to one of the' labs rind benefit, we
feel. Or come to all eight and it would still

INT: So you could call these labs, not
workshops.
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WTG sPEC:'Yes. And thd format is that there is,
depending upon the topics, dbout-a half hour of
leciute/discusSion. And then some-actual-writing..

. . .

.INT:, --:There is the learning"resource-center,
the EOP program and you as ,support services, as
understand it, is that-right?

WTG SPEC: Yes.

Do you feel that you work cooperatively
---?--with them and well and you are in good communication?

WTG SUC:'Yes...fot the purpose Of writing remediation
we have divided our efforts in half.. The learning.
center is responsible for subject-specific-writing

problems; if a student is writing a paper for a
history class and has questions or does not quite
underdtand what. is going-an, that person will go
to the learning center. .' Students who- ave ongoing
basic writing difficulties go through [this program]
and ultimately through me.

4.
This year, all of us are working _much.

more closely now. And that is an exciting thing.
It hap-meant-that-allof-us-had-had-to-give-up. a
little' bit of flexibilify, And, of coUrse, it is
always a'Iittle painful to do that but that
transition'is beingrmddewith-incredible-ease.

INT: And you all deem to know what the other,
one is doing. I-MOW it is a small campus, but
that is still an incredible accomplishment for-
even a,sinall'campus:. t-.

WTG SPEC:' The acting dean his worked really hard.;
. to make that/happen. The English department

chairman-has dldo been extremely cooperdtiVe: -

,

On campusJi the special program is a tutoring center

which is run by.the'remedial-Engrish'coordinator. Although
a

this arrangement appears, ate first, similar to .the campus D

writing laklv it differs in.aniimportant way. The tutoring

center does not offer regular Writing'coursework. Its

domain is exclUsively tutoring assistahce, This service is



available to any student by' faculty teferral or -on a walk-in"

basis. --A major role for the center is providing tutoring

simport for the remedial .course offeredby, the English

deprtment.

J-,.
REmit, The teachers in the,'remedial courses are

.

.4

info ed that ifwe have sufficient tutors they
may se tutorial time in the-classroom." Butothis .-.

year, 4no,ane-hali, chosen to incorporate it as_a
part of the classroom-activity: . -

/ .-0 .----
.

But the students'in the English I
[remedial] classes use the -tutbring center a great.
deal. They use it by referkal or by their own
realization that they need the help. WI-Serve a .

good number of English stUdents: '9

/
-PROGRAM H .

INT: But it is voluntary7-1 take it.

REKL: _ Well, it 4epends. _The\teachers may
require it of the students. And\if they do, we
keep records. The teachers -do-- come down -and check
to see if thevstudents are using\it. But again,
it depends on the individual teacher' ors instructor;

c. Limited Assistance. Every_campus'in oUr Sample has

an EOP departmentoffering academic assistance to students

admitted under the Educational-Opportunity Program.1 The

generic "learning center" is also omnipresent in this sample.

Like EOP departments, learning centersvaffer %academic assistance

1These studentstdo not_meet_regular-Admissions _criteria and _

therefore.are_considered "disadvantdged'." While othese students
are usually. ethnic Minorities, disadvantaged Anglos May be EOP
_student's as well.- .

.
_
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in a variety.of sublect'areas. Unlike:EOP, learhing centers
.

.
,

.
,.. ', \:,

serve-all students, usually'as those students,seeassistance

although sometimes by faculty referral. These agencie's

often offer tutoring help for writing problems that' the

,student raises or the tutor diagnoses in writing done for or'

given as a course assignment.

Some campuses in our sample rely exclusively upon thESe

services to suppl. out -of- class, assistance in writing, skills.

1

These campuses are C, E, I, J, Q, and S. For some campuses,,
. \ \\\ -,

this means there is only a lithited amount of Qutside t4riting

help available for students. , For other cathpuses!these ,
\ ,

__---------

agencies have worked to fill a perceived-heed and=have-\-
,.

. )

developed more sophisticated assistance.
I\

On campuses C, I, and S, outside help in writing is', nd

extensive. Two of these campuses, C and I, are polytechnic

universities and their learning centers are les6 concerned

with providing writing and reading assistance than assistance

in mathematics and the sciences. Their students who\need

.

writing assistance often receive better service -in the
-

English remedial courses qr from EOP tutors. Campus S
r.

presents a unioNe gase. The remedial/Oomposition coordhator

was ,originally hired to developiand manage a writing pro ram

in the learning center, which she did. When she moved to\

the -English department, she took with her the responsibilty,

mad authority for-the remedial courses and tutoring assist\ance

program. Her position is still funded through learning
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:enter resources, and there is doiiieconcern on the part of

the learning center staff about the loss of-,their writing-
,

program to the English department.--___

The learning center diTe-ctoon [Campus J aliO describes

the loss of some writing assistance 9esponsibilities, in
\

this case to the Chicano Studies and the Pan - African Studies.

departments, which have each created\their own complete

writing programs. (See the section Orx composition Programs
\\

for a description of these programs, identified as J(B).)

\

In response, the campus J learning cent\ has carved out a

new writing domain for itself, the uppe-Oivision writing

requireient. (Below "LC\DIR"-'ilds for learning center

director.')

PROGRAM J

,\

LC,DIR: See now in terms of writing programs we\
not only have drop -in service...but welhave\huge \

program workshops and materials for 'students who
have to take the [upper-di 7izinl writing
proficiency exam.

INT: Yes, that is what I was going to say on
the upper-division writing requirement for graduation,
how has it affected your program?

LC DIR: Well, I felt like the writing proficiency
exam is an occasion to create a...writing (program]
that is designed to both prepare students to take,
it and offer short courses for a certain group of
students who fail, mainly for students who fail

the exam.

\',

My reason was thatthe Center-tould play \

a very significant role for a number who simply \

need a basic' refresher of composition skills to

pass the test. We can offer very inexpensive
prep-sessions and also we have developed a short
course for students who fail.



INT: You started a minute ago to ask whether
you'should describe the prep-session. Could you
do it very briefly?

LC DIR:. Let me just lay out what it is briefly.
We also have developed independently a twp-hour
audio cassette workbook, How to Take A Writing
Proficiency Exam, which is experience -based because
we use a whole past exam question and we take
students through step by step, with basic issues
such as read the question carefully, and we use
examples from past exams where students have done
well. All the illustrations are based on actual
student performance. So the student who wants to
prepare can come in any time the;center is open
and sit down with a cassette and listen to a
combination lecture-exercise and with a culminating
writing exercise.

Despite the more restricted offerings of.theee learning

centers, many of the same campuses have EOP services that

_appear fairly well developed in the area of writing skills.

Of course, these programs are not (at least in theory) open

to all students .\ For.many EOP programs, involvement in

writing instruction began with, in active role'in.the development

Of a remedial/Iriting program.. Historically, EOP students

have been seen as those most in need of. assistance," and

the EOP department has had money to provide that assistance,

In most of ouiNEOP and_learning-center interviews, people--

-'mention that the learning center grew out of. an EOP-funded,

_ _ _ rn_ _

operation. On m/any campuses-the leaing center still

shares EOP facilities or funds (though technically this is

an inappropriate use of money targeted for EOP students

only). Campuses that-still have active EOP writing

instruction are .G and Q.
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PROGRAM G

\

EOP: Our .approach here for the last seven or
eight years has been heavy emphasis\ on writing for
all of our students. And the English 100 class,
which is our intensive English, wasAa few years
back, kindof jointly initiated by EOP and the

\

English department.

Before that was a campuswide, so. to
speak, course. I mean it has always been campus-
wide in.terms of enrollment, but ,up until fiVe
years. ago, it was aboUt 90% EOP students involved 7,

in that course.- So we used to have only one or "
. two section's a quarter.' And that was_ -the format.

Then as EPT [systemwide placeMen test]
became a factor in identifying students,\thin the
class naturally expanded and more sections were
'offered. And consequently the number of EOP
students in a-Class-proportionately decreased,
which is what we really'Wanted.

Again, our philosophy has. been that our.
students should be involved with course's that are
[already in the] curriculum rather than developing
'separate-courses that-don-lt-benefit-the-students-.
So that-has been our pUrpose.- .From that stand-
point, we have always had a writing component that
we require our students to participate in, before
English was a requirement.. .

These active EOP writing programs, G and Q, offer

structured instructional classes in writing as well- as the

more common tutorial assistance. These programs appear

carefully planned;_instructors_have_writing backgroundsv

tutors receive training. Students are diagnosed for placement

into the most directly applicable instructional component.

Also characteristic of these, - programs is the effort to

-follow-up-students and-to-msintain-an-activeT-open-communica--------

tions line with the English department.

i"
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. PROGRAM Q

EDP: I teach an Independent Study for the
English department in AfroLAmerican Lit. My
concentration is in the Harlem Renaissance Period
in Afro=American Lit. I've taught Independeht
Studies in Harlem Renaissance, and in the summer,
for five'years, I've developed a six-week writing
workshop for EOP admits. It's basically a writing
course that bridges them into English 100
teacI that every summer.' During the year I do
IndependentStudies.

Another member of our staff, one of our
counselors,also has a degree in English and he,
and I separately read the [diagnostic] writing
sample and make a determination of what areas they
need to work on.

...the writing workshop is non-credit
even though the new 009 [remedial] they've developed
in the English department is very similar in some
nays to what I've been doing for seven years.

6. Afterword

The interview-process has provided the project with a

considerable amount of information about attitudes, policies,

problems, and rationales affecting college writing instruction

'For-this-report-we-have been able to meaningfully analyze

-only five major categories of that information: (1) program

goals and Instruction philosophies, (2) composition coordinators'
/

responsibilities, (3) remedial procedures and practices, (4)

--Che upp e-Y=diVigt-611-Writlml-requirementr-and-(5) non-English

department activities. As the research continues, we will
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return to this source for additional information, categories,

and explanations. of findingS. If necessary or appropriate,

-fe may return to'campuses, ors interview other campuses as

time and resources permit.
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CHAPTER NINE

Results of the Preliminary Analysis

of the Faculty-Survey

Overview

Below we present a descriptive summary and the .results

of factor analyses of key data from the questionnaires sent
/

to writing instructors on-all nineteen campuses. The faculty

quedtiOnnaire, which can be found in the appendices volume,

was designed,toprovide information on ,four issues: .(1)

. \
faculty background; (2).faculty attitudes and beliefs about

writing intruction, remedial students, composition progam

leadership, and campus,cliMate surrounding writing program
-\

efforts; (3) classroompracti\ ce; and (4)-influences on

writing program operations. Results rare presented for each

of these topics.

The sample cf respondents is aescribed in Chapter Five

of this report. RoWever, one esSentl fact about this

sampleshouldibe repeated here, Sincelt\needs to be kept in

mind in \relation to results. Although ouç respondents are

all writing instructors, they differ in the tind andsfrequenuy.'

'of writing classes they teach. In general, e d not feel

these .differences jeopardize the'interretationpf answers.
. ,

\\\
A

to questions on campus, department, and 7gram af airs.
\.

However, we did ask our respondents to limit their Nansweri
\

\

1.
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,

in the section on instruction to reflect their practices in
/c7recently, -.

only e course type, the class most or'most

frequently taught. We. offered' three. categories of writing
/

. .
.

.

.
.

'IclaSses and required the respondents-to chedk the box
,

indicating the referent for their answers. The categories.

ate: (1) remedial writing instruction; (2) first-term

/freshman composition; and (3) another lower division writing

course. Of the 371 complete cases, 17.7% (N=74) ch6se to

answer based on their remedial course instruction; 55.7%

(N=233) selected-firtit-term freshman composition; and 15.3%

(N=,64) indicated that their responses reflected instruction

in other lower division writing courses. The balance of

respondents, 11.3% (N=41), neglected to indicate their

referent. The distinction between,remedial and first -tin

'composition referents has been maintained in data analysis

,and presentation of -results for items on instructional_

ptactices only.

1. Faculty Background: Who Teaches Writing?

' We asked our sample several questions about their,

bakground: age, highest degree held, degree, major, faculty

sta s, years teaching writing, years, on the cathPus.

(Table 13a-d present these data.)

Of e six age categories we offered, the 40-49 years

old brackebtained the most responses (33).7% or 137

respondents) Next most-commonli selected was the °30 -39

bracket (29:0% The fact that 69.0% of respondents were at
e
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or below.age 49 may reflect the extensive use of part=time

and full-time contract lecturers. ,(often recent graduates

still seeking Permanent positions).

We also provided categories for describing the.highest

degree held by instructors in our sample. llot surprisingly,

most people report completion:of the Ph.D. (59.8%); the

remaining 39.8% of ourirespOndents are below the doctoral

level. B.A., B.S., accounts for 8.3% of the sample; M.A.,

M.F.A., accounts for 27.5%. Another 3.7% claims the

ABD, "all but dissertation," category.

Asked abbut the major field of study for thosOaegrees,

our sample indicates an overwhelming proportion (70%) from

American or Engliih literature. The remaining responses are

distributed among linguistics, composition,, edtcation,-and'

rhetoric (in descending order ofpopularity)': Our "other"

category accumulated 14.7% of the responses; these include

seemingly °Unrelated subjects such as history, -sociology, and

counseling.

Our interest in faculty background reflects some

expectation that'writing courses might be primarily the_

domain of contract instricors,A..e. nonrtenure_trackstaff
I 7 .

working on a part- offull-time basis. Of those writing
%

instructors responding, we do rind 58.5% are tenured or

tenure-track faculty members, i.e.,'only slightly more than

half.' Contract lecturerS (non-tenure track) account for

35.7 %' of the sample, graduate sttdent-assistantS 5,4%, and

administrative track, .5%.
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TABLES 13a -e/

.1 a. age on last birthday

age group % of respondents

23 - 29

30 - 39

40'- 49

50 - 59

60 - 69

6.4 %.

29.0%

33.7%

21.4%

9.6%

N of cases 407

b. courses taught over the last three years

course %of respondents*

remedial writing ,

freshman composition - 1s. semester

freshMan comp6sition - 2nd semester
,.

other, loWer division wr4ing
-,

upper division writing r quirement for

graduation
. . .

)

. \

teacher education, teache , preparation in
,writing instruction \ '.

..\

special support,serVices. iin'-writing

41.0%.

73.5%;

35.7%

23.6%

50.4%

14.5%

14.2%

N of -cases 415

multiple responses Were pe itted; therefore total percent exceeds

100%.
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Tables 13a-e (continued)

highest degree status

degree' % of ,respondents

BA, BS

MA, MS, MFA

AB6,PhC

PhD

EdD

8.3%

27.5%

3.7%

59.8%

.7%

N of cases 408

d. field of specialization for this degree

major of respondents

literature

rhetoric

linguistics

composition

education

other

`70.4%.

1.7%

5.6%

4.7%

2.9%

14.7%

N of cases 408

e. current status on campus

status % of/respondents

/56.5%

2.0%

5.1%

30.6%

5.4% ,

tenured

tenure-track

full-time, lecturer (`non-t-enure-track)

part-time, lecturer

graduate assistant

administrative -track

N of cases,

.1S



Our survey also asks ,the'number of years teaching

riting, and the number Pf'years on campus. For "years

.eaching writing," faculty responsedtrange from one to forty

years . The-meani 13.3 years and-_the -standard'deviation,

L4 (variance = 88.5). The distribution, clearly, is skewed

toward the lower end of the range; fully 67% of the sample

:eports having taught-writing sixteen or fewer years. For

'years on this campus," the responses range from pne to
4 - _

thirty -one years. The sample. mean is 10.6, standard deviation,---
,. .

7.5 (variance,= 56.8). The distribution suggests a bimodal

Sample, with one group clustered around three orfewer years

Ind a second group clustered around twelve to fifteen years.

This may again reflect the dual status groups, regular

tenured and tenure-track faculty and th'eneWer "contract" or

non-tenure-track instructors.

2---Facul-ty-Attitudee-andHeliefs
, .

The data repqrted in thie section are from the thirty-one

Likert items on the questionnaire. In analyzing the sample

responses, we began with an overview of answers across all

respondents, then broe,down data by campus and then by

faculty status, 5.a:4/regular faculty and contract lecturers.
.

YcWe did not find ant clear distinctions/between'status categories
yl.

4,

, . --
for the attitudes/beliefs Likert items. On the otheehand,

program by program differenopi,looked promising., However,

the smalrnumber,of iftspondents on, -many' of thealready
1

/

small-sized caMpuses prevented us fiom conducting ankysis
.
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of variance tests of these differenCes. Furthermore, we did

poi wish to evaluate and compare nineteen individual campuses,

but rather,desCribe types of composition programs (presumably

less 'thah nineteen versions). We will return to these items

for re-analysis by program features_after we have identified

program. types. Campus by campus summaries of responses :On

these Likert items are tabled in the coMpanion volume of
V

appendices to this report.

Factor analyses which make use of these responses are

included, later in this chapter and discussed below. Among

the issues we are interested in are the attitudes of the two

status categories.of faculty toward such matters as the

teaching of writing, the level of staff morale, the need for

a remedial program, and the existing campus writing policies.

The factor analyses show that faculty-perceptions on these:

matters form coherent and identifiable groupings..

3. Classroom Practice.

In interviews of writing program directors, we spec,i4cally

asked about program policies regarding instructional go ls.

and practices. 'While such policies were often articulated

by interviewees, these same people were often obliged to

,,point out that they.had little or no idea of how Olosely,

most faculty adhered to pOlicy) program directors agreed

that their knowledge of classrooni ractice of regular staff

(tenured or tenure-traCk) in 'parti ular was guesswork t

best. "In contrast, part-time and 11-time lecturers teaching

'o.

la2\
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1
r

ariting ware often more closely monitored and.sometimes even

"trained" by composition program directors.

In order to describe writing prograi.r. 'of instruction we

felt it necessar' td query the instructors direCtlyiabout

their personal approach to teaching. By gathering data at
.

this level we expected to determine, the. commonalitiesAnd

variations-in practice between instructor ypes .(contract

and regular faculty), between course tP es.(remedial'and.

freshman comlition), and among c pus programs.

.

To describe writing instrlion, we included survey'

items on actual, practices and lais. We asked about the

themes underlying the organiz tifon,and sequenceof instruc-

tion, materials used in support of those themes, metOds of

teaching, activities occurring during class, amount and kind

of assignments, and feedback on assignments.

In ldition,o4e felt that as clear picture of writing

instruction required ino5mation About tingentiaIly relhted
I

activities, 'i:e., out-of-Iclass activities carried out as
1

part f a writing class. 'Accordingly, we asked faculty
K

aboutyutside work required of their students, length of

office hours, referral of students to adjunct support

services in writing Isuchas writing lab or tutoring:enteil

and satisfaction with those services.
.

The data on instructional practices in the classroom

-treewiamined first by correlational analiies in an effort

to reconstructan entire' instructipnal approach from the

183'
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several instructional categories we had created (goals,

maierials,:methods; activities, assigrents, feedback).

-These correlation matrices 'suggest to us that'a factor

analysis might prove fruitful. Th9 ethedology'and the.
V

results of our factor analyses are presented in the 'following

.. I 1
.

section.
'

/
Fiat we present data on the variables less direct.

-/ . .
.

.
.4

related to class instruction. For the most part, these --_.

.

item's do not,yield between-pampu differences. Therefore,
,

except where relevant, we summar ze results across t
entire sample rather than by individuall campuses;

a. Outside 'Work. To determin out-of-class work that

instruciors rdquire of their students, we offered a list :of

possibilities: (1) seek tutorial,as stance; (2) aeek.

computer-aseiated instructional slappor v.and (3) meet. with

the instructor. FUrther we qualified those choices by

asking if they are required-of all or some students..:, Of our

respondents' (N=416), 10.7% requite' all/takeir students to

seek tutorial assistance outside of cia4; this numbOr

includes a major proportion of remedial writing course

instructors. An additional :22.1%"E' our respondents indicated

"some" of their students are assignedtutorial assistance.

Outside hel for students through required "computer-desisted

instruction is .reported by only 7.3% of the faculty(Sample.

Meeting with the instructor outside of class time it required

for all.students in class by 65% of the faculty respondents.



Another 32.0% require only some of their students. to meet

with them outside class.

b. Office\Hourti. The above data suggest a-considerable

commitment of outside time on the part'of writing instructors.

However, when offered an,opeb-ended question AboUt average

weekly total' time for ,cou;se office hours, 66.1% of the
0 ,

respondents report three or fewer office hours a week.

Though responaes\ range froM one hour to twenty h7urs weekly
I .

:

(only one personsponded with twenty), the meanis 3.5

houia and the standard deviation, 2.5. While these numbers

may be considered realistic in view of the heavy teaching
) o \

load for compoeitibn faculty, they do rai se questions dboUt.
/

the reports of required consultatibn With students described

above.

c. Adjunct Services. The low propor(tion'ot instructors
*

requiring students to seek tutorial assistance suggests that

'-.21stuctorsmightnot have access to such services or might

not,belie;re themelevdnt to coursework. We .asked faculty

mtather they reror students to a laarp4151 center,-writing
/.

,i-lab, or tutoring, center, for assistance in writing,skills.

In respOnse, 92.3% say they do so.. We further.guiried about
(

the Perceived articulation between such servicei'and the

writing course; 75.2% of the sample-"know[s] Whdt wort

students do there." However, only 51.6% reports'recoiving

feedbadk from the lab or center dbout students sent there,

and only 28.9% reports that ,student work completed there

"counts" in 'course grades. When asked whether they are



".satisfied with the articulation between learning/tutoring
A

center_or_writing lab work and classroom work,": only 54.1%

of , the faculty responding say yes.

4.* Influences on Writing Progiab Operatiohs,

we were interested, in our interviewing, in determining

campUs influences on writing programa. However, we, do -not

want to assume that the perceptions of the adiiiiitratoks we

interviewed are necessarily congruent with or representative

of the perceptions of writing , instructors. Because of this

COncern, we.inclpde in the faculty survey a section on

variables affecting the campus writing program. In that

section we list twenty-three possible influences and ask .

respondents to rate each in terms of the degree (major,

moderate) minor) and the direction (positive, neutral,

negative) of this influence.

Our preliminary analysis suggests-very-few-respondents

perceive or are willing to indicate they perceive, negative
I .--

inflUendeS.on the composition pregram.from among those

twenty7thres welist. Nevertheless,ve:find suf4dient

range inresponSes on:thedegrce of poditiveAnflUende.from

datIivariable. Correlational analysis pUggeatesseVeral'of_

these influences share a relationship at least in the mind

of the respondents. WO tonstrukad *o correlation matrices:

one for thin set of program variablei eIone, and one for

these variables together with the set,Of instructional

variables. These matrices were used= in factor analyses__

described in the section immediately
I ;
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. Factor Analysis of,22estionnaire Data

Th'e gbal of these 'analyses is the generation of factors

describing college writing programs: If campus programs can

be Aescribed in terns of their differences on these. factors,

the factors can be used to group programs and to link student
.

.
outcome data (to be gathered in Phase II) to differences in

each program type. Descriptive statistics irom the question=

naire data stiggest two levels of information. The first

incltides those variables describing general writing program

features. The second covers variables describing specific

instructional features.. R. \.

, To create the program.factors, we relied upon correlation.

'matrices incorporating.: the 31 Likert items and the 23'Program

influence items. (See Appendix, Volume II of this repbrt,

questionnaire, items 4-36 and 46.) We performed oithogonal

---factor-inalyses using_varimas rotation of the correlation'

matrix (with Kaiser normalization). As usual, our input

offered more /actors with eigenvalues at or aboye 1 than

made intuitive sense. Two rules guided'finpl decisions on

factors. First, 'the-number of legitimate factors was based

upon the number of factors with eigenvalues at or above .95.

Second, within that number we retained only those factnfrs for

which three or more variables loaded at .40 or greater.

Our-interpretations and reflections led to an agreed upon

set of seven factors describing questionnaire responses on

items, about the composition program in general. Tables 14a-g
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present these factors with variable ).oadings and eigenvalues..

The second set Ofifactors, thos'e describing instructional

n(traits of faculty, ,lere,ilso derived from an orthogonal,

varimax solution d the-*me'selection Criteria. These sixv.
/--

factbri ed in Table\15a-f along with. commonalities
,

,
- ,

and 6igOnvalues.-
\-/

a..Proorem Factors. -Factor\l (Table 14a)-we label

campus climate for composition because its subsumes responses

about campus_policies affecting writing: the upper-division
, A

'writing requirepent, placement of students i4 regulag. or

remedial composition grid the requireOnglish FlaCOment

Test.

FaCtoi 2 (Table. 14b) is called student.context pri6arily

becaufie the:three. most strongly g/ouped itimnsdescribe

lingui tic, ethnic,. and academic otudailt characteristics as

influences On the composition program. Less atrongly.7related.

AnfIuendee!in'thibigrouping are academic services Offered

BOP, faculty morale, -and presence.of tenured fadulty in the

writing program. LOP services aro probably drawn into this

cluster b-Icauso economically diaadvantaged students'brought

in under EOP are also likely to be those students lass

Iluent inlacademic writing. The inclusion of items on

faculty morale and the presence of; tenured faculty in the

program may reflect perceptions held by thodl who view

tenured literature faculty as not well suited to teach

writing to second-language or-second-dialect students.
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Factor 3, ad'unct writing assistance-describes .perceptions

about wripting instruction available outside the regular

classroom. Also drawn to this for,tpr are items describing

influences from recent composition research and from the

-- presence ofnor:_-_-English-depaitment faculty teaching English '

`writing classes. These items -may reflect two difgerent

kinds of programs where outside Writing ai'sistance is. a

major progral feature; e.g.:, programs), and 'F. (Tn: t4e

first .tase4 program D, there does 'seem to be a 'conscious

theoretical basis for the. English writing lab activities and

curricula. In the second casa program F the outside

assistance is the only remedial-instruction available, and

is in another; "non-English," department.) The smaller

factor loading scores might then reflect the relatively

smaller proportion o2 respondents.working within either of
4

. these kinds of program wangementi. Mee Anterv4w analysis,'

Chapter Eight:' especially Section b.)

Factor 4,-.1rograni leaderahlhAaaaI, draws together

miny:itemikmhich.tegother characterite program leadership 14

terms of participation, and, staff relations and morale.

describing
A

These items 6:0 group with'respOnses to,theitc;16
I , :.

_ .

-the.prograMmatic influence 'from staff training in composition'.

instruction. RespOnses_to theta .items all move in the same

directiOn on the-scale: faculty wholeal compOsition training

has had a strong positive impact on the program also feel
= .

sources of leadership and the staff morale and



4:4

relations are strong positive-influ nces 4(' nd vice versa) .

Though we cannot nfer cause-effe t from factor ahalysis, we

,.can speculate about the clustering of these responSes:

-, Perhaps strong positiVe leadership makes the mor,e successful

attempts at faculty development, or succesAully attracts

the more. knowledgeable instructors (perhaps part-tiaers) to

teach the writing courses. -

\ , .

Factor 5, cohesiveneits of the composition -program,

clusters together items debcribing mechanisms for establishing

a common core of instruction for the different sections' of

the same =Ikea.
. A

FactFs Ga, and Gb r quire much more care in explication

bechuse of. the-sensitiveiground they cover, fhculty atti mdas
4 \ .

towardj,compoSition instruction. The first factor,

labeled ,!bah huMbur ;asa4eflection.or-the. consistentli
,

negative stance7desdkibed by the seven Likart atoms it

groups togAher; Also, a :greater, number of these items have

higher weights .4?r' loadings: .*Ian. gUnerally true :for. the

- : _
- :

other factors- (five. of eevail items are above ...SO) . ThiS

means that, for a large number et our respondents, these.'

items evoke vary 'similar answers, either in sgreciment or

disagreement. For the most part, Vie "items speak for them-
.

selves (see Table 10)'. Together they suggest" a en distaste

instruction,- 'd faculty
,

development in composition instruction; and a Sharp skepticism _

/
about new-writing)tieory, about students' iiity to:profitl.



from instruction, ,ancabout the need- supervision of

tenured. literature faculty teaching writing.
Factor 'It) is labeled \level" of commitment because the

r
.questionnaire items it subsumes dpscribe iapects of composition

instruction beyond th ce all of duty: using extra'preparatien

time, exerimenting with colleagues'-' ideas, expanding .curricular

goals to Snc.-lude student attitudes, keeping abreast of
.

colleagues' instruction: Further, faculty responding "strongly

agree" to theseLiltert items are also. in strong agreement'

'with the proposition that ifiwiting/class evaluations; be ,a
. -

.
part of promotion/retention deciaions. Perhaps, the moutk

fascinating aspect of this factor is' the aipareni reratiiinsihip

these I.iftert items uhare. with rea9onses tq=,the importance ,Of

two instrUetional'themes: editing and prewriting_aki4p

This is the onl "program!' faetak that'.drawaInstrUetion

themes. It may be ;::bat the: Vrewriting's,theme manages to

attract:ipstivetors who are preporieAtf of itie flew I'witin
as-pracesd" approach, in whieti are.gr

emphasized. ' Th&*Pciditinse, theme 1.s less easily entaine
.

6
mainly because we would entiect '"revising' .1 rater than iodating

to also attradt:process.,,theoq advccates:
I

'"...
b. Instructional FaCtors..." piaike the' progrlly. factors

the instructional factors -are maant7to'deicribe writing

programa` 4.n . teriii:of the inatruCtienal\-\:. beha ior it-J:124611in
- 1ff ., .

sta: ..We :want' to establish, instructional,_ factOrs great

lAtihseis of variables se,that we can deidribe compositi
..! _



..'instruction as fully as possible' and still distinguish among

instructional-approaches which(overiap in-use o-f materials,

or assignments, but which are naveAheless-more different

than alike. --(while this set of instructional. factors was

derived from a ,correlation matr4 distinct from that for

program factors, the instructional themes variables were

used as part of each' of the. two factor sets.) See Tables 15a-f:

FactOr 1, the literature appiCach,. includes variables
,

deicribing Materials, instructional goals, and class activity.

The thieeMatehals are (1) poetry and fiction antholeg,es;

(2) ianthologiesecontaining poetry, f4ction,and npnfic on;
.

. .

and (3) individual works of literature. The instruc ional
.

theme for_ this factor is to oxposestudentS t goc411itersturei

and.thd main class-activities are analyiingliteratUxe and,.

gnalyting Prose.model0 of composition.
-,

Factor -2, the composing process,aporoech,\Andludistwo.

instructional -goa4 "teaching invent4.0: skills fisuch as 8.

.,,prewriting, planning, clustering and use! of ' heuristics, " arid`

providing .g. workShbp setting for in-clasi writing. students'
. L'

or writings are the main-instructionalMaterialbused

t116 class.. The camainingvariables in thiii:faCtoidesc4be'

activities and arrangements in class :' dimultaneous small

students' working with other students, free writing

or journal writing, and stidents discussing or scoring 'heir
. -



r0
a Factor 3, the rhetorical: modes approach, draws on three

materials variables together: rhetorical textereitheewith

or wit# ut usage handbooks, and nonfictioin anthologies.' ° The

instructional theme Ndcluded in-this factOr is to "proceed

developmentally through,-discourse modes from, e.g., description:

to perivasicm-ft Classroom activities inthis faCto;'ing,lUded.
-working on or 'discussihg compositiOn texts and materials,

I

,

and ,ahalyzing,prose models.

Factor 4, the basic Skills approach-0 groups two,-related
,

instructional; thenies:/ "tfia hing- for COmpet ce with basic
0 . ,, i

,} / ,.,,,

units of _.

/ '
e.g./ -phras , sentence;' agraph-; and-".-

"teaching correct grammar d usagej," Grammarkand usage
P i '' C.'

are the main mat,er4als included iri this factor,

1..
and the main classroom activity is the discussiowof,

mechanics anktstandard.,usaVe.

Factor ,5,- the sin;-claSS tiorkshop approach, 'also includes

" two instructional themekti (1)_to 'allow for frecidentAn-ciciss

..writing; ;and (2)s to provide for, regular 'in-clasi writing in

a workshop setting: No mifteriikIs items :are, related to this,
<,

factOr; however., krticular' activi#es and classroom arrange-

ments are-class time used for-writing essays on a% given
5

topic, work with tutors-,- and, individual .student-work during

.

which the teacher car mass among students.

Factor 6, the service = urse approach, includes the

instructional theme .0 to allow for PractiC in._#hogie writing

activities necessary for. sticcesa irt other Col1,ege 7courses',_

.g. , term .paPers-Aneresearch papegs . \ T e class activity



tem central to this f

writing_iP

discuOsion of techniques for

ch/term papers Alio, this factor is the only

one which includes the assignments in this case,

writing research, or term papers.

c. Discussion of Factdr Anal sis Results 'sev

interesting points are found in thebe results. First of

all, our faator analysis revealed two levels of factOrs,

programmatic and instructional: At the program level, our

_

resultd describe both the campus setting, including student

characteristics, campus policies and support .services for

wr ting, and the grogram 12.011114, lincluding, leadership,

.

morale, andlpolicies. Secondly, . we are gratified to find

that ", our qu'estionnaire did what, it was suppose to do. It

provided amalti=dimenskdnal vfiew of -,nstructidn, tapping

- ,

into instructional, goals, materials, olais activities,

4-
ayrangements; 4seignmenter and feedback on assignments . The

factor structures indicate; not surpirisimgly, Jthat different

aspectsof instructionare.-more or 1$aS relsyrt to particular

itnstrudtiOn Ocials OnAmPle;!.wherd frequent in -class

writing in
, *; L_.

.a workshop settirig.is important, twits: and
\- -

penti. Are not,.. but _clatter: arrangements:Land. activities\ are

2- ' : ./ .
\

This kind of result, ,besides :being intuitively lOgicS1,

suggeSt.: that we have indeed identified diStindt teaching:
,

. : 4 ' .

approaOhesin OompoSitiOn fors. our sOmple.

WehaVebigu contrastive anglydeS using factor .scores

for ;:both sets of factors.. Those analyse will, be described

and dismissed. in: our next annual report:"



Table 4-4a7g
.

.RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSES ON 'PROGRAM VARIABLES
FROM. ITEMS ON FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE*

-a, Factor CAMPUS CLIMATE FOR COMPOSITION

questionniiire item (communality) .---

,

Likdrt items:
4

thd upper-division writing requirementor graduatica
on this campus is meaningful and appropriate (.47)

the uppers-division writing requirement for ,graduation
'hos promoted interest in comp. campuswide) (.54) .67

on this campust\mithod of placing Students in regular
.46

e.

factor loading

.61

or reme4ial. csillp; is Accurate.(.42)

I.

influences on comp. programs:
the English Placement Test (.44)

eigenvalu = 1.0

b. Factor 2: STUDENT CONTEXT,

,.questionnaire (comMuneiity) factor loading

, ,

influences 6n:progrom:
A

'fieultf,Morale .('.45)
academic services sponsored' by EOP-{/.501
regular tenured. and tenure-track faculty tearbing

compokitiOu (.49) . \*
caliber of Otudentvon.this campuls (.60)
.number of students on campus who are not natiVe

speakers of English (°.86)
number of studen0 on this rampus.who exfmrience

Second,dialect.ihterfereace in their writing (..135)
I the Engliih'Placqment Test ler=treshmag-and

transfers E.44).

.34

.38

.37

..71.

.89



" /.
Factor Analyses Tables (continued)

c. Factor 3: ADJUNCT WRITING INSTRUCTION

questionnaire item (communlity) factor loading

Likert iteths
Writing instruction by tutors or in the leaining

center/writing lab is useful and effective (.47)
,

influences on comp. program:-
recent Comp. theorY and research (.50)

academic services sponsorecrby EOP..(.50)
the learnintCenter, tutoring center, Writing lab,

or other support services
faculty from otherdepartmento (who ate) 'teaching ,

comp. in the English 4epartMint (.52)

eigenvalue =

t

d. Factor 4: PROGRAM LEADERSHIP CONTEXT -

Auestionnaire-item (communality),,

.'60

.36

.43

..63

.37

factor loadilig

Likert 'items:
cooperative and supportive relationship among
writing staff (\P)

can freely discuss\idea, and problems with comp.

program coordinator (.46)

influences on program:
training in unichins comp. (.46)
faculty morale (.45) .

the composition coordinator (:76)
the compotition committee/(.72)
the English department chair (.50)

eigenvarue F 3.5

ti

.46

.51

.38

.38

'.80

.70,

.54



Factor Analyses Tables (continued)

e: Factor's: COHESIVENESS OF COMPOSITION PROGRAM

questionnaire 'item (commu/naiity)

influences on comp. ,ram:
agreed upon Standards-for grading in,coMp.
classes

forial Or nformal-agreement among., instructors about.

comp. 9 urse curricula (.80)
formal ?r informal agreement amongjinstruCtort about
:-inst nctional mathodd for, comp. Courses (.82)

3 factor loading

eigeralue = 2.0

:68

.81

.80



Factor Analysis Tables (continued)

f. Fator ATTITUDES. OWARD COMPOSITION: "BAH HUMBUG"

questionnaire item (communality) factor loading

Likert items:
tenured and tenure track instructors do NOT need

review or coordination of their instruction (4.42) .35

I'm NOT likely to attend faculty development sessions .

to improve my comp. instruction (.46) .52

had I the choice; 1'41 never teach 'undergradnate
. writing courses (.88) ,

.66

pre-college-level writers should not be admitted (.44) .63'

_____ --college,resources should NOT support remedial writing
instructional programs (.43) ,, .63 ----

--

"Writing as process" strikes me as yet another -fad (.60) ___ --;-68

students don't improve their writing much in-one
° school-term__(.31) , .49

3

.eigenvalue = 1:7.

. Factor 6b: ATTITUDES TOWARD COMPOSITION: 'LEVEL OF COMMITMENT

questionnaire item (communality) ,:factor leading
,

Likrt items:
comp./instruction requires-more preparation than
my/other courses do (.27)

I' e tricd.out new,comp. instruction ideas suggested
y colleagues (.45) .,

tudent evaluations from my comp. courses should effect
retention or. promotion (.52)

concern with students' feelings is a legitimate part

of comp. instruction (.38)
" I have fairly good dense of what is going on in

\

other

'comp. instructors' 'classes (.29)
/

instructional themes: I

teaching editing skills (.24) ,

teaching invention skills, e.g., prewriting (.35)

.43

.52

.35

.50

.39

.39

.41

eigenvalue



Table 15'a-f

RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSES ON INSTRUCTIONAL _ITEMS

FROM FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE*

a. FaCtor 1: THE LI
"..14

APPROACH

-questionnaire item (communality) factor loading

instructional, theme:
to expose students to good literatumj.56) .70

instructional materials:
poetry and fiction anthologies (.66) .68

poetry, fiction, and now.fiction iuthologi9c,(.49) .64

individual works of literature (.55) .71

claps activities:
analyzing literature (.69)
analyzing prose models of c mposition .49)

.ag

. .35 ---

eigenvalue = 6.0

b. Factor 2: THE COMPOSING PROCESS APPROACH

questionnaire item (communality)

instructional theme:
to teach invention skills, Inch as planning,
prewriting, clustering, heFistics (.33)

to provide regular in-class writing_in a workshop

. setting (.58)

..instructional materials:
students! own-writing (.24).

classroom arrangements:
simultaneous mall group activities, during which
I circulate among, the working *ups (.56)

Vass activities: ,

free writing op journal writing (.43)
students discussing or scoring their own writing (.57)

students working with other students (.71)

eigenvalue = 4.2

2O

factor 1?ading

.42..

.37

.42

.66

.52

.72

.ag.



. .

Foctor.Analyses Tables (continued)

c. Factor : THE RHETORICAL MODES APPROACH -

questionnaire item ( communality) factor: loading

instructional theme: .

to proceed developmenially through discourse
modes from, e.g., description to persuaaion (.38)

instructional material's:
non-fiction anthology (.43) .63

rhetoric test or style book,'witbout handbook (.50) .49

rhetoric tent or style bodk, handbook included'(.40) , .56

class activities.
working on or discussing material in tests on
. composition (.50) .

analysing prose models of composition (.49)

.51

eigenvalue.= 2.5

.61

.56

d. Factor 4: THE BASIC. SKILLS APPROCH

questionaaire'item (communality) factor loading

instructional theme:
to teach for competence with basic units of

4prose, 0., phrase, sentence, paragraph (.35)
to teach correct grammar and,usage (.53)

instructional materials:
grammar and,uaage handbook (.34)

class activities:
discussing mechanics and standard usage (.52)

eigen4alue =

.51

.69

.46

.65.

r



,

Factor Analyses -(continued

e. Factor 5: THE IN -CLASS WORKSHOP APPROACH

questionnaireitem (communality) factor loading

instructional theme:
to allow for frequent in-class writing (.67)
to provide regular in-class writing in a workshop

setting (.58)

c a sroom,arrangements:
individual work, permitting me to circulate among
working students (:45)

class a tivitiesis
-Writing'essays on a given topic (41),

.1 Working:with tutor-A:during class,(.47).

.79'

.47

.50

.41

eigenvalud =-1.4

f. 1,,,,:tor 6: THE SERVICE COURSE APPROACH

questionnaire item (communality)

instructional theme: .

to practice writing activities necessary for success
in other college courses, e.g., term papers (.56)

kinds of writin4 aasignments:
writing a term paper or research paper (.64)

class activities:
discussing, techniques for writing research

papers (.71)

lector loading

.65

'.74

.76

eigenvalue = 1.3

*
NOTE: Of all the variables in the factor analysis run, only those with

factor loadings equal to or greater than .35 are included on these

tables.



CHAPTER TEN

Discussion of Vindings from the Descriptive Phase

We have been lookipq at writing programs on the nineteen

campuses of The- CEiliforni& State University which includes

most combinations. of broad campus-leve/ characteristics iat

are likely to occur in Ameiican higher education: urban and

suburban, large and Small, predominantlywhite:and ethnics:61

mined, On the other hand, ,The California State University.

System is kart: in its finfincial and political 'commitment to

improvement of student composition skills-.-'-yor the last sin

years, students a plying to any of the nineteen CSU campUses

have been *requir,d to take_a.systemwide English Placement

Test which includes three multiple-choice su,bteits (Sentence

construction, logic and organization, and reading) and one

Campuses receive funds for remedial instruction

on the basis of the number of students scoring below a

common cut-points however, each, camp s-decides how to Spend

--these-fundaL-.to-improve-the-writing-af-entering7-low=scoring

students. In addition

CSU system.has added a

divisi'on certification

placement test policy

defined by scores on a

common7mechanism. Ins

to thiS:enteri g placemerit'test the

requirement for le.:

OfiritingloMpetOnce :Unlike the.
---

the graduation roquireMent. is ot

4ystemwide exam; there iS\no such
\:\ /I

toad, each caMpus'determines'its own



procedures for certifying upper-division writing skills and

its own criteria for defining competence in writing. Also

Unlike the platement exam, the uppr-division writing require-

meet does not have additional funds For., either carrying out

the. new procedure or for premediating" students who fail to

pass.' Nevertheleas students are denied diplomas if they

btae not bdtisfied this requirement.

Clearly, within this university system, there is a

heightened awareness of the importance of writing instruction.

Even non-EngliShsdepdrtmentS are faced with the real.poisibility

of seeing their majorvdenied degrees if they cannot :pass

the writing proficiency requirement for graduation. And

within the English dopartmentEriglish-literature-profaisors

must respond to' an incrpaseddeMand for writing :classes, a.

\ demand which': -Includetinstructiph.at the most basic level

for those students whose. pldeementtestscoros indicate 'the'.

need for reme4ation acL 'in some cases,.upper-division

\classes for students facing the graduation requirement.

Also in some instances, campuses have decid to certify

upper- division writing competence with an upper visi on

iting class offered by the English department or other: -7

dew artments0 2n Amany_Aidtd,Hthen,-TweLlitee7LihiSEnineteencampus.

sta a system as. sn-ideel setting in wbielvto study college,

comp7ition-programs part because of the representative,.

diversty ofitsdampubes, and in part because.administrators:

and faculty are nowHgenerelly interested.inand,trOubleekby

college composition. regram issues.



To investigate these i'ssues and:discover effictive

'"
resolutions, we divided our research into phases. The firit

-phase, completed last year and report9d on here, was a

descriptive effort aimed at determining salient program

features distinguishing the various campus programs. The

second phase, now begun, /is our evaluative effort, aimed at

.

linking/those distinguishing charadteristics with differences

in student writing perormance and faculty deVelopm9nt. The
/ .

tlIird phase

ieinalysis.

this report,

hay; been /planned for Oalysea reflection, and

Work fiom the descriptive :phase, set out in

provides the basis: -for the evaluative and

theoreticai work/ which will follow.

Data Sources

pur lirst:effortin detcribing programs focuied:on
/-

obtaining. explications' of camput policiet-ind prod-educe in
j

-relation to the Writing" program. WeAsent each tii4lith-

deptrtm7ntchair a !TactSheetoatking 'fore program inEormition

on,mattsrs2We'buopected. were amenable to policy:AedlartienS,
,-

such as: the use of placement teat tcoreC-necitienCeOpf and

,prerequisites for lower-divisfon writing, &Areas, dourse

'ttaffing, and common course.TtAms, syllabi, tests, or assign-

/manta.

On a subsample of ten computes (twelve programs) we
t

'interviewed academic vice presidents, 'deans, diriictors of

learning centers and Educational Opportunity Programs

departmeAc chairs, composition program. coordinators



and, where they existed, remedial program Coordinators-.

Among other things, we aske&these administrators to describe ,

el

the development of meriting program policies that a fecL all

students,' using the dpper7division writing requirement'as

example. English'chairs and compositio\prbgram coordinators,

were further asked about 'the iemedial anfreshman,composition

courses.
/

Our third source, for policy information was the .writing

faculty on all nineteen campuses. , of the 750 or so instructors

teaching lower-division requiredyriting courses, 55% returned'

our faculty questionnaire asking about Altitudes and beliefs
a

related to composition instruction-an the eomposition

program, and about the relative impo tance and the.. predominant

reason for particular- inetructicinal. 4oalF, ma' erickls .'"and

'methods they used in freshman composition or remoditxl:writing

courses.

Our analysei also foc4sed on the deafriptive. We.

considered frequency distributioni and formed fa-eters 4s

'responses .to questionnaire items, and we created large

'nominal descriptive categories from responsei to the main'
.

topics of the interview prOtecols. (Additionai analyses are

being carried out this year.)

a We began our descriptive analysis, with a rather traditional
, - //

'conception of instructional programs:. Sao, for okamp/-O r
research queitions 'Posed at the beginning of Chapter Four.

st.



my the time we began to analyze the-data, these questions

had been refined ,to the following:

1. What-are the goals bf compRsition instruction at

the college level.? 4-

2. Whit programmatic- activities .are implemented,
presumably to meet these goals?

floW do features of the program setting (conte:it)
moderate these goals .and- activities?. .

Early bli,'we "decided to' focus our data- collection' by
.

restricting our donation of composition prbgrams to 1;wera.,
t

diVision, required.yriting courses, coMmonlY, called -"ireahman

composition," remedial prereqUisite'initrUctionand adjunct

writing instruction available outside the classroom .( from
, .

, .

such activities as workshops, tutorials, letiirning centers).

..
. .

We also agreed that we were :nbt interested in -individual

instructor's classroom- practices per se. Ii100114,- we eheee

to ' focui on, programm4tic- qualities that transcend the- indi-

-14.dual! Thus r'instiUctionfbecoMes important as one of many
.

'-features possibly gel/armed by program guidelineir in, an
'I

effort to establish standard -course content, method, or

mwOriald.

Our interest in, comparability among clatasactions

seems to conflict with a key assumption underlying our

research questioni, i.e., that :there are. such things as

r

programs of instruction at the postsecondary level. If the

real world conformed to a theoretic model, we would not need

to inquire about the kiXationahips amohg program policies,



program 14ocedures, and instructional activities;.we could

assume that announced policies,were always acknowledged and

followed, and that individual beliefs and activities appeared

only when allowed by policy or by an absence of policy.

HoweVer, our intention was to discover what was actually`

occurring on the campuses We studied, real- worlds that

called for a different and dnot quite so neat model.
, -

''At the start'of our descriptive data analysis we were
. .

forced toconfront this complex issue and to distinguish

genuine-Policies, from *ndividual decisions) we needed to

distinguish personal -,--, lefs .and activities' from truly
. .-

programmatic 'ones in Order to discover whether or not writing

programs .could_ be said to exist in our sample of'.dampuses.

We agreed that we would consider a policy as programmatic oni

if it could be'ihoWn to be documented, widely communicated,

widely followed, and both enforceable and enforced.

irssmag9Als.
We encounter d criptions of traditional

spade4t-oriented goals describ g gains in eisay writing

performance. However, recbnt advancea in composition theory

and research have expanded -t a4tional notions to include
.

. ,
.

students' awareness of wri7 ng probesses such as recursive
.

,
..

- planning and kevisian, ar3d the use writing as a tool for
0

thinking.and learning. We had hop
1

es of finding variety of
A \

goali statements, some ofwhich would make reference to new

theory. o.
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In fact, ther-recent great advances in the field of

composition, :coupled withincreased demand for composition

classes, have created a unique situation in which English

literature specialists who generally populate English depart-

ants are called upon to teach basic college writing courses.,
*.

To tintangTe such a paradbxt there must,be.some faculty

development (as college-leveldnrservice training is often.

called) and, at the very least, mechanisms for ,staff to

share knowledge and experiences. Accerdingly,. we were
.

prepare to find faculty-oriented goals of the-sort tha

might be t be called intermediary or enabling goals; that

is, goals describing-changed in faculty knowledge, attitudes,

Likill& or behaviors deemed necessary to accomplish the
,

desired' student outcomest Ftrther, with the additional

Apper-diVision writing requirement for graduation, we thought,

we might tee program goalw,which included,a 1ytle"consciousness

raising" for faculty in-other departments. During:analyiii

of our interview,transcrits it became clear that serious;

well-defined goals tatements-df any sort'are the very rare
fi

eideption to..the gioneral rule of none. l'hus,our-first
' .

category of ,goal; is easily defined as ,ulaissez-faire."

Into this catcgory we are able to "lace most of the. twelve

programs in-our interview sample (example balow).

C0010 #1: I hope that on(A[goals statement] is
emerging. And that is, k think, basically what
the compositionicoMMittee has been-directtmg
itself to ,this gall;



.INT: , Does the department have ,any
.

kind of,
while.you're putting together those goals statements,
any other kind of guidelines for people teaching
comp.,?

COORD-41: :No, there hasn't been The only
.gu.idelines that have existed have been t.ather
meneraland perfunctory dedcriptions ofithe course
that appear in the university catallog.

INT: And in [the freshman Amp: cdurae] ,

You include something ..like a description of the
standards you expect students to meet in orderAo.,
pass that course?.

I

COORD 42: No we doiot. Probably should, but we
don't:: Our department is so individual4stic that

. they have A hard time agreeing and [there's the]
feeling that someone else is, going to imppse what
theY are' going to do.- --

Though dix.rof-our twelve program coordinatozsdo talk
.

. . .

:about gOale for both remedial and regular coMPoiition, when

asked by oUiTinteridewer, their remark6 are at a very general

level4

COORD 43: The only answer I can give to that is

"to -say- when I first -took_theAdb and I got up to
-speak to the department about something, somebody
raisid.his hand And said what is your,philosephy?
What' de you want the 6-students to /earn?--I said,
if.I want ,the students' to learn anything, I:Want
them to learn to be concrete and, specific their--
writing.- And everYbedy, nodded.- So I assume that

is the underlying philosophy. I think it in a\
[given] that we look for readenable grammar and`

mechanics andtpunctuation. Tat is obvious,. I\-

suppose the underlying issuctols.the student should
be clear. .

.4

What we had expected is rarely voiced. Few. coordinators

;offer Clear descriptions of expectations for students completing
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remedial instruction. No one mentions student goals, other

thaft writing perfOrmance. No one includes f1aculty goaldin

the discussion of desirable program outcomes. Here is the

most comprehensive statement we were able to elicit. Its

specificity is unique in our sample.

COORD: Yes, -there is something in writing.' In
fact, we have a rather substantial manual which 4

'guides the program. This manual originally was
prepared in 1977 by the Composition Committee and
it Was more recently edited and reduced, updated.
It spells out coursybjectives for freshman .

composition, and eve [remedial]. It suggest
textbooks for each of those courses; it spends'
quite a 'lot of time suggesting various classroom
methods or strategies that instructors. might
exercise in order to strike writing targets. So,

yes, there is something in fact quite formal
spelling out our philosophy and goals.

.
In slim, when we ask about prograM goals, most coordinators

7
are able to talk about preferred instructional methods or

available sample syllabi or:recommeaded texts, but not

student goals. Most of those coordinators who do speak of

student outcomes are very general in their descriptions or

limit their detailed student objective@ to the remedial

courses in the program.

It may be the case that it is easier to agree upon and.

articulate expectations for remedial student writ a than

7-raf-the rtguiar-college-composition-student: Certainly

seems to be the ease that we need to think abOt Wh4 is

that College studenti aro' supposed to,g4in frOm..collego-ovel

writing instruction. This ambiguity, We-expect, may cane
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back to haunt the campuses as they struggle to.define and

implement the required certification of students' upper-

division.4writing skills for graduation.

While it is difficult to pinpoint a common characteristic

of,programs with clean and thorough goals, it is easy to see

-->"----a-shared feature of the others? In each Such"cadethe

program coordineitor describes a. staff in part made up of

resistant tenured (or tenure-track) literature professors

leas than thrilled with the need for college English depart-

menus to .teach a general education course in composition,

let aloneremedial writing. Further .all the coordinators

'we interviewed report little knowledge of or control over

the classroom practices of tenured faculty who are r4ortedly

rarely; if ever, evaluated as writingoinstructors. We had

anticipated this jostle to some extent in our thinking aboUt

the implementation of a composition program as shaped by

attempts to cope with these real and common problems.

programmatic InstrUction

We looked next at the instructional component of program

implementation. Is there comparability among classes taught

by different instructors? And, how is, this managed? Unfortu-
.

,

natelyi,all but one of our department and program leaders

report they do =not know what .goes on in-the classropms14Cf

tenured instructors teaching composition,__Tenured faculty

are not visited or othetwise,systematically monitored or
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evaluated as writing instructors. In contrast, part-time

instructors or full-time lectureri (contract employees) are
o

talked about:as if they are a unit or cadre: they are

usually hired and trained (or oriented) by the program

coordinator, monitored regu.arly, and often concurrently

enrolled in or recently graduated from the. newer graduate

programs specializing in composition instruction (examples

below).

INT: How well do you feel you know what goes
on in composition classes?. .

COORD IFS: think it's getting baiter and better.
I have to divide that into two What we know
about what's going on in the courses that are
taught by part-time faculty is very, very good
because we have a system of visitations and evalua-
tions, and that:also applies to our teaching
aseistants:- '.(..As far as the full-time regular)

faculty, would have to tell you that it's

at best.

-.1° ) .

CORD: #6: Well, I don't know what goes on id the

cladses of the full-itime faculty. And the nature
of our faculty here is such that nobody is over
going to know what goes on. Our faculty is very%
restless with any 'find of organization. They
don't like tole monitored and won't stand for it.
Who knows what goea on in their classes? Only dad

knows.

1 don't have -to'monitor whatgoes'on in the part-time
instrUcters' classes. I foundout a long time

ago, years ago, whon T wai'reallt worried AbOUt-:

itc----They-aro-homogeneeus their
hiring'. process is-so meticUlOus and thorough that.
anybody who Survives it id aut0Maticallyguaranteed
to be coMpulaive. And, they teach.the Nay they
have been taught to teach,' They teach what. they
:have been-taught to. teach. The newinatruCtors
hava tO:-take'anip-dervice course during the first I.
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semester of teaching that has a student-faculty
ratio of six to one, or lower. And'in that course
they bring the materials they developed for the
[composition] course to the seminar. They share
them; they get criticized. Theyodo critiques in
the group; they bring their problems to the seminar
to be ironed out... During-the second semester
they pre evaluated by the English Cpmposition -

Committee; each person is visited by two different
committee members and so on. We have run into
.instances in which, although not very many, in .

which instructors have decided that despite every-
thing they are really going to .go their own way.
And that usually turns up in their evaluations.
...And if we are not able to work with the instruc-
tors and bring them around, we fire theM.

..Thebe two excerpts are good representatives of comments we

heard from almodt all composition coordinators. In Particular,

references to careful hiring; class visits, prientation.or'

formal training sessions, handouts of course guidelknes or'

sample syllabi, and the use of recommended tents lists are

found in all descriptions of 'part-timers' classrooms.:

However, also omnipresent in coordinators' comments. are
\s,

.
confessions of ignorance about what the regular faculty are

doing.

In this study`] we relied upon our survey questionnaire

to help us determilne what the tenured%and tenure-track

faculty are thinking, and whether as a group.they are different

\-'
in terms of such matters as instructional themes or goals

underlying instruction, materials important to,that instructiim,

\

claisroom arrangements, instrudtionAlmethods, and kind and

amount of writing aseignments. We carefully constructed our

.
items to allow for a variety of common approaches surface,



and we are gratified`-to find that, through our factor inalytis

of questionnaire responses, we can identify six distinct

instructional factors which appear to_be_reflective of (1)

the literature approach - intent upon exposing students to

good literature, seemingly as models of good writing; (2)

the composing process approach - which-provides frequent

opportunities for students to write and review their writing;

(3) the rh torical modes approach - closely related perhaps

to the co using process approach, but different in a reliance

upon ,learni from prose models and rhetorical texts; (4)
/

the/basic skills approach - usually but not always, the

i. remedial course instructor, concerned with correct 'expression

/in student writing; (5) the workshop approach - very much

/ like the composing process approach, though seemingly more

// focused on the instructional method than specific skills and

materials; and (6) the service course approach - petceivind

therequired composition coursowork as preparatioh for

writing in other college courses, and other college

as primarily, term or research papers.

.Wt-have just-completed our analyses of, part-timer and

regular faculty scores on, instructional factors and wet find

these distinctions are significant for some factors.. Nonethe-,

less, we do find fewer distillations in classroom practice

,between the two zaculty status 'categorise than expected. As

our roe arch continues, we will continue to look closely at

this stat variable, and continue to ask if it`-is meaningful.



Regardless of our findings, the difference in the,

program coordinator's knowledge and influence over part- timers-

and regular faculty is a serious complication for the evaluation

of any composition program wherkboth sorts of instructors.

are used. If monitoring. and evaluation of regular faculty

teaching writing is'a near impossibility, what means are'

available to composition program cooidinators fez' assuring

enlightened and comparable instructicin in those instructors'

/clauses? _Aside from relying upon part timers, how can a,

'pregram develop an instructional staff that shares enough-

!Information and interest to maintain a state-of-the-art

common core of curricula and instructional methode in

cemposition?

Faculty Develimment

People working in the world of college composition

programs use the term, "faculty development," to refer to an

entire range of activities whose goals are to help ease the

transition'fbi the literature-trained faculty-member0 in

English departments (or other content specialists in. other

departments which offer writing instruction) who must now

function° as writing class instructors. These activities can

. .be as marginal-as circulating a research ricle, or as

vigorous ae a required graduate seminar ir,,composition
a

theory.

For the most part,,alliour interviewees describe the

reluctance and even occasional'adamant refusal of-regular
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tenured.and tenure-track faculty to take on lower-division .

writing class instruction. Composition program coordinators,

then, find themselves in a position in which they must ease

this situation and attempt to upgrade or ensure instructional!

.quality by offering opportunities fOr retraining faculty fOi

their newly expanded role. Ironically; because of the

recent burgeoning interest in writing instruction as a

legitimate field of study, many part-time instructors who

are new N.A. graduates are often much better informed about

writing theory and often even trained in teaching writing.

This ex cerbated generational conflict can further strain

the relationship between-regular tenured faculty and the

writing program in which they must participate°

In our interviews we asked composition coordinators and

/"department chairs about their faculty development efforts,

:recent and ongoing, in the field of compoSition theory.

They-describe variety of methods but report little success;

ihat is, when succor iedefined as reaching, the regular

faculty members, which is how all our iaterv2ewdes talk,

_about 4:t, eVery administrator reports difficulty.

ENO CHAIR #1: We have4ln informal luncheon meeting
called ucomp:-. meetings,' -help perhaps-once every-
six 'weeks in which we;, as alaculty, are to rdad
an article and discuss it.- Or have an individual

-,--faoulty-member-come-and-discuss-an article-Am,
which he may be working, on composition. ©r which
ha has read and wished to use,as a focal point for

an hour, an hour and a half discussion. In that

sense, refining faculty Understanding of the

composititbElliadr



INT: Are those \ 1 attended?r1

ENG CHAIR: Often the people who attend the meeting
and.are most interested also, of course, those
who know the most about it. And those who need it

N. the most 'are nowhere to be seen.

kli,
cOoRD 41 We have occasionally had, and would
like to h ve,naw, some kind of seminars,or get-.
together...we will try to have one 'or two a
semester. We don't always.-

.

INT: What .kind of response do. you get from
the faculty?

COORD: Not strong.

MT: And is it_correct to say that what
yon've eying is that the part-timers are
very adyjmeet about grading essays] and it's
tin of tough to get the other to join?

ORD 42: That's liretty accurate. And the others,
they take the time to say 'I'd really like to come
to that and I can't.' And I think part, of it is
that conflict in their souls between composition
and literature. They say, 'Look, I'm going to
give just so much time a week to compoaition. I

believe in it; teaching is an important thing, but
I'm not going to that discussibn session. It's
too much of my time.' ...Oh they'd love to knor
in two seconds what happened at that discussion}'
session. But.they don't want to,take that hour
and a half.

lA

Some coordinators report relatively more success than

others. For the most part, the more successful formal

factilty development efforts use one of two approaches: (1)

mandatoryy-enforeed-prereguIaite-couTterofi-lh composition

before assignment to teaching composition; or.(2)" soCially

contented "meetings', for which composition topies_and materiala

are prepared ahead, but which are not overtly designated as



faculty 'development. It is importalit-to note that the tWo

programi with requisite coursework are campuses with

graduate masterls programs, in the teaching of composition,

and' that. the retbired course is one of the degree program's

core seminars. Not all campuses, in fact relatively few,

hav4 such degree programs to draw upon.. Further, the successful

soc ally-4611texted retraining event's. are feAd in very small

pro rams, ,in one instance in an-ethnic studies departmer,

which has its own separate but equally acoepted composition

program.

It does seem clear that direct efforts to .solve thel

iroblem of faculty retraining in composition!., are inwir.4bly

unsuccessful. It is.not,hardto figUke out a key source o:

this resistance. Until recently; composition was a service,

performed by the. English Department for the benefit of the

campus at large and the English departarent,R,e,4n grad'aete

students who were employed to teach the course. In Oort,

it has been . task without academic: recognition, or reward.

Though it sOunds likes lo';_ing battle, faculty develOpment

for regular faculty need,pOt 1)64 we have discovered-a very

simple avant that succeedr, in drawing together all writing

instructors, regular ami'pert time, and getting_ ,them to

interact-on7the-suble4t-of-comiositionataualdausy__

additional panefit accrues-to-tilis event: establiohing some

comparability in faustruction/across classes taught by, theaa.

different facmity members%
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:

This succev.sful process ig simply instruc or group
.

.

.scoring of student.essays written to a common topic, whether

iii

the common essay is s emwide ('as .in the slacement testlirt\
//

which readerswriting sample offered three times a year

come from all nineteen camims"A), campuswid (as in the case

of essay exams certifying spidents! writing competence for

graduation), or coursewide writing-taste serving as mid-term

or final (maths. Those coordinators headi 4 programs-where
r----,,,

common essay gradings are a policy talk about positive. side

. --
benefits-of the process: (1) interactio

h
p oetween part-time

.
.

and regulaefaculty; (2) oppertunities lor discussion of
1,1 )

composi on theory and instructional ethods; and as a

7consege ce of these experiences; (Windreased comparability-.
'

across course sections taught\by dif/ferentinstructors; and

(4) reportsof changes in class -instruction, e.g., more

in-class writing. The follttwing quotations Q0M0 from the

' . ,-
same cbmposz

i
ition coordinatr, firs//t, wuen

,

hd is asked*about
//____.

faculty development Opportunitii, second and-third, When
-..,,,,.

,

asked, about his knowledge of the classroom practices of be

"part-timers ..end regular facultly'teaching writing.
. /

agORD ft: Well, we didithat-for When 1
first stsrtsd, we did that const tly...Where we
would bedLueople to coin°, browb at them, invite

. ,,

them, plead with them; bribep m with wine and
cheese, and do ever*Ohing we 'tad to get them to
come and listen to some of our best people 'talk
about 'everything fram minor problems, to grading
te;',hniques; to masSive theories of composition.

, _

examination allows a' great-
deal of'thit to ccur,,not just for being able to



, go. back over and work with the statistics and the
calculdtor, b4t theicommittee work that comes
prior to that worging with people and setting up'
the topics, talking about the theorr of composition.
They bring in; topics, possible topics. You learn
something about it; you make comments and have an
effect on people and vice versa v 'You emit make
students write on that.' Also the reading sessions,
where you spend a whole day raph all-your comp.-
staff, at every. level and they're talking abou't
composition, that's the. focus. And prior to that,
everybody went his own separate way and you never
really, you really .didn't know what was going on.,

...There's an example Of how you can affect your
'individualist including brand new part-time people,
on the basis of something like a (common)' final,
exam. We have a pre-writing segMent built into
the final exam whore. they (students) may not write
in their books, their blue books, for half an -

hour. People rho may never have heard of pre - writing:
before, it's hard to believe nowadays, we inform
them in the beginning of the semester what the
exam is all about.

Remedial Writing Instruction

The CSU-syStem is not alone in its dilemma of providing

higler education to underpreparedtenteringfreshmenbut the

*ysteMWide English Plfeement Test and thespecial/fundstied

to stUdentAacereeen_that,test imply that thep514(unlike

some universities) intend; to accoptreeponsibility for

remediating student, deficiencies in writing skills. The

latitude given campuses in the expenditUre of remedial. funds

has resulted in some variety in the implementation of this

remediation, policy. Akeerthelesslitlieems clear that all

Campuses regard this job is.an English department task.

We do not want simply: to document the impIementatien
,

°off remedial. writing instruction; -we-believe-sueh--a-description

I.



misses a key issu that probably aikects hoW that instruction

is implemented. How do-the English faculty/and the campus,

,administrators feel-about this. o igatieq., We isked this
\,

question .directly in our interviews and questitnnaire.

Academic vice presidents and des. of schools (within

which the English departments reside) were fairly comistent

in their expression of dismay tempered by a recognition of

the inevitable., In a few instances, these 'administrators

expressed concerns about the growing numbers of students who

need remedial work (not: dust in Eriglishi-before they, can

profit from the regular college coursework. Some of these
-0.

campus administrators also suggest the cammunity colleges as

a way out of the expanding basic skills instructional programs:,

a few-administrators would, like to require underprepared,

-students to. liut in some instrUctiplial -tiie at ihe local ---

junior-college before enter Vg the state university; despite

the large shift in student enrollment such a policy would \)

create. 'But, for the -mostpart, there is acquiesoence among

those in our, interview sample:*

/
ppm OF HUMANITIES: I don't even know if fhave
an .

option any more, but I hair() this slight ImFancia,
and that.is4-there-are-really-two-collegeo -at every-

college. One ii the official college, whieh, is in
the catalog, and it's all the courses.that you and
have been talking about. And then the ..other college.
is the college of skills. ...Well, idien you get to
know the students Umolved, you obviougly don't have
an objective view of remediation...from a lofty.stand-
point, you.say, .'Of course not, it's beneath collaw
it's really high sohool level stuff.' Then you get to.

-----Anow-the-students-and.their_commitments and their
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motivations,.espeoially. minority students, and you
just can't take that lofty poiition.

. .

ACADEMIC VICE PRESIDENT: .0n the one hand, I feel
good about the fact that students who are admitted
and lack basic'skills will°be given an opportunity
to_learn_them..___Because_if_they'donit then this
impedes their progress and we have a revolving
deor situation: They come in and they lack basic
skills;.we don't give them to them and they're
Out. On the other hand, I think it'd a shame that
we have to ...whether we should be doing them Or
the community colleges should be doing them, I

think is a sepprate question. But if we're going
to allew the students to come here, thenAt's
obvious %ie're-going,to have a remedial writing
program.

r .

We obtained a..4limpse_ of the faculty perspective from
1 n

i . _,

responses to Likert items on the questionnaire. From these

responses, we were able: to generate a series of factors, one

of which contains these.items on reiedial. instruction.
1

Mewever,L these 'were netthe,billy,q404tiOnnaire.items which

form the remediation factor. It appears that .we managed'to--
-

tap into an attitude. factor that deacrihdii-giaulty:iealinga

toward teaching composition. in general, including remedial.

Consider these items all of which grqup on the same factor:

'Generally speaking, in this department tenured and
tenure-track instructors -doNOT need: review. or
coordination of their writing instruction.

I'm NOT ;likely to attend meetings designed to
improve my writing instruction, .eg. , faculty
development or 'retrainipg' sessions .

.

Had 1 -the choice, .wouldould never teach undergraduate
writing courses .

°

I:- Students who are not prepared, to do 'college-level i'

writing .should: NOT be admitted to- this-ctun us.,

L_



odllege resources shOuld NOT support remedial
programs in writing.

Much-of what I've heard about 'writing as process'
strikes me as yet another fad in the field of
composition instruction.

In *very composition class I've taught here, I've
finally had to admit to myself thatmost students
do not improve their writing very much by the end
of a single school term,

This pattern of related responses suggests to us that

feelings.aboutthe. remediation of student writers are bound'

up-with feelings` about teaching composition. We expect

programs with reluctant writing faculty might also be those

with the least well-developed remedial offerings; that is,

-.that attitudes-affect iinplementation. Our interview analyses

suggest just that.
k

At one end of a spectrum of programmatic remodiation we

find a campUs mtlere the English department eschews' remedial.

cOursework. Students identified as remedial gre placed into

regular freshman composition classes,' and tutors are provided

. in each class. The gn.gliOh department chair relies on thi
---

learninassistahco'centet to supply trained tutors.,7With

Hthe additional in-laSs.instructipnal aid, the ,English /Chair

is able to increase .class.size,'thus decreasing. the number0.
.

,

of writing sections that must be staffed by literature

'faculty, and precluding the need for any EngliakVfaculty to

teach - remedial or basic writing Foreign itud9nts-needing,

remedial assistance find themselves in a linguistics department'

course.
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At the other extreme there a:e programs offering Several

levels of coursework for various levels of student need.

Some courses exist which the coordinators themselves label

"pre-remedial"; others provide adjunct assistance for the

better remedial students 'through homogeneous composition

section-specifically set aside for these weak, but not

weakest students. Often under the guidance of a remedial

program coordinator, some of the programs in this group-have

aligned their pre-remedial course continuum, with the content

of the multiple-choice subtexts of the English Placement
Pw

Test,.i.e, offering courses in reading, sentence construction,

and lOgic and organization, and placing #tudents 'on the

basis of their subtest scores. (In two instances,, remedial

readers are-referred to a reading course offered by the

education department.) In interviews. with these remedial

coordinatorswiafind a_ great :deal: of specificity in descriptions

of pre-!!Igediral-ttiiiiiii;:ntent, methods, materials, and

goals, and instructor,preparation.

out half:afthe programs in our interview sample

provide these pre-remedial cwirses of instruction; an over-

lapping group, again about half,-ohoose to rely on a separate

remedial course rather than on special compoSition course

.sections augmentedJoy tutors. Two of these program's provide

for. common mid-term or final exams; but for the most part,

unlike the pre-remedial, we find little An, the way of mechanisms

for ensuring: much commonality among remedial course instructor*h
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Perhaps most interesting is the role, or rather the

lack of participation, of tenured faculty in the remedial

and pre-remedial coursework.. We find only one program with

significant involvement of tenured faculty .(oddly, _one of,

the two polytechnical campuses). other than that, it

strictly part-timers and the lone tenured faculty membe who

is serving as the remedial program coordinator.

Campus Climate for Writing Instruction

In planning our investigation of writing prOgrams, we

recognized the potential f9r outside sources to influence

composition program operations. Obviously the larger English

department needs to be Accounted for; but also, we believe

there, are opportunities for,campus-level factors to affect

programs. This is one of the main reasons we interviewed'

--academic vice presidents, deans, _and directors _o_f_sspebial-
o.

programs and'learningoassistance centers. We also asked

faculty to rate a number of department variableA in, terms. of

the kind (pOsitive/negative) and amount (strong/moderate/riont;)

of influence these variables exert upon the composition

program, and we included, Likert items on campus charpcteristics.

From the faculty response to these items we were able

--
to create seven program context factors, eadh-des

different aspect of the world in which composition programs

operate. 'The first three factors relate to the campus at

large: (1) campus climate surrounding composition matters,`;

(2) adjunct writing assistance (available outside of the 1
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classroom), and (3) student characteristics. The first

factor includes faculy feelings about placement policy for

entdfing students and policy for certifying upper-division

'writing competence. The second describes typical-outside

resources, such as the learning center and EOP 'services.

This factor also accounts for the impact of faculty from

other departments teaching writing in the English department,

and the recent composition theory, as influences on the

program. These last two variables may reflect campus involve-
,

ment in the upper-division writing requirement where non English

department faculty are trained to teach upPer-division

courses for their student majors.

The third factor, student characteristics, includes a

number, of quistionnaire items describing student language

characteristics (dialect second languaoe problems),

general perceptions of thequality of the student population

as a whole, and a related variable, the influenCe of writing

assistance provided by th6 EOP. In addition, there are two

faculty characteristics items which load on this factor:

.general faculty morale (in the department) and die Presence

of tenured and tenure -tack faculty in the, composiiiO-n-

instructor pool. We are a little .surprised to find these'

last two 'variables groiped.with thesestudent items., However;

it may be-th4t-thoue-whD-view-tenured,faculty involvement as

having somewhat of a negative influence on the program-are

°also the people who are somewhat demoralized by the language

-obstacles facing their writing class students._



I

The rest of, our progr factors focus more closely upon
, 1

the composition program it elf. Factor fou includes Likert

items asking about the qu ity of the wo ingrelationship

among staff and the acce ibility of t e composition coordi-

nator. Five,itemb fro' I

our question on prograM,influencer
)'

are grouped with the e Likerts, !u:etec)!LtM.1119congern

vari ous sources of eaderatkpi 7 c omposition: the compos,
I

,

io'n

/program coTlinatr, te English department chair, and th! .

-Compositibn Committee. The other two items are faculty

morale and training in mposition instruction. We find It

reasonable to expect that, t faculty mbrale has a positive

influence on program where leadership is also perceived

positively and where faculty perceive themselves as trai ed

and able to approach their program coordinator and colle gues

on the subject of compositioninst uction.

. The next factor describes mechanisms for'establishir

and maintaining 'a "program" of instruction in composition:

agreed 'upon standards for. grading, for curricula, and fo7

methods. These faculty in our sample view these variabler
,

,

a group, reacting to all of them in the-same-way, al ough

/ some see the influence of the item group as positive, whi e

others feel its influence as negative.

The last two factors are the most personal and the m st

revbaling. Wi-have labeled-thet-as 6a and 6b becauge of the

similarity-in-attitudinal-territory they map. Nevertheles'

these factors come from-the" Lime factor analysis run and
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thus describe two distinct patterns of responses in our

faculty-sample. The first, 6a, groups only Likert items,

and in particular, what we have been calling our "bah humbug "

items. They are all worded in the-negative and describe

__what might best be called a,keen desire to avoid any active

involvement in composition instruction. Of course, it is

most important _to remember that it may. be everyone's, common

disagreement with these items, that unites them. The second

rplated factorj,61, also includes primarily Likert items.

In this.cas6 they are the "good guy" items; they describe

all those positive sentiments one might expect to'findamong

dedicated composition instructcre, and seem -to describe what

we might call "level of commitment" to writing instruction.

Th.einteresting. aspect of this_factor is that it manages to

draw faculty who :also, value one oat bIoth of two particular

Instructional themes: teaching editing skills and teaching

invention (prewriting) skills If /we_ allow that these goals

are among those more closely related to current composition

theory, we are not to fihd these- items-grouped

with "dedication" items.. Our interview data suggest that

there are some faculty members who are seriously interested

in composition theory-and instruction.

We eagerly await the results of our ongoing analyses

Using these factors to characterize-individual programs and

faculty groups. -We-wonder whether or not the part-timer/

tenured distinction will reappear in these analyses.



The__-12Per-3ivisor Writing Re irement

'Our interview data on the upper-divlsion writing competency

/requirement offer additional insight into the level of

campus commitment to and involvement in college composition,
_

for here is a policy, that affects every department offering

a degree. Students who do not pass the requirement do not

receive their degrees, and it-will be easy-for-the-camp

administration to tell which.departments have the greatest

problem 7raduating their majors under the new requirement.

Clearly there is an incentive here for each department to

become informed about, if not involved in, the creation and

implementation of the campus certificatLn

We find we can account for all varieties of policy with

just three categories-of-certificat4on;method. The-firdt--

requires students,. -to take an essay exam (sometimes with an

objective subtest); the second pr6vides a choice between

exam or approved course; thd-tlirrtrinetho-d-reqtri-rea-ce-rtifi--

cation through. approved courses only, with no ennui option.

-Those campuses-Witli-test=onty-policy-allow ailidontp to

retake the test- if they -do-not-p-ass-"ttie-fiist'ti-me . Moot

administrators we spoke with are reluctant to put a,ceiling

on the number of retests a student may take. The most

popular method (six of ten campuses) is the second method,

allowing students to choose-eithei-the-test-or-one_of--a

number of acceptable courses. In some cases there is a

planned overlap between the two options: students may "test



out of the course part way through the school term, or may

end up in the course as a direct consequence oefailing th4

test. The remaining category, course-only', is used on only

one campus.

PeteritialkYLS112e three methods allows fob the

involvemeni of faculty and administratore outside the English

departmentWe_find_im_eux_interViews that, depending_upon

who is committed and. to what patent, the writing requirement

can be an enriching and unifyingexperience, or ,a genuihe

bother. in most cases:the initiative fot involving' others

jied with the English department, whichlis seen as the

source of resident experts on writing instruction aid- evaluation

of writing skill:. The opportunity ger the,English department

to-seek-out4.idetavement-,--ptesehts-itself.7-ihthe-campus

Literady Committee. _

Wefound:Och committees on al;.butone.camp4Suld

that ont-caMpus the ipperdivisiOn reqUitement a Writing'

//

test, is solely the English,department's resporisibility.

The-rdepaztaient,-comps4ti Committee_formulatos tAeLteet.:

question-t,Ind-i-adminitit-ersy_the_test.-- ...The coilip coOdinato/
/ .

-/ '
explains: "There was Writing -committee, for the university

. .
/ L

and it proved. to be unworkable and,-was. On two

' other campAses the upperTdivision requirement is also the
( /

exclusive- domain-of---the--English-dep-artment-.7-In-both-oases----

the impression/given in the interviews is that the writing

requirement -belongs _to-English =and .it-is' -a-departmental



1

responsibility to zee that the requirement: is appropriate

and is enforced.

Two gather campuses also leave sole responsibilit-y-to,

the EngliSh department, though in both these cases:this

responsibility is 4-result-of-inaction on the'part-of. the

English department. In oneinstance, the department chair

describes his deliberate refusal to participate on the

camOuswide Literacy Committee and then later, in the same

interview, talks about how the campus committee decided to

let each department.select a suitable .courses.'_ he then goes

on to-describe how all the dther departments have selected

the English department's designated course, placing a treiendous

enrollment burden on the department staff.

Only-tmor-campuges-in7our-sample-are victively-pursuing

camPuswide involvement and responsibility for±the upper-

division requirement:-Both-rely-upon-speci-fied:-upper-divis-ion

courses which, if approved, may:btiikin..English departient _

courses. In one case, student; in the diverse approved

1-7=,--covwsos7mustmall-take-a-commonTessay-enamr graded-by-the',

group. of courgeinstxuctore.from the diverse departments.
-

AS described in the section on faculty develoPment,:. when

thede course instructors megttoo.graQe` -teas mammon eesa ,-a-
good-4eal oflaculty.development takes place.. In this way,

[

-----themdiivertie-Tcourses-may-be-deemed--acceptable_for_Ile_

upper- division requirement with a little less.anitietTther:
P -

if:therAitfoe::-40,:suoiIridaily.dontrolirifteciiiitraim-. -The



second camput in this.group .takes the opposite approach:.

rigordils committee lscrutiny of proposed courses. Asthe

co-nosition coordinator- -admits, relatively few courses

outside the English department have been accepted, in part

becauseacceptance_relies_on_tbi_amaiLW5I.lit=k-of ar

---,Instructor wild has been approved by.the English department.

Department approval .rests on the completion of one of the

graduate courses in composition offered by the department as
-

part of its master's program in composition.

loamy and Conclusions

It is difficult- to-sulimarize the_vast amount-of diVerse

descriptive informaIion we have uncovered and interpreted.

Too much-ihterpretation_may not even be an appropriate

act vliy,--dince tlwresearch-facut for Phase-I-his been

descriptive-. We-will need-to-zee-if-any-of-these-program

--,feature do in fact make a substantial differpnce in student

-------15-erformaticand--reti-tudeforT-in-faeui-ty beh-avi-ors-and

s, though in this latter case it already appears'

-----clear-that-we_will=find such differences.

Az we worked on integrating -and reducing-our-tremendous

amount of arcilival, interview, acid gueutionniire data,

several issu-es,presented themselves. Rather than summarize

program descriptions, then,-we-would-ra\ther consider_the

-ifietieff;

nonsciouiness-Raisina.11 A particularly pressing issue
_

in research or evaluation of postsecondary composition prograis



is the goals issue Or, rather, the 1 ck-of-goals issue.

simply do not find proc=am goals, aims, or purposes which

describe student gains resu4Iting-from-coli iosition-courseWork-.-

on rare occasions, we md.' descriptions.lo remedial .coursework

o-arsliibiit-o- ten defined -in-terMs-of abilit

regular composition course instrucfiio et aboUt

.students in the regular course?

The existence of Widespread, formal, remedial couruework

is relatively new on the postsecondary scene, whereas freshman

composition has been a standard General-Education reiluirement

for\ a longer-time. AlsoT-purtly sa-a-response-to-thAt-nee , .1

for remedial instruction at the college level, there has

been a recent explosion of research and'theory on Composition

instruction. -Tr de-e- many- of the samLia1 kirks inthe now

',writing as 1:locess" field were conducted%ith college _

students, and often 14-dolI64-764-ealessors or-Vrogram aidiEDIU=

trators responsible/ for that instruction pert,-1979;

Shaughnessy, 1977;Sommers,.1979). It makes sense, then,

that this new research-has been applied, in the development

--of-remedial writing programs_i_program_riot_yet_lAcked-into---

tradition, programs often accompanied by special funds

programs, still. amenable to experimentation. Wthe other

hand, the standard freshman compoiitioncourse in All of

its various manifestimidni, stands before-us as "traditional
-- ...--- -4 -9--

. We have not boo:RI confronted with its 'failure as we have

-,-witfi the-faiiireof-collegeTpreparatilry-bighachool:_English..
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We have not icrutidized its workings or thought much about

its purposes beyond filling the G4neral Education,requiment.

(Sett Chapter :Two for a review of the literature in this

area.)

It is no wonder that, in our examination-of college

writing programs, we have not found many sites with stated

program goals or cohesive sequential curricula. There has

been little incentive or perceived need to consider or,

reconsider writing coursework as a.program of instructioh;,

it could be whatever the individual EngWill'teacher-wanted

t to-bli-T---11-eutilifteitt-tu-d-tititi

virtue ofits _novelty, its funding, its no-graduation-credit

status, its students. ,Fo'r those English faculty interested

in-the-new-composition-theory,_remedial instruction invites__°_,

experimentation.

the.' effectivetres-s---;of7-a-vriting-program-should-7not

be measured only in terms of -Meetings its 4ocilS.:" tdrger

and wider...ranging issues are invoived'.

we ought to be uncovering descriptions of_successful

"conscieuenesa_raising,__not_j_Ust in _terms___of_campusvi de _ _ ___ _____

interest and onlightenm nt, but also in ti-trius---of-the-English--

department factilty perspective on composition: In fact,

When we re-examine our own sample of campuses, we find that(
this approach reveals much more to us. In.thiS University

system, that "consciousness-raiiing". is beillg stimulated by

__ a strong_inCentivev_the_upperf!divisionwriting requirement . .



for graduation. We find evidence that the wax in which a

campus (and Eng7sh denzrtment) deals with that requirement

71 t progrenr .c nature'of its lower-division
.

e and t- ative interest and kilo ledge on

the part of English and non- English faculty. We do not

believe, however, that it is unreasonable to expect differences

sn av-----invollteuent-to-be-r-ef- ed-in_difterences '

in students' writing performance.

Common Essay Readings. A second, related issue that

arises from our work concerns the-writing faculty-.-tWe have

found the distinction between part-time contract instructors

and regular-tenured faculty omnipresent, not only in,erms
N

0-categories we. generated and used in our work,, but, also in
!

the descriptions offered by composition program coordinators.

.

-We detect (land largely share) a bias, based uPon an as yet

unfoundeclassumption i:e., that tenured faculty_know less

about new writing theory. And, we find corollary assumptions,

a AI g., that -tenured faculty

tors, that they need "retraining,_" _that. they need_to_be

monitoredor eVaruatlid:At the same time, we

limits-to_ in extent loof-rogram-cobrdinators,

power of persuasion over.regular,faculty. We

find real

authority and

find new

assurances and fewer mechanisms for assuring a common core

of curriculum and instructional methods ior composition

courses. Thus° it appears that the presence of .regular

literature faculty. in the-staffing of composition courses



greatly affects the likelihood of establishing and/maintaining

that elusive "progtam of instruction" we have been seekng:--7

Our data indicate-that formal attempts to unite the

part-timers and tenured instructors, formal attempts at

faculty development in the field of composition, documents

prescribing course content, sequence, recommended texts, all'

do not succeed. Nevertheless, on our checklist of program

features we found a diamond in-the rough, the common mid-term

or final essay exam. Where remedial or regular composition

----cotarses-have-common--_essay_s:, -we__ find _interaction,betwgen___

part-timers and tenured faculty, informational gains on the

part of the uninformed, reported impact on. actual clasiropm

practices, and% ultimately greater-commonality-among-coupe ,___

sections taught\ by the diffeient instructors. However,-it

also appears th4 what-makes this,--activity so successful is

its'indireetness: It is. not perceived as faculty retraining,---:-

---nor-as-a-meang-of=stindardizin

Tn-short-,--it-appears-that the-common-exam operates FM

the perfect "consciousn ass raining" activity. We find this

phenomenon can also occur outside the.Epglish department for

campuses whose upper-division writing requirement speciiiel,

a common exam across: various departments' certification

courses.

_ReCommelidations-td-Researchers,and Evaluators

We would like. to draw' these. points together into some

,

,coherent set of recommendations -for present and future -=
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investigations of college writing programs. First, we need

to realize thavthere are major assumptions we all holdi-
.

-e.g.,. that English literature profeisors should be seriously

interestedin college composition, which has heretofore been

a deneral'Education course-offered by literature departments.

Accordingly, we must be aware of the impact of those assumptions

in study methods and data analysis: expectations of and.

searches for faculty-knowledge tbOut.composition theory; and

concern for, documenting instructional content, methids, -and

=-------astp-14147-ittindicetorb of that knowledge-transformed-into

practice.

Second, we urge consideration of the lazier context,

the campus in which the program operates. Our Phase T

research experiences suggest that characteristics such as

Minority group enrollMents or campus size are ipss,crucial

then-the-administrationand-resources: _policies_affecting

writing instruction, altdFnative sources' of instruction in

----compotitiligninon-EnLlish department faculty Anvolvement in

writinLinstruation, and demonstrated-campus administrator

support of writing programs and policies.

Third,', we recommend the abandonment of any-motions'of

ranking or ordinal measures foi describing programs. We

have had to recognise that our .attempts' to do so' result in

,lots of binary variables: things -exist or they don't.

Often, activities or structures that exist on-any_qne_campus _

are not found.on any other.' Instead, we find our descriptions



involve more information with nominal categories. We can

distinguish .among types of activities :.which are grouped

together by virtue of their ToCus-. For instance, there are-

--.manY-different-versions-of -formal-faculty-development;_but

distinctions among the approaches are simply different "ways

of doing," not more or less, or better or wOrse,yersions pi

the same basiC approach.

Next Steps
,

In 1983 we, are gathering student essays E.c1 attitude

data from students at. the end of their freshman composition

class for each of the-three possible school terms (fall,

winter and spring quArteri; and fall and spring semesters).

We will be using these' student data to explore the' demonstrable

--impact of-differences-we-have-uncovered in attitudes, percep-

tions and beliefs of program faculty, and in 'structures,

policies, and processes in the program and on campus.
o

Though not included in this report, we have just finished

the analysis of faculty factors describing' attitudes and

instructional practices, and are gratified to find the
a

° I

hypothesized "between program" differences do exist, as do,'

differences between faculty status for contract lecturers-

And tenured/tenure-tracW4nsuctors.. Further, we find

indications that interactions between campus and status also

affect beliefs and practices of our faculty sample In

short, our descriptive phase has successfully provided us

with" several,key,facUors and hypotheses about the impact of
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those factors which we may test out against'student "outcome

data currently'being collected. .Vie, thus, fully expect our

next report to contain data-based findings and recommendations

forpractice.
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